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F REWORD

THE Cooperative extension Service, the world's largest adult

informal, educa '.nal and des elopmental organization, ap-

proaches almo a half century of recognized achievement. It is

. dedicated to the des elopment of people themselves, to the end

that they, nrough their own initiative, may effectively identify

and solv the various problems directly affecting their welfare."'
ripartite educational organization uniquely invokes Fed-

er nited States Department of agriculture), State (Land-
ant Colleges and Universities) and local units of government.

It has established an effective Organiiation with purposeful pro-
grams which have been socially significant to the people of
America and to many countries of the world.

The Cooperative Extension Service is responding to the man-
date-so clearly stated in the Smith-Lever Act of M'ay 8, 1914

"to aid in diffusing among the people of the United States, useful
and practical information on subjects relating to iapiculture and home
economics and to encourage the application of the same . .

Leaders of this organization are recognizing and utilizing the
bodies of knowledge found in the social sciences that relate to
the changing goals of the Cooperative Extension Service, the
essentiality of formulating goals for individual achievement and
the development of the organization for goal attainment. Out-
standing scholars have been and continue to be invited to share
their knowledge with the organization's administrators to stimu-
late them to prepare for the future and to guide the organiza:
tion for greater accomplishment as it, continues to serve the needs

of people.
This book, entitled "Directing the Cooperative Extension

Service" offers administrators and students of administration an
opportunity to analyze the information considered at the Sev-

Joint Committee Report on Extension Progratns, Policies and Coals, 1948. US
Department of Agriculture and Atsociatson of Land Crant Colleges and Utflversitfes
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enth National Cooperative Extension Administrative Seminar, at
the University of Wisconsin, April 30 to Nay 4, 1962. The gen-
eral theme, was "Organizational Climate of Cooperative Exten-
sion." Objectit.es of the seminar were to develop:

1. Greater understanding and appreciation Of Extension pro-
grams of the past as they relate to the goal's of the next
decade.

2. Greater understanding of the principles of large scale
organization, the establishment of goals and their
achievement.

3. Greater understanding, invokement, and cOdrdination of
the staff in defining and attaining the achie ble goals of
the Cooperative Extension Service.

The AdministratiVe Seminar was sponsored join y the State
Cooperative Extension Services, the Federal Extension Service
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and the National Agri-
cultural Extension Center for Advanced Study thiough the Ex-
tension Committee on Organization and Policy. A Planning
Committee was named to plari, staff, and conduct the program.

N. P. Ralston, Extension Director, Michigan, Chairman
Tor lief Aasheim; Extension Director, Montana
Robert C. Clark, Directors National Extension Center
Lloyd H. Davis, Acting Deputy Administrator, Federal Extension

Service -

John E. Hutchison, Extension Director, Texas
G. H. Huffma,n, Former Deputy Administrator, Fe6ral Extension

Service.

In addition to the major Seminar staff, several other persons
provided effective leadership as discussants, panel members,
Evaluation, Committee members, and chairmen, as noted in the
program appearing on pages' 160 -163.

E. Arthur Prieve, Project Assistant in the National Extension Center,
served as Seininar Coordinator

T. H. Patton, As6ciate Extension Director, Pennsylvania, and his com-
mittee evaluated the program

George E. Lord, Exension Director, Maine, served as master of cere-
monies at the banquet

Mrs. Harnet Cluttterbuck and Miss Janice Holverstot provided able
and conscientious"assistance in preparing the manuscript.

fi 5
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Valuable leadership in conducting many aspects of the Semi-
nar program was provided by Rudolph K. Froker, Dean and
Director of the College of Agricurture, University of Wisconsin,
and Henry L. Ahlgren, Associate Director of the Wisconsin
Cooperative Extensimi Service.

The 42 Extension executives and members of the Seminar staff
who were privileged to develop and discuss the papers pub-
lished in, this book found much of interest and value in them.
The Center staff and the Planning Committee invite you to also
examine this information related to directing the work of the
Cooperative Extension Service.

September, 1962.
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Director, National Agricultural
Extension Center for Advanced Study

Dirctor, Michigan Cooperative
Extension Service
Chairman of Planning Committee
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Changing Times
Changing Programs
CLARENCE M. FERGUSON
Professor, National Agricultural Extension Center for
Advanced Study, University of Wisconsin, Madison

"I know of no way of judging the future but by the past"
PATRICK HENRY

:jT IS safe to say fhat the changes.of the last few years can be
\.said to have produced both pause and effect of great propor-
Aions. The eternal forces of the "explosion in technology", the
'drastic changes in the economics of agricultural production and
.distribution when combined V, ith. social change have produced
the world's most dynamic era of adjustment in farm production
and marketing with concurrent adjustment in farming, rural liv-
ing, 'community development and-in the melding of our rural
and urban cultures. Extension has played many, lead roles in
this drama.

The internal oforces which we shall try to identify have in part
been the result of the impact of external pressures. These forces

have been at play in both the Land-Grant Institution and in the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. They have influenced, and have
been influenced by, legislatise changes at both federal and state
levels'. They have produced adjustments in both organizational
structure and in operations. Budgets have increased and staffs
have grown in size and competence. Professional improvement
and inservice training have taken on added importance.

Overall objectives and goals have changed but little; yet

greater emphasis on program development has created a sharp
increase in efforts to strengthen the whole process of program
planning and development. Marketing and utilization have found

a more prominent place in the curriculum.

Public affairs education, long the most controversial of Exten-

sion efforts, has now become a well recognized and,aiVropriate
field oP endeavor. Rural Areas Development, agricultural adjust-

9



ment, and program projection have each played a part. in ad-
justing Extension's course. Home economics and 4:H Club pro-
grams reflect the many changes 'in technology, economiesiand
family living.

Business and industry have strengthened their support of 441
and a growing corps of volunteer leaders clevotypky times the
number of man-hours, to Extension programs tbat aMkspent by
the professional staff.

While at times Extension may have appeared #o hesitate "rt.
the brink of an ever-changing scene, it can be sari in all candSr
that few organizations have directed more energy toward the
exploration of theircaott n goals and in the evaluation of their:own

'efforts. i -v/7)/
From the turmoil of -a half centuty of change Extensi n has

emerged with an em iable record, and high on its masth d i
the emblem of "Earned Leadership."

In summary, may I suggest a few areas of administrative,
cern tt hich the changes of recent years bring into focus.

1. A need for a clarification of Extension's objectives in
light of changes past, present, and pending.

A need for continual adjustment in--organization and
staffing to implement program adjustments.

3. &careful examination of our structure to provide stronger
program administration and' supervision.

4. Continued and intensified attention. to the purposes, ob-
jectives, and methods of program development by local
groups in consonance with technological and social
change.

5. A 'need on the part of Extension administration to fully
accept its role of "earned leadership" and exercise it in a
way to avoid unnecessary conflicts of attitude and opinion
within the organization and between Extension and the
several publics which Extension is chartered to serve.

con-

New Feature of Change is Greater Rapidity

The most persistent characteristic of American Life, American
Agricultufe and Industry has been change. 'Change is not new.
The only new feature is its greater rapidity.

10
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Those of us who have been privileged to spend our lives in
this economy has e seen more technological and economic change
than we would have experienced had we lived all of the years
from the birth of Christ to the time we were born.

The Land -Grant College system with 'its research, teaching
and Extension areas has been a great influence in bringing this
change to pass. We hal. e,come from a predominantly agrarian,
rural culture to one in which the number of workers-required to
produce our food and.flbre has. consistently decreased. Yet, as a
nation, we Were never better fed, better housed, or better
clothed. In fact, there is much food for thought in the fact that
in this part of the world the prayer, "Give us this day our daily
bread" has been answered. It is no wonder that the less fortunate
peoples in many parts of the world look to our success and ask
"What must we do to share in your good fortune?"

I Ce

There are those who say we have had too much research and
too much Extension education and that ,their influence has

brought us to a poicit in our economy where we are producing
in excess of our ability. to consume. It would be a sad com-
mentary on our system of values if Ix e were to replace our efforts
to seek and use new information with a self-imposed aura of
ignorance. There are also those who say "Extension's job is done
no longer do we need to grow two blades of grass where one
grew before." Such comments grow out of a lack of sound under-
standing of Extension's philosophy', goals, ind objectives. Such

k comments add emphasis to the need for stock-taking, serious'
introspection and better communication 'between Extension and
its many publics.

Many Ways to Categorize Chariges

There are many way`s in which. the changes of the last half
century might be,categorizO. The farmer and his family in a
half century have moved from an almost primitive agriculture to
a highly developed, highly specialized business with its attend-
ing changes in capitalization, mechanization, organization and
dependence on other segments of the economy. The need for
greater skills in the application of an ever-growing body of tech-
nology is exceeded only by the need for greater ability in
management.

.11
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A significant change is occurring ;lit the. public concept of
agriculture. TheAerms "farming" and "agiieulture" were once
synonomous. Buf qiday the farm enterprise lies at the heart ot a
great industry in whip+ seven inillipns are employed in produc-
tion. These, in turn; are supported by six million who work in
the steel, rubber:chemical, and otter segments of our economy

41"
producing the goods and services essential to farm production.
Where the farmer once marketed and distributed much of his
own produce, he now depends on over eleven million workers to
transport, buy, sell, process, store, distribute, and merchandise
the products of his fields, barns, and feed lots. The independence
of farming has gone and interdependence with the non-farming
part of our economic mechanism has come to stay.

Wural family living hhs experienced an equally ZrasiC0ehauge.
The farm home a few years ago was without elktricity and run-
ning waterNow it has all of the advantages of the urban home
and remains relatively free from the many harassments of urban
living. The city limits sign no longer separates two cultures. On
the farm the home continues to be the center of farm operations,
and farming continues to be a family enterprise where every
meal is likely to be a meeting of the board of directors of the
farm enterprise.

The attitude of farmers toward science has gone through two
eras and has emerged into a third. The first of these might be
described as the era of skepticism. Farmers were inclined to be
guided by tradition, experience and folklore and to view with
skepticism new ideas emanating from research. Early demonstra-
tions gradually changed these attitudes and an era of confidence
followed. It can be safely said that this era has emerged into one
of dependence on science. This change'in attitude has created a
vastly different' situation for ExtensiOn than existed a few
decades ago.

To more fully appree the impact of change,4Ihecessary
to realize that both cause and effect must be considered. Re-
search and education were the major factors in producing
change, and each change in economics or technology had an
influence on the succeeding adjustments in programs of research
and extension teaching.

12
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.1 Ili
`be catto *zed into:y,

r. .
--, (a) Exter al Forces Those occurring,outside the actual organ- "

.ization and unctioning of the Extension system. r',/

fit,
(b) Inte ForcesThose occurring within. the Extension 4

system itself'
'3`
t, .:

- ?

Time limits nside6tion to but a few of theie forces.,No

attempt will libinade to be exhaustive cr, inclusive. Those idefiti-'

fied in the following paragraphs must be considered only as
, examples.

C.

. ,
atension Changes Are Both'External and Internal

For pu poses of discussion, changes affecting Extension can

anging EAernat Forces

The follov;ing classification suffers from over-simplification. If

must also be realized that often the inter-reaction of contenipb-

eary changes may produce a greater impact than that of any

single change considered by itself.

(a) The explosion _of technology during the past two decades

is unprecedented in world agriculture. Today in AmeriCa We, are

producing 10% more milk, 46% more eggs, 94% more beef, and

178% more chiCken than we were 20, years ago. This has been

accomplished on 59 million fewer acres. Between the census
periods of .1950 to 1960, the number of farzn,workers has de-

-0 breased by 28%. Productivity per than hour in the last 20 years

has gone up from an, index of 67 to 208, crop production per

acre from,88 to 129, and livestock production per breeding 'unit

from 92 to 130. (1947-49.-- 100)

oA
H. L. Stewart of U.S.D.A.'s Economic Research Service at the

1961 Outlook Conference said: c

Total man hours of farm labor used in agriculture declined by one-

third in the last' decade while mechanical power and .machiriery in-

puts were increased by 1../5th, fertilizer and lime by 3/5ths, purchased

feed, seed and livestock by 1/2 and miscellaneous inputs more than

1/4th.

These brief comments will serve to bring to mind the many.:

technological innovations of recent years. They cover the entire

spectrum of agricultural operations from the use of liquid and

gaseous fertilizer to new weedicides, and from biologics in ani-

mal feeding to hybrid .-
sorghum: or from cotton pickers to m6-

13,
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chanical feeders
,.).

#0% the off-farm side of agriculture, we tcould
enumerate an almost endless list ranging from mechanical egg
handling to T.V. meals and far beyond. Such a list is but an in-
troduction to the new technology of. the last few years. Each
new innovation has had its effect on farm labor, on management,
capitalization and credit needs and an impact on the many ques- .

tions which Extension teaching is designed to answei.
(b) Changes in the economics of agriculture are as drastic as

those of technology, although they may be somewhat less appar-
ent to the casual observer. The decrease from 5.4 million census
farmers in 1950 to 3.7 million a decade later is due only in a
minor degree (about 20%) to the change iri definition. An equally
if not more important change is the increase in average fartn
size from 211 acres in 1.950 to 302 acres ten years later.

Evidence mounts that farming, while in the hands' of fewer
farmers, is in stronger hands. An increase of 64% in the number
of farms with gross incomes of $10,000 or. more per year was
accompanied by a corresponding decrease of 30% in low income
farms after allowing for the change in census definition.

Almost overnight agriculture has become, one of the higher- capital
using industries. The production assets per farm have more than
doubled in the last decade. The average investment of around ug,-..
000 per farm Yorker is substantially higher than the average investment
per ymployee n manufacturing enterprises which was about $15,000
in 1959.!

Specialization i farming has advanced rapidly during the 50's.
For example, 5 fewer farms reported milk .cows, but the indi-
vidual dairy enterprise grew by 59%. While this adjustment was
taking place in dairying, 56% feWer farmers,reported selling eggs,
but the number of eggs sold per farm ,having layers went up
213%. Similar changes took place in turkeys, potatoes and cotton.

In the South Platte Valley in Colorado tilt number of feeders
with over 1,000 head on feed more than doubled, but in spite of
this fact, 86% of all the feeders were still feeding less than 325
head and 58% were feeding less than 125 head.2

In the light of these and other data, there seems To be, little
ground for the oft-expressed feafithat the family operated farm`
is disappearing. However, it is abundantly evident that its size,

I Stewart, IL L. 1961.Agriculture Outlook Conferences U.S.D.A.
3 Unpublished data by E. C. Hunter. E.A.S.U.S.D.A. as repOrted by H. L. Stewartat the 1961 Outlook Conference.

14
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capitalization andand degree of specialization is increasing witka
corresponding peed for greater managerial competence to insure

.,

success.
The emerging form of the family farm with its greater effi-

ciency plays .a significant part in increasing the food purchasing
ability of the fa6kob, pay check. For example, an hour of factory

work buys 10.i leaves Of bread, 3.6 &den eggs; or 2.5 pounds of

choice beef, as compared to 9.6 loaves of bread, 1.8 dozen eggs,

or L9 pounds,of choice beef a decade ago,. ;
These few examples will serve to illustrate, the economic

changes of recent years. It becomes clear that the Onrush of
technology, specialization, and larger farm units is producing

many crises for more and more families 'Who find themselves
unable to stem the tide and are stranded on the *sand bars pro-

, cluced by this flood of,progress.f,"
...

, (c) Sdcial*change to a degree is the product of economic and
technological developments. The impact on population move-

ment is marked by the continuing reduction in farm population,

a static or slight falling-off in the number of "in-city" dwellers

and the tremendous growth of the green belt or suburban com-
munity with its inroad, in the rural landscape.

Programs Tailored to Changing Clientele

In many commAities which 10 years ago were made up en-
tirely of farms, the city workers are now neighboring with farm
families. With this has come the trend toward more off-farm em-

ployment and many members of farm families, have become com-

muters and the carpool, once a socio-economic device of city
living, has invaded many rural areas. In 1959, three out of every-

ten farm operators worked 100 days. or more in off-farm employ-

ment. The increase was more pronounced during the last half
of the 50's than' during any five year period since 1934. In 1959,

over one third of all farm operators reported that the off-farm
income exceeded the value of the farm produ-cts sold.3 .

These factors have greatly speeded up the blending of the
farm, the rural non-farm, and the, suburban community. Coming

with it have been many new 'problems. Meeting the demand for

schools, water-systems, sanitation and zoning, for example, all
present new problems, and Extension workers are drawn into the
midst' of discussions on a whole new set of local public affairs.

2 U.S. Censui, 1980.
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'Extension\programs in homp economics, 4-11 and some phaks
of engineering, gardening, etc. once' designed for farm families
must be tailored to a changing clientele.

In many communities, taxation on land which a few years ago
was assessed as farm land, while it may still befin farms, is being
re-evaltiated for tax"purposes.9.4he basis of its real estate value
as it becomes a part of the itakistrial or residential community.

earl Shoemaker, ChiefGeneral Economics and Rural So-
, cidlogy Branch Of the, Federal Extension Service staff says that

the farm bred youngster who, a few years ago, had his mind set
on fanning, is faced today with the fact that only eight to nine
percent can hope to find their life work in operating a farm
which will provide a gross return of $10,000 or more. The U.S.
Ddpartment of Labor in projecting the manpower needs in the
60's, states that 17% fewer 'farmers and farm workers will be
needed in our economy while we will need over 40% more pro-

' fessional and technical people by 1970. We will need more pro-
prietors; managers, clerical and service, and semi-skilled people,
but not any more unskilledwOrkers.

The constantly Increasing level of f rmal edueation in our pop-
ulation is produ. cing significant Changes in subject matter and iii
the methods employed in Extension teaching.

The median years of sehoca completed by persons Z5 years old
br over for the UnitedStates have increased between the census
of 1950 and that of 1'960 io the Northeast by 1.6 years, .in the
North Central by 1.9 yeart,iii the South by 1.7 years, and in the
West by 0.9 years. Thfs rate of increase is more rapid than in
the preceding ten year period.

If the rate continues, it is safe to predict that the' national
average will reach 12, years, the equivalent of high school gradu-
ation by the mid-sixties.

Th s means that Extension now has and will doubtless con-
/ tinue to have an audience which is better able to grasp and

make use of subject matter of' considerably more depth and
breadth.

Social change also involves a'consideration of the impact of
the influence of TV and radio as well as the printed word. The
Wall Street Journal and Business Week, while. still being read
by relatively 'few farm people, are doubtless found in many
homes of Extension's newer clientele.

16



Paramount on the social scene is the growing amount of under-
employment in rural area's where small, inefficient farms are 'be-
ing consolidated into larger units, or are no longer in operation.
This may not be attract* as much ,attention as the unemploy-
ment created in certain urban areas by changes inindustrial
technology, such as is evident in coal mining. The migration of
surplus -labor from. American farms is a phenomenon of long
standing and consequently does not attract attention being
focused on the need for re-training industrial workers to take
their places in new or different industries.

According to Ray C. Scott, DirectorDivision of Agr. Eco-
nomics and Marketing Programs of the Federal Extension Serv-

only 8% of our labor force is now employed in agricultur compared
with 17% in 1940 and more than a third in 1900. In spi of this ad-
justment U.S.D.A. estimates indicate that there is enough underem-
ployment among farm workers in the 20 to 64 year age bracket to
equal one full year of employment for 1,400,000 people. 'the problem
of underemployment in agriculture is highlighted by inclicdtions of thb

tjniiited conixibution to the economy which many farm families are
making. For example, approximately one-half of the farm families of
the .nation account for less than 10% of the sales of agricultural
commodities.

SP' The influence of organized agriculture. Farm organiza-
tions have historically been the spokesmen for Extension in legis-
lative halls. They have had an intense interest in the scope and
content of Extv,sion work.'In spite of some ,differences of opin:
ion among the geneial farm organizations, they have fOund com-
mon cause in supporting and counseling Extension. This is not
to say that they have always been in complete accord on how
Extensa administration allocated its resources. They see Ex-
tensipn as a farm program and are reluctant to see its service to
farm people diluted by woke with the non-farm populace.

Trend Toward More Favorable Attitude
Some changes, however, appear to be occurring. Resolutions

indicate .a trend toward a more favorable attitude to urban
work in such fields as 4-It and nutrition, and particularly toward
programs designed to create a more accurate image of agricul-
ture in the minds of urban dwellers who are agriculture's indt

. important customers. Rural (Areas) development has been
viewed with favor as long as it did not detract from educational
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service to the commercial farm
public policy programs have
slowly groWing confidence
in its discussion of highly

Farm organizations,
sion programs in mar
directed to educatio
ganizations. The si
tional work with
and operated
however, att
pitched tow

Attitudes on public affairs and
ndulated over the years with a

Extension's ability to be objective
ontroversial issues.

nerally, have. been favorable to Exten-
eting especially when such' efforts were

at work with farmer-owned marketing or-
ation is a little,less clear in regard to educa-

hat segment or the industry which is owned
the non-farm interests. Consumer education,

cts favorable ,com?nent, particularly when it is
rd the orderly marketing of perishables and to con-

sumer co iousness of good nutrition.
With ese trends in mipd, it should be said, however, that the

basics ancept that Extension should serve first and well the com-
ber- al farm family continues to be the dominant attitude of
or anized agriculture.

,II. Internal Forces/
(a) Forces within the Land-Grant Institutions. The pressure of

growing student bodies, coupled with a broadening of the offer-
ings of our Land-Grant Colleges, has occupied 4 growing per-
centage of the time and interest of .the top executives of our in-
stitutions. The line of corinnunication and the degree of intimacy
with and interest in Cooperative Extension has appeared to
wane An exception has been a,growing concern among Land-

, Gratit University Presidents as to fu,ture relationships among
off-campus activities and programs of adult education.

ji declining rintl population and the lag in enrollment in agri-
culture and home ecgnomics with the coricurrent increases in
other arcs hate tended to moe the spotlight of administrative

0 concern to areas where the increased demand for facilities and
4 faculty has taxed resources to the limit. .

Dr. D. W. Colvard of Mississippi State University' commented
on this point as follows:

.9. t, A
As the Land-Grant Colleges have expanded, the4resident's diversity

of duties has' 'curtailed his personal involvement iSany one program.
, In some states extension directors began to operate more as a separ-
ate agency than as an integral part of the University program. Mean -
while r,sith the.gieat growth of universities and the dramatic changes

Address at 4bruary 22. 1982 forum conducted is a part of the z-cduate program
of the Nationals icultdratl Extension Center for Advanced Study.
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taking place on -both the state and campus levels as the result of
urbanization an4, industrialization, the men chosen as Land-Grant Col-
lege presidents had often very little if any formal experience in agricul-
tural administration. All of these . . . tended to. produce an impersonal
relationship between the president's office and the, extension director.

. . . It is entirely possible that some presidents because of their
classical backgrounfl or urban environment have not had the time or
the incentive to observe the extension movement from the grass roots
Up.

As a consequence, Cooperative Extension, which once occu-
pied a cherished central spot on the administrative scene during
its first two decades, is now somewhat sensitive to what seems, to
many to 1pe a loss of prestige with top administration.

`A trend which has most of its genesis within the institution
but which has been also emphasized by the demands of the off -
campus audience, has been a closer working relationship be-
tween research and Extension. To a lesser degree, but still of
some importance is closer liaison between resident teaching and
Extension in many Land-Grant Institutions:

(b) Forces within the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Thee
traditional partnership between the Land-Grant Colleges and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture is one of the most interest-
ing ones in inter - governmental relations. Each traces its history
to the same year just a century ago. Their mutual concern for
the advancement of agriculture resulted in many cooperative
efforts'in research and Extension education. As the Department
grew and agriculture looked more and more to Federal legisla-
tion and regulation to solve its ills, the Extension. Services which
once ,enjoyed a position of almost undivided attention from- the
agricultural public found itself with many new bedfellows.

- The legislation creating new agencies V, as not always written
in language t)lat established well identified boundaries of work.
This resulted in much inter-agency stress and strain, particularly
duririg the decade of the 30's. 'rime and patience coupled with
astute statesmanship has healed most of the festered areas.

Working relationships between Extension and Federal action
agencies, such as the Soil Conservation Service, the.Commodity
Stabilization Service, the Forest Service, Farmers Home Admin-
istration Farm Credit, Crop Insurance, and the regulatory pro-
grams o e Agricultural Marketing Service and the Agricultural
Research . vice have greatly improved. While attempts to
document a distinction between education and service have
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fallen short of success, the degree of inter-agency conflict has
been sharply reduced. As an agency.' matures, it is inclined to
find that its goals and objectifies can be more easily .attained
with the sympathetic, if not always active, support of its
contemporaries.

Ripples cm the calm waters of inter-agency cooperation do
occur from time to time as changes in personnel occur or as new
pro'grams. areundertaken.

Basic Concept of Extension Is Education

Extension administration is to be commended' on its steadfast
adherence to the philosophy that its program is one of educa-
tion, and while its efforts in time of emergency were often tem-
porarily diNerted into the administration of action programs, it
has always returned to this basic concept. This is in sharp con-
trast to Extension work in some countries where its effective-
ness is dulled by frequent demands to enforce regulations.

(c) Changes in legal statusFederal legislation. In the 48
years from the passage of the Smith-Lever Act in 1914, 16 addi-
tional pieces federal legislation were passed which had a
direct bean Extension administration. Aside from the Acts
extending-the 'priyileges of the Smith-Lever Act to Alaska, Ha-
waii, and rueft&Rico, the others all had to do with the authori-
zation and subsequent appropriation of funds.

At no time has the basic concept of the original legislation
been changed. Had an "open end" clause (permitting Congress
to appropriate from time to time such funds _as they deemed
necessary) been included in the original bill, the history of legis-
lativ'e action, except foP appropriations, would have doubtless
bepn almost negligible. As it was, a new authorization had to be
sought each time the appropriation reached the level of prior
authorization.

*
The appropriation of funds has historically followed the pat-

of allocation based on farm and rural population. The
Amendment of 1953 to the Smith-Lever Act and the proposed
amendment now before Congress are directed primarily to
changes in the pattern of the allocation of federal funds to the
states.

State legislation has undergone considerable change, particu-
larly in those states where the original laws contained limitations
on the appropriating authority of county governments and where
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,specific organizational structure was required in order to permit
the counties to create and maintain county Extension Services.
The general trend m state legislation has been to liberalize
the4e requirements and to. aid in the separation of Extension
from specific farm organizations. The trend has been toward the
creation of county advisory bodies by more formal methods.

id, The Memoranda of Agreement. The original Memorandum
drafted by the Land-Grant College Association and the U.S. De-

partment of Agriculture in 1914 was so well drawn that only a
modernization of laq'guage marked -the revision of '1954. This is

a compliment to the leadership of those early days. There has
been some tendency to create a more formal Memoranda be-

tween county government and the.colleas.

(el Organization. At the national level, Extnsion has been
able t(; curry out cooperative administration and pblicy' formu-
lation by full utilization of the organic structure pt the Associa-
tion of Land-Grant Colleges and State Universities on the one
`hand and of the U.S. Department of Apiculture on the other
This system'has provided an operational device which has been
effectiyely utilized. While the forni has not changed, the Exten-
sion committee on Policy and the administration of-the Federal
Extension'Sery ice has dexeloped more effective procedures of
joint policy decision making. Policy implementation has been
augmented by Federal Extension Sen. me-regional discussions.

The trend in the last decade'has been tyward more multi-
lateral decision making and less unilateral action,bv the Federal
Extension Service. This trend: at times, may have slowed up de.
mien making, but iI has resulted in enhancing mutual under-
standing. Many examples can be cited, such as decisions relating
to fringe benefits for employees', greater atc-eptance by the states
of responsibility for administration of federal regulations appli-
cable per Extension, and agreement on changes and adjustments
in national program objectives and program emfhasis

Internal changes in organizatiorial structure which have had
a marked influence include the creation by many Services of top,
positions in Ihich have been vested responsibility for program
development. These positions have carried various titles, such as
"State Program Leaders" or "Assistant Directors for Programs,"
This is further discussed under program development, bin it is a
trend of sufficient importance to justify, treatment under both
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organizational change as sx ell as under program development.
This has sharpened the focus on the importance of program ad-
ministration. At the same time it has permitted placing the man-
agement phases of administration in the hands of staff members
specializing in this field.

Organizational changes in state supervision have been less
marked. Supervision in most Extension Servicef.. corainues to

Icarry tfie dual role of management and programAtlevVepment.
The supervisor, in effect, is asked to wear two hats, /he mandie-
ment hat is usually the first ope to by donned ik the morning
because management decisions won't wait. As a reiult, the pro-
gram hat is too often not dusted off and worn until the workday
is too far gone to permit the attention to program planning that
is needed in a dynamic system.

. .
More Management Positions Created

There has also been a trend toward creating more manage-
ment positions. The roster of 1961 lists 86 pepple on state staffs
who are identified as management personnel. While most of
these are in the fiscal field, there has been a limited trend toward
creating positions in personnel management, particularly in
training and professional improxement. A few states have also
assigned to a staff member the responsibility for recruiting and
for screening prospective employees. This has tended to reduce
the time required of supervisors for recruitment. Selection. and
placement, however, continue to be the responsibility of super-
visory personnel.

Several institutions have moved toward consolidation of their
information.staffs, in many cases combining the Experiment Sta-
tion information staff with that of Extension. In a few cases, this
consolidation has also combined these two functions with the
institution's information program covering the entire range of
the institution's information and publicity program. There ap-
pears to have been but little effort to evaluate the .successes,
failures, or problems resulting from such consolidation.

The administrative relationship between Extension and
subject-matter departments has. changed to a limited degree.
When organizational change has occurred, it has been in the
direction of housing Extension specialists in subject-matter de..
partments. Undoubtedly this has, as Boone pointed out in his
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Ph.D. thesis' at the Univer'sity of Wisconsin, had the effect of
enhancing the status of the It has tended to bring spe-
cialist salaries more nearbi in line with those of research and,
teaching, encourage more graduate work, and make possible
academic rank for specialists, and in a few cases, for the county
staff. Various patterns exist as to the relation of the specialist to
the department head and to his authority and responsibility in
prog;am development. Where change has occurred, it has cre-
ated a different climate for state program leadership. Under
this arrangement, they have found it necessary to work mere
closely with departmental administration than where the-spe-
cialist staff members are not members of subject-matter
departments.

Increased specialization in agriculture has created much inter-
est and Corisiderable action as to how to place more highly
trained Extension personnel in a field closer to the scene of
action. Several approaches to this problem have been used. In
large, highly specialized counties. a solution has been found by
placing specialized agents on the county staff. In other areas,
specialists have been assigned to districts. A few attempts are
being made to break down the traditional county pattern and to
organize the field staff on a multi-county basis. The latter ap-
proach brings problems of joint county financing and some re-'
luctance on the part of eounty government to share personnel,
but progress is being made and is meeting success.

More marked in recent years has been the trend to identify
one member of each county staff as fhe local administrator. This
change has met with much success and general acceptance. It
has been augmented by the creation of titles which carry the
connotation of administrative responsibility, such as "County
Extension Director" or "Chairman of the County Staff."

The separation of county Extension organizations from an
organic or operating relationship with any specific farm organi-
zation has been practically completed. In creating Extension
councils, committees, or advisory or program planning bodies in
recent years, there have been 'built-in" precautions designed to
prevent their federation into farm organizations.

Boone. Eicar J "The Profmsion d Status of Extemion Spccialots at Compared
With Research-Resident Teaching staffs of Selected Departments in Four Land-Grant
Institutions." 1959 Ph D. Thesis.
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Efforts Made to Coordinate Extension Services

Earlier reference has been made to ,the growing interest of
Land-Grant College administration in possible efforts to bring
Cooperative Extension and General Extension into a more closely
coordinated off -campus program. While actual organizational
changes have occurred in only two states, others have moved
toward the creation of an overall coordinating group or

,committee.

(I) Operational Changes. The "instruments of cooperation,"
thV project agreements, the plans Of work, and the annual reports
h'a've, from the inception of Cooperative relations, formed the
operating base for carrying out the 'mutuality of agreement 1-
tween the Li.S. Department of Agriculture and the State Exten-
sion Services and in meeting the legal requirements of the Smith-
Lever Act These are currently uriderg(4ing revision in form and
content. This should aid in 'simplifying operations and make
these instruments more functional.

Extension budgets hal. e evidenced cOnsiderable growth dyer
the years. Total funds available to the states from all sources
have increased 99% from 1952 to 1962. During the same period,
the F.E.S..operating budget has increased 92%. The support to
the states from federal appropriations has increased 86%, from
state appropriations 125% and from the counties 93%. Funds. from
non-tax sources for use in the states have increased but In.

Since 1952, there have been changes in federal regulations.
Extension in 1962 received 2.5 million to meet the costs of pen-
alty mail. Prior to 1954 this item was carried in the budget of
the Post' Office Department. Extension in 1962 received 6.3 mil-
lfOn in federal funds to meet its obligation to the Civil Service
Retirement Fund. This item, prior to 1958, was carried in the
budget of the Civil Service Commission. If these two items are
added to the overall. funds appropriated for work in the states
and in the federal office.. tile total amounts to over 170 million,
109% higher than the total of 1952.

About 80% pf the ExtionThudget is expended for personnel.
The above increases ha4e been largely absorbed in bringing
Extension salaries more ctosely in line with those of agencies
who compete with Extension for personnel and for increases in
staff numbers to meet growing demands f6r educational assist-
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ance in many areas. At the same time, the increased cost of '
travel, printing, and supplies has been increasing. Historically, an
increase of over 2% in the total budget has been needed each

year to offset thl increased cost of operations.
Time and space will not permit ari,extensive comparison of

Extension salaries. In fact, data are not available to permit many
accurate cornilarisons for the ten-year period. County agricul-
tural agents and home demonstration agents average salaries
have advanced approximately 60%. This improvement has kept
pace with increases in other fields and has resulted in. less loss'
of personnel to other agencies recruiting persons with similar
training and experience.

During the period 1951 to 1961, the total number of Extension
workers has increased from 12,535 to 14,645, or 16.8% The num:
ber of directors and assistant directors has increased from 119
to 137 or 15.1%. Eighty-six staff members aie cTirrently listed as
management personnel, whereas none were so identified 10
years ago when this work was largely the responsibility of an
assistant director and clerical assistance. The number of state
leaders and supervisors has increased from 777 to 950 or 22.3%.
The specialist Istaff has grown 10.7% from 2,248 to 2,691. The
field staff has ,moved up in numbers from 9,510 to 11,004, or
15.7%.

No attempt 'w be made here to indicate the "turn-over" in
staff except in to dminisgation. Of the 15 incumbents who had
the title of Dean d'Director, 10 have been appointed since
1952. Of the 36 Directors, 33 are new on the scene since 1952
and 13 Of the 14 Associate 'Directors have served less than 10
years.

'Increase in Search for Staff Competence

There has been a noticeable increase in t10 search kr com-
petence in the Extension staff. A more comp 'live salary level
has helped make this *Possible. The increase i erest informal
training beyond the bachelor's degree 11a ulteA, in gore
-states recruiting specialists whorbave compl yr Ph.D. and
more opportunities are being. provided for th eld staff to ac-
quire advanced training. There is a definite tren toward screen-.

ing out applicants whose undergraduate gradelpoint average is
too low to permit them to be accepted.in graduate- schools as
candidates for advanced degrees.



The search for competence could be characterized by a- grow-
ing attitude that administration is largely a matter of the de-
velopment of people rather, than .the management' of things.
Staffing has been given more attention, and there exists a gen-
eral attitude that there is much more entailed than merely fill-
ing vacancies and that "effective staffing is necessary if Exten-
sion's bjectives are to be achieved."

A result of these changes; there has been an increased in-
terest in job analysis, job specigcations, and job descriptions in
order to more nearly fit the employee to the job to be done. This
interest has been closely associated with a growing interest in
job performance standards and techniqties for staff appraisal.

Programs of Training Strengthened

Grfatly strenithened programs of inservice training and pt?-
fessional improvement in recent years reflect a conscious effort
on the part of Extension,administration to build and maintain a
highly competent staff. Thirty -six states in 1960 had put the
responsibility for staff training in the hands of a well qualified
staff member. This is an increase from 20 states in 1952.

In 1960, 37 states provided leave privileges of 12 weeks or
more for graduate study as contrasted to 20 states in 1947. The
number of Extension workers enrolled in graduate programs on
full-time leave has grown from 199 in 1956 to 376 in 1961. Dur-
ing this 'same period, enrollment in "on-the-job" courses has in-
creased from 362 to 1,161. Extension education courses at the
graduate level showed an increase from 738 to 950 in enrollment
from 1956 to 1961.6

The search for. competence in administration and supervision
resulted in the creation in 1955 of the National.Agricultural Ex-
tension Center for -Advanced, Study by the Association of Land-,
Crtz Colleges and State qnivetsities with support from the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation.

Since its inception, the Ceiger has supported and assisted. with
administrative and supervisbry workshops and conferences with
a total participation of 839. Forty-seven Ph.b_ degrees and 43
Master's degrees have been grabted in Cooperative Extension
Administration. .

*Data from DivisRm of Extention Research and' Training. Federal Extension Serv-ice, Or, Mary L. Collings.
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The three-week Regional St liool program continues to attracts
about the same number of students as it did in 1956. State
schools of three-weeks duration show a decrease in enrollment
from 923 in 1q56 to 583 in 1961. The inteVity of inservice tain-
ing in conferences of less than three weeks has increased greatly.
There were 426 staff members participating in workshops and
conferences in 1956 compared to 6,847 in 1961. The 1961 figure
does not include training in subject-matter fields for specialists

It is of interest to note that little change has occurred in the
number of states providing field experience for undefgraduateq
or using trainer'amiiiies where newly employed agents can work
under .the supervision of experienced agents. As a consequence,
the percentage of new workers receiving induction training in.a
trainer county has only moved up from 16% to 18% between
1956 and 1960.7

Increase in Fringe Benefits.

Significantly, there has be an. increase in fringe benefits. The
general adoption of the Federal Retirement System was in part
due to the insistence on the part of the Civil Service Commis-
sion tilat,the Act' would have to apply to all employees under
cooperative appointmenta decision made in order to comply
with the requirements of the Civil Service Retirement Act. At
that time, many states had an inadequate state system of retire-

.ment for extension employees. This situation has changed
gruallY irKecent years, and now most states have a satisfactory
retirement program for state employees. To sonte degree, this
was influenced by the incorporation of Social Security into many
state retirement systems.

The Feder*Heilth Benefits 'Act and the fed group life
insurance by administrative action of the Federal ivil Service
Commission was made optional With, the state has been
adopted in less than a majority of the states, b hosq cases
it has provided a real benefit to many employes:

The decision by the Justice Department a few s ago that
the federal goVernment could be sued under Tort Claims
Act for damages growing out of accidents cause by cooperative
employees 'has been an item of considerable i terest in recent
years.
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(g) Changes in Program Emphasis. Object esthe 1948 Joint
Committee Report said:

. . . the development of people themselves to the end that per
through their own initiative may effectively identify and solve varj
axis problems affecting their welfare.

The 1958 Scope Report said:

... help people attain; greater ability in maintaining more efficient
farms and better homes. '

Greater ability in acquiring higher incomes and levels of living on
a continuing basis. .

Increased competency and willingness by both adults find, youth to
assume leadership.and citizenship respOnsibilities.

Increased ability and willingness to undertake organized group ac-
tion when such will contribute effectively to improving their welfare.

The two statements of oBjectives,have much in common and,
in fact, little if any differences. It would be reasonably safe to
say that in general, Extension's overall objectives have not
changed in the decade between these two published statements.

Research by Center Fello Ws indicates that in spite of the fact
that in some situations, and by some people, Extension work is
still considered a sea-vice function, there is a growing concept
hat the Extension work is educational.

Program Development. For many years, Extension admini.,h-a-
tion has given consideration to the philosophy, as well as to
methods and techniques of program planning and development.
During the If ast decade, this process was again given strong
emphasis by a decision of the Extension Committee on Organi-
zation and Policy to press for more action under the caption
"Program Projection." There still remains the partially unsolved

'problem of finding the most effective means of melding sp'ecial-
ist knowledge and interest into the program planning procedures
of committees at the local level.

The sharp upturn in specialization %%ithin thb farm enterprise
and the increase in programs with the "off -farm" groups having
highly specialized interests has continued to create a demand for
greater specialization within the Extension program. This has
tended toward the employment of more highly specialized spe-
cialists on the one hand and wider- geographic deployment of
mere highly specialized staff members on the other.

As Extension has moved into broader fields, there has been a
growing need to call up many disciplines in the institution which
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heretofore were not utilized. This has frequently meant t.plor-

ing r4ources beyoi, the Colleges of Agriculture and Home

Economics. A case in point was the need for assistance from the

faculties of law, commerce, public health, education, and engi-

neering; for example, in support of the Rural (Areas) Develop

ment 'program.

Interdisciplinary Approaches Studied

While this has been happening, stronger program leadership

has been effective in strengthening interdisciplinary approached
to pro'giain development and support by state staff. This, effoi

received considerable encouragement with the increased fed-
eral appropriation in 1954 which was granted for the specific
purpose of providing support for the "Unit Approach" or "Farm
and qlome Development."

This method, where used with farm families on farms of
marginal earning capacity, was respOnsible for many families

making decisions as to whether they would expand their opera-

tions, either vertically by greater specialization, or horizontally

with more land resources, or cast their lot with -ate industrial
community'as a means of making a satisfactory living.

Extension programs during the decade have shown consider-

able trend toward educational offerings of considerably more
depth. Commercial farmers, more familiar with many facets of

science, are evidencing greater interest in the basic scientific
piinciples which give them a better basis for many technologi-
cal and management decisions. This trend is also apparent as
Extension has rehled new audiences such as the service per-
sonnel of commercial firms and credit organizations. Vertical
inlegiation and contract 'farming have also been factors in cause

ing this adjustment in program emphasis.

The broiler grower with 20,000 birds grown under contract is

quite a diffpr,,,at member of the Extension audience than was
the farmer's wife of '20 years ago who augmented the family in-

come with 300 clips and a coal-burning brooder stove. The

dairyman who decided to move from 10 cows to 60 cows, largely

because of the introduction of bulk-handlitg of milk, soon ap-

preciated the teed 'for a scientific approach of much greater

depth in .daiit. herd management, nutrition, herd health, and

better breedin
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This trend toward more depth in Extension teaching has pro-

duced many othei examples. Corn yields that with great fre-
quency reach 100 bushels per acre have not occurred without a
greater appreciation of the principles of, plant breeding, cultural
practice, response to new fertilizers, chemical weed control and
resistance to diseases and pests. The cranberry episode of a few
years ago, the flurry over penicillin and chemical- residues in
milk, and the use of biologics in poultry and animal productionN-..,......._
have all had a marked influence on the need for more "know
why" as well as more "know how."

The greater dep+11 in Extension's programs in management has
been created by greater capitalization, the use of more credit,
and the need to replace labor with machinery. Farmers today arei becoming students of "linear programming," a term which a
decade ago was heard only in the classroom or in conferences of
business executives. The fact is now evident that dommercial
farmers have0 the last decade become business executives in a
very real sense.

Marketing and Utilization. Extension work in marketing was
in reality a part of the original charter. Congressman Ada in
defending the Original Smith-Lever Bill said, That the newly
conceived "itinerant teacher" (as he described him) "would give
as much thought to the economic side of agriculture, the market-
ing and grading of farm products as he gives to the matter of
larger acreage yields." However, it was not until the years fol-
lowing World War I and the creation of the Farm Board that
Extension put much emphasis on marketing. There followed a
period when most of the marketing effort was directed toward
assisting farmers to organize cooperatives,

Marketing received its greatest impetus with the passage in
1946 of the Research and Marketing Act with the provision that
federal funds for marketing would be made available to the
states on the basis of specific projects and for "new" work.

The continuous efforts of the Marketing Subcommittee of
ECOP has been successful in keeping this phase of Extension
work in the foreground. The study" conducted by Earle and
Evans of the National Agricultural Extension Center in 1957
under a contract with the Federal F.Ytension Service served a
very useful purpose by evaluating the marketing piogram in op-

I Earle, Wendell, and Evans, jean C., ...The Organization and Operation of Exten-sion Marketing Programs In Splpeted States," 1957.
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eration at that time. It pointed up the importance of an inter-
disciplinary approach and proposed a more clear-cut line of ad-
ministrative responsibility. .

During the past decade, there has been a shift of emphasis
toward more work with marketing firms and to consumer edu-
cation. These efforts have tended tov.ard some adjustment in
organization, and more programs halve been designed in which
the state speialist has worked difectly with the off-farm clien-
tele in the distributive field. To a limited extent, home agents
specializing in marketing have been placed in the field offices.
The most marked example is in the case of consumer information.

Recent recommendations of the Marketing Subcommittee re-
garding a new formula for allocating federal marketing tinds
and their appraisal of the magnitude of the job to be done fflus-
trate the growing importance of marketing work in the Exten-
sion program.

New Interest in Utilization

The creation of the four U.S. Department of Agriculture Re-
gional Laboratories dedicated to research in new processes and
new uses for agricultural products has resulted in a new interest
by Extension in utilization. The placing of specialists in utiliza-
tion on an experimental or demonstration basis on the federal
staff has done much to sharpen interest in this field. As yet, state
staffs- have not been augmented to any appreciable degree.
There is, however, an increased amount of time being devoted
to this field of growing importance.

Public Affairs. The niost controversial item in the Extension
uogram over the years has been that of public affairs or public
liolicy. The controversy has been intensified by the trend toward
attempting to solve agriculture's economic problems by political
action. This, in turn, has sharpened the differences in attitudes
toward farm programs on the part of farm organization.', who, in
turn, have tended to look askance at Extensicin becoming in-
volved in much discussion of these issues. However, it was a
field into which Extension was sure to be ,drawn. Interested
peopli, .4-anted to know more of the economM background and
to have more information do what the impacts of legislation
would be on their own operations as well as on the general well-
being of the industry. t.t
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The Farm Foundation's support of Extension programs in
public policy has helped greatly to clarify the issues and to
assist Extension personnel in preparing and presenting materials
in an objective way. Extension has learned much about how to
handle controversial issues, to present the basic facts, and to
discuss issues without becoming either antagonists or protago-
nists for any particular program.

It is of interest to note that both the present and previous
Secretary of Agriculture have seen the need iinre-ater Exten-
sic* effort in this field and have urged more el/tart toward he:::
ing people understand the problem and the isles involved.

Scope Has Broadened Greatly

The scope of interest in public affairs has broadened greatly
in the last few years. Its range has broadened from local issues,
such,as school questions, roads, zoning, etc. to national legisla-
tion on such matters as production control, price supports, sub-
sidized exports and foreign trade.

Agricultural Adjustment and Rural Development. A closely
allied field in which changes have occurred has to do with the
total problem of adjustment in agriculture and the resulting cre-
ation of many economic and social problems affecting rural liv-
ing and the rural community. These problems'were biought into
the spotlight by farm leaders. This resulted in the development
of two agricultural adjustment centers at Land-Grant Colleges
and by the instigation of the federal government during the Iast
administration of a program of Rural Development now being
given ever more emphasis by the present administration under
the name of Rural Areas Development. '

Most significant in this effort has been the fact that Extension
was pressed more aut.' more into its appropriate position of
'earned" leadership and organizational responsibility. An equally
interesting change has been greater inter-igency cooperation.
These changes, combined with a greater appreciation for the
ability of local lay groups to analyze situations and to develop
solutions, adds greatly to Extension's well-established concepts
of program building by local people supported 1?y but not dic-
tated to by agencies of government.

Home Economics. Hume Economics Exte n programs have
undergone considerable adjustment over the From canning
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clubs in the early years to emphasis on the management phases
of home making with the many rtlated adjustments has been a

long stride. Probably no change has been more evident in this
area than that of an expanding and changing audience. The
meshing of urban, suburban, and rural living, coupled with an
increase in the number of women employed outside the home,
have been major factors in bringing about many changes and
adjustments in program content and methodology.

One-third of the nation's labor force is now made up of women
with wer 24 million gainfully .em toyed in business, industry,
and the professions. In 1950 there were 8 milliort married couples
living together, but both of whom were working away from
home. By 1960, this had increased to 111'2 million. In 1960, one-
half of the women in the work force were married and living
with their husbands as compared to- one-third in 1950,

These changes, coupled with new developments in marketing
t, and the mechanization of the home, have taken ,home economics

Extension a long way on the road of relentless change. Farm
womc,, have moved from a production economy with emphasis
on the home garden, home butchering, farm flock, and the fam-
ily cow to a cash economy.

Many Changes Affect Home Economics Extension

These changes have resulted in a changing role of family
members with greater emphasis on means of providing for rhild
care and in the management of the family budget. Working
women find 28% of their income being expended for items
directly pertaining to their jobs, while 8% is being paid to per-
sonnel to keep the home operating in their absence. Children
growing up in these homes tend to have a greater sense of re-
sponsibility. Evidence does not substantiate the frPrjuent claim
that juvenile delinquency is associated with the increase in the
number ;1 mothers employed away from home.

Home economics programs in the last few years have taken
these changes into account as women have become more busi-
ness conscious. Investments, family budgets, insurance, wills,
etc. are now frequsnt subjects for discussion.

Newer knowledge of nutrition has beet, an equally important
factor in home economics programs. Weight control and other
health measures now assume a more important place in Exten-
sion teaching.
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4-IL All of the changes in technology in economics, in family

living, and cuelmunitY dexelopment have had their impact on
the lives of young people. This has been reflected in 4-H Club
work in recent. yearn r

The growth of the 'number of non-farm youngsteparticipat-
ing in 4-H pgrains has been national. A greater knowledge of
the dexeloprnental needs of adolescents has focused attention on
the need to-dexelop 'programs more carefully tailored to the
interests of young people at different stages of maturity. Greater
emphasis has been placed on human relatio.- and family and
community hung Associated with this has been more attention
to citizenship and to the dexelopment of leadership among 4-H
members.

Extension's efforts in 4-H work have always been greatly aug-
mented and enhanced by local adult leadership. In recent years,
efforts to make this leadekship more effective through better
leader training have bee-4 implemented. The tremendous in-
crease in scientific discovery has led to greater emphasis on more
science in 4-H programs:

International relations have also had their impalt on Exten-
sion work with young people, This has been further highlighted
by the spread of 4-H-like programs to many countries of. the free
world. The International Farm Youth Exchange program spon-
sored by 4-H through the leadership of the National 4-H Foun-
dation has been one of the world's best examples of what can
be accomplished in intern:.ticnal understanding. The Peace
Corpi, the nation's most recent effort in this field, is looking to
4-H experience in developing their programs in rural areas of
foreign lands.

Four-H work has been greatly assisted by the continuing sup-
port of business and industry through the National 4-H Service
Committee and the National 4-H Club Foundation. The build-
ing of the National 4-H Center, a foundation project, has been
one of the expellent accomplishments of the last decade.

Private support to 4-H through the development of state
foundations Fla/ been an outstanding example of the support
business andrilaustry are willing to provide in,support of the
program.

At no point the dynamic nature of Extension more in evi-
dence than in its work with youth.
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Role of Cooperative Extension
in the Land-Grant System
FRED H.' HARFLINGTON
President, University of Wisconsin, Madison

t' /

WE AN1ERICANS always like to listwi io the .iews of outsiders
however unprepared these outsiders are to have intelligent views.
When a European traveler comes to our country he is met at the
boat by the question. What do you think` of the United States?

What can lib think? He has not yet had any contact with
America or any time to think about America.

Nevertheless, he says something and is widely quoted in the
press here and abroad.

In the present case, I am the outsider. After you hear me you
may think that I am like the European just off the boat. I do
not know much about Cooperative Extension and I have not had
time to think. I am not and never have 'been a state director of
Cooperative Extension. I have never taught, done research, or
performed extension duties iu a College of Agriculture although
I am a second generation Land -Grant product. I have graduated
from a Land-Grant university and have spent my career at Land-
Grant institutions. -

I am an outsider in an additional way at this conference. I
know very little about the theory of large scale organization, or
the process of goal setting. So I will have to talk (I) as an his-
torian, (2) as a University administrator, and (3) as a report
writers with my colleague Dr. Donald McNeil. I am preparing a
special Study for the Carnegie Corporation on, the role of adult
education in the university.
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Cooperative Extension Has Impressive Record
In all of these roles, I am tremendously impressed by the

record of Cooperatne Extension. I am the more impressed, per,
haps, because I haxe only recently begun to read the literature
on Agricultural Extension and to xisit your organizations. But
I am impressed, in fact, I am Tiite bowled over by your
accomplishments.

I am also willing to grant that after fifty years, Cooperative Ex-
tension is bigger than e' er, stronger than ex er, better than ever.

But 1 ferl that you are doing less than you can, less than you
hould 'do. We in the inn ersig world face a most difficult period

d. We desperately need the feel, the entbusiasT, the will-
trOess and ability to try new things that characterrz e Coopera-
t Extension in its growing period. But I find less than I would,

like of this zeal and enthusiasm, this willinghess and ability to
try new things in Cooperative Extension t y. I find many of

ur spokesmen defensixe. I find many of y ettled down, and
sa t the day of innovation is ox er, an that Cooperative
Extension -must expect a penod of relative echne, and must
adjust itself this decline.

After all, ki tar it said, the farm population is dropping, and
. many succesl farmers no longer need the help of Coc?pera-'

tive Extension. Further, many say, agriculture no longer occupies
its previous position of predominance in America. C,ollegis of
Agriculture no longer attract students as once they did.1Co-
operative Extension is not growing at the rate of the rest or, the
Universityso Cooperative Extension faces a standstill futiire.

I find all this pessimism curious in view of the way that Co-
operative Extension came into being after agriculture lost its
position of political predominance in this country. Cooperative
Extension also made its last big gain in the present decade, in
years of rapidly declining farm population.

To eiThlin, agnculture did predominate in the United States
ein the days of Jefferson and Lincoln. but the defeat of It'illiam

Jennings Bryan for president in 1596 demonstrated clearly that
agriculture had become a minority force in this countrythat
a farmers"party like Bryan's could not carry a national electi=on.
But it was after thisin the early 20th century, in a period of
industrial growththat Agricultural Extension came into b9ing.
And the most tremendous more ahead in the years since World
War H further make this same point.
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Five Points of Success
I said I was impressed as an historian, a university administra-

tor and a student of adult education.
Let me specify with five points:

I) I am impressed because in the v. hole history of the uni-
versity, Cooperative Extension provides the chief exam-
ple of a successful adult education movement (adult edu-
cation is of increasing itnportance, With our rapid
technological change, our need for understanding domes-
tic and foreign problems, and our increasing leisure, ,and
)eti have shown how the adult can be made a better
citizen). .

2, ooperative Extension represents that is so far the only
:cress of the federal government in providing continu-

ing support of instruction in higher education (Every-
body is discussing the question as to how the federal
government can go beyond the support of research and
help on instruction without doing damage to our colleges
and universities. Well, you have a successful example of
support without damaging control, support in terms of
te-amv,ork between the federal government and the state
and local units.)

3 Cooperative Extension lws pioneered in the introduction
of new teaching techniquesfor example, the demonstra-
tion method (How often is the history of higher educa-
tion have new methods been.succc-sshi0 introduced? To-
day we need, new approaches. You have provided one.)

4) Cooperative Extension has -shown how to link research
to action programs (Here again we have a great problem
of our day. How can we tie the scholar and scientist to
the average citizen and his needs, you have done this
well for a half a century.)

5) Cooperative Extension has provided an extraordinary
example of the outreach of the university (The university
has become one of the most important forces in American
life, in research in training, a source of ideas, a center
of literature and the fine arts. But the university often
fails to maintain contact with the people. Cooperative
Extension has shown how the campus can be tied to
the average citizen.)

There you have five points of success.
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Not in Forefront in. Planning for Future
-.-

Unfortunately, there is another side to the story. Despite my
admiration for your record, I am forced to confess that you are
not now in the forefront in planning for the future at most of our
universities. My colleague and I have read many university stud-
ies about the future, prepared by presidents, governing boards
and faculty members. These say much about the "tidal wave of
students," about research increases, and about the "new inter-
national dimension of higher education." But rarely do these re-
ports' mention Cooperative Extension as a dynamic force offer-
ing anything for future change in our institutions.

In pondering about this, I am forced to admit

1) That although you work very hard you put top much
of your effort into running an established and successful
organization, and too little into trying new approaches
and taking leadership in our universities; and

2) University administrators are not adequately using your
potential.

Need for With University

Should I e specific?

A. I am pained to see how little connection there is between
Cooperative Extension and the rest of the university. I am
amazed to read books about Cooperative Extension that do not
mention the university at all. Or, if they mention it, they mention
only the College of Agriculture.

It is easy to understand this, the county agent is far from the
campus and rarely has contact with it except through his Exten-
sion superiors. The director of Cooperative Extension is so busy
with his organization that he cannot work with all parts of the
campus. But he must. I find a widening gap between Cooperative
Extension and basic scientists in our Colleges of Agriculture; I
find most professors in other colleges indifferent to Cooperative -
Extension. Cooperative Extension must work with business ad-
ministration and law, education and liberal arts, engineering,
medicine, and fine art; much more than before. Teamwork is
necessary in our complicated society, whether we are discussing
the soil or marketing or recreation or transportation.
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B. Since teamwork is necessary, I am distressed to find so little
cooperation and'so much distrust between Cooperative and Gen-
eral Extension. But so far we simply are not working together
well.

C. Another great frontier is the international one. Here too
Cooperative Extension has done much less than it should. I hope
more can be done.

D. I could cite other opportunities not yet fully gasped, such
as educational television. '

But my main point is that Cooperative Extension should pro-
vide leaderihip, imaginative and enthusiastic leadership, all the
way across the board. It has shown that it can' do this.' I hope it
will again.

n9

t
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Cooperative Extension's
Contributions to National Goals
E. T. YORK, JR.
Administrator, Federal Extension Service, U.St
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

THE MAINttobj '`five of a seminar such as this, as I see it, is
to "encourage that continual sifting and winnowinety which
alone the truth can be found."

With this thought in mind I would like to pass along some
views others, as well as my ownon Extension's contributions
to our national goals. This subject of national goals, of course,
is a broad one. It would be difficult if not impossible to achieve
a consensus even in a group of this size as to explicit goals for
America and how Extension can contribute to these.

I should say in the beginning that we shall make no attempt
to provide clear cut answers on these issues. Rather I would hope
to provide a basis for some active discussion so that together
we can do the necessary "sifting and winnowing."

I haven't attempted to sift out some of our activities in Exten-
sion which may be making little or no contribution to these basic
goals. Perhaps you would agree that we have some. I think it
might be a very productive exercise for all of us to analyze our
programs carefully and constantly in the light of these basic goals
in an effort to 'determine which of our efforts are of mai signi-
ficance to our nation and its peoplein an effort to separate the
fundamentals from the frills.

We milt constantly strive to orient our efforts towards pro-
grams and activities which are of a high order of social and-
economic significance. Our basic mission and ,goal in Extension
should be no less than that of helping our nation achieve its goals
of primaryimportance.
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As we letk ahead in this decade of the '60's, as we observe
some of the problems we as a nation face at home and abroad.
what are some realistic goals towards which all of us should
strive? What are some national goals to which Extension can
contribut?

Goals for America
Within the,past three or foUr years we've been experiencing

a great debate revolving around our national purpose or goals.
Many have suggested that as a nation we seem to be losing a
sense of purposethat we no longer have goals to unite us and
provide a basic sense of direction.

Sometime ago Walter Lippman wrote:

"The critical weakness of our society is that for the time being our
people do not have great purposes which they are united in wanting
to achieve. The public mood of the country is defensive, to hold on
and to conserve, not to push forward and to create. We talk about
ourselves thcse days as if we were a completed society, one which
has achieved its purposes and has no further business to transact."

In a series of excellent articles treating this general topic, Life -

magazine observed that if this charge made by Lippman and
echoed by many others is true, it represents something new on
the American scene. The Life editors point out that the United
States has hitherto been a country associated with great purpose.
They suggested that direct relationship between the rise of na-
tions and great purposes and similarly between the loss of such

___,-"purpose and their decline. Life concluded with the om;lious
observation that a United States without a Pt4vose may well be
a United States in decline.

In apparent recognition of this concern over what some had
suggested was a lack of national purpose, President Eisenhower
appointed a non-partisan Commission on National Coals. He,
charged this group of di4tinghished citizens with the responsi-
bility to "develop a broad outline of coordinated national policies
and programs," and "to set up a series of zoals,,in various areas
Of national activities." I am sure that many of you have,read the
significant report of the COmmissitm, yntitled Goals for
Americans.'

This report is concerned with two brOad areas"Coals at
Home" and "Coals Abroad:: On the dome4tic scene its authors

k
The Report of The President's Commission on National Coals, COALS FOR

AMERICANS. (C) 1960 by The American Assembly: Columbia University. Prenfice-
-Hall. Inc.. publisher. A
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treat goals relating to (1) the individual, (2) equality, (3) the
democratic process, (4) education, (5) arts and sciences, (6)

, the democratic economy, (7) economic growth, (8) technologi-
cal, change, (9) agriculture, (10) living conditions, and (11)
health, and welfare.

In considering "goals abroad" the report was concerned with
(1) helping to build an open and peaceful world, (2) defense of
the Free World, (3) disarmament, and (4) the United Nations.

It seems to me that the President's Commission has suggested
two basic goals. First, our primary goal at home relates to the
development of the individual. This is effectively stated in a
summary paragraph in the first chapter.

"The status of the individual must remain our primary concern,
All our institutions political, social, and economicmust further en-
hance the dignity of the citizen, promote the maximum deviepment
of his capabilities, stimulate their responsive exercise, and waen the
range and effectiveness of opportunities for individual choice.

"There are many legitimate goals for the United States. None of
them literally none:is attainable without the intelligence, courage,
and industry of individuals. The central goal, therefore, should be a
renewal of the faith in the infinite value and the. unlimited 'possi-
bilities of individual development. Nothing whatever should curb
man's right to lifeas long, as full, as rich as life can be. In liberty,
the infinite richness of his coniributiod to the life of others is facili-
tatek The pursuit of happiness is an endless quest, in it no one can
'deliver the goods' to the individual, though the environment can
be vastly improved. He must seek it for himself."

When we consider the true significance of this goal, it seems
that all of tit other domestic goals become secondary. The goals
relating to equality, the democratic process, education, economic
growth, living conditions, and the rest assume a supportive role.
Their significance lies in the contribution they can make in help-
ing to achieve this basic goal of developing the individual.

And when we say that the most ftindamental goal of out
society is the creation of a climate in which the individual has
the maximum opportunity for development, with a corresponding
maximum degree of individual freedom and responsibility, we
bring into sharp focus the basic difference between our demo-
cratic society and totalitarian systems of the communist world.
As the President's Commission points out, `This goal (of individ-
ual development) touches the foundations of democracy."

This priniary goal of individual development is closely related
tq our second basic goal evident in the report of the President's

ief,
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Commisison. This second, goalOur pal abroadis that of
building an open and peaceful world by making democracy ever
more effective and individual life freerer and more rewarding.
This goal would help people in other lands enjoy the same op-
portunity for maximdm personal development and freedom to
which we aspire at home. -

Goals for Agriculture
With these two broad objectives before us, let us turn to prob-

lems and oportunities of more direct ccLccm to Extension. As
a basis perhaps we need to consider some overall goals in agri-
culture and how they relate to these two prirrfary goals we have
just discussed.

Lauren Soth, with the of a panel of several knowledg-
able people, was responsible for the chapter relating to agricul-
tural policies in Goals for Americans. This advisory group in-
cluded such people as Ernest T. Baughman, vice-president of
the Federal Reserve Bank in Chicago; Ed Bishop, head of agri-
cultural economics at North Carolina State College; Dr. Robert
L. Clodius, chairman of the agricultural economics department
at Wisconsin; and Paurjohnson, editor of Prairie Farmer.

In this chapter dealing with "Farm Policy for the Sixties," Soth
suggests that the American people are confronted with two basic
long range goals.as far as agricultural policy-is concerned.

The first is the. maintenance of a strong, progressive and
abundantly producing agriculture.

The second goal, consistent with our basic beliefs in equality
of oportunity and fairness, is that of enabling farm people to earn
real incomes.on a par with incomes in the rest of the economy
for equal ability and effort. ;-

The chief problem in moving towards these goals, Soth points
out, is to achieve a greater measure of equality'of income oppor-
tunity for people living on farms. He suggests that the reasons
for the disparity of farm income today are (1) over production
of farm products in relation to the demand, and (2) excess num-
bers of-people in agriculture.

As short range or intermediate goals for agriculture in the next
decade, Soth suggests that public policy should be directed
towards the following:

(1) Liquidating the problem of farm poverty. He points out
that roughly one-half of the nation's farmers account for only 10
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percent of the total farm production. (Today, 441percent of the
farmers account for only 5 percent of the total production.) He
says "The lower half of agriculture is a serious blight on the
United States economy. Some of the worst slum conditions in
America today exist in rural areas . . ." He points out that many
of these families live at a level little better than that of people
in countries which we consider underdeveloped. Per capita in-
come in many of these areas of America averages $200 a year or
lessin a nation where average income per person is more than
10 times this amount.

"This poverty sectiOti of agriculture is a burden on the rest of the
country because it imposes welfare costs both in the home areas
and in areas where' migrants resettle. People from these areas are
poorly fitted for city jobs and they often add to the problems of .
delinquency and crime.."

But even more important, this is a costly waste of human re-
sources. The underemployment in agriculture adds up to an
equivalent of 1.4 million man years of unemplOyment. And econ-
omists tell us that this excess labor in agriculture reduces our
potential gross national product about 1 percent, or the equiva-
lent of about $5 billion. Obviously, this situation represents a
serious failure to achieve our first basic goal of giving the individ-
ual the maximum opportunity for development.

AS a means of helping to liquidate" the problem of farm"rov-
erty, Soth suggests that by 1970 the United States needs to pro-
vide non-farm jobs for about 11/2 million farm operators who
now earn less than $1500 per year in farming.

(2) The second intermediary goal suggested by Soth is that
of "bringing farm production into reasonable balance with de-
mand at prices approximating the 1959 -80 ratio of prices of
farm products to prices farmers pay." This represents about 80
percent of parity. He points out that farm output is running
about 7 percent above the amount that would sell in a free
market at current prices and suggests a 7 percent cut in total
output..

(3) The third goat is that of raising real net income per per-
son of commercial farm families on the order of 10 percent
above the 1959-60 levelwith per capita farm income rising
at least as fast as national income thereafter. Soth points out
that if efforts to accomplish a balance' in production and demand
44
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are succesful (goal 2), government price and income supports
could be greatly reduced and possibly elimitfitted.

In. considering these goals, Soth suggested that all public
policies designed to raise farm income in the 60's should be con-
sistent with (1) restraint of current agricultural output and,
(2) facilitating the transfer of labor from farming to other
occupations.

I want to come back to these goals later because I think they
provide a good basis for our consideration of Extension's respon-
sibilities in this area. These goals are closely related, also, to the
Goals and Objectives' for Agriculture which were set forth last
October by the National Agricultural Advisory Commis n.

The Advisory Commission declared:

"The basic aim of public policies concerned with the welfare of
A s erican agriculture should be to create an envirdnment in which
fa is ...ple will have the necessary opportunities to make construc-
tive contributions to the growth, development and security of our
nation, while at the same time they are encouraged and permitted
to earn a level of living comparable to that enjoyed by other mem-
bers of society. In short, the American farmer justifiably wants to be
a full-fledged American citizen with the rights, duties, opportunities
and rewards which are customarily accorded to non-farm members
of our society."

The goals enunciated by Soth and the Agricultural Advisolry
Commission are more or less specific economic objectives for ag-
riculture. Perhaps v e can best summarize these economic goals
by considering briefly the three basic goals which are widely
regarded as dominating economic policy here in the United
States. These were stated by George Stigler of the University
of Chicago in a paper in the Journal of Business entitled,
Coals of Economic Policy."

The first of these' goals is maximum outputemploying as
fully and efficiently as possible the resources at society's dis-
posal.

The second goal is the growth of the economy. This results
from the development of natural resources, capital accumulation,
and the discovery of new products and technologiesleading to
a steady rise over time in the level of income relative to
populatio'n.

The third primary goal of economic policy, perhaps recognized
to a lesser extent, is the reduction in income inequality or the
achievement of the minimum inequality of income.
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Extension's Contributions to Agricultural Goals
Now let us examine these goals in the light of what Extension

has done, is doing, and can do to contribute to their realization.
The first of these goals stated by Stiglerthat of maximum out-

puthas long been a basic objective of Extension work with
farmers. In the early days of Extension, with rapidly expanding
domestic and foreign marketsand in several periods since
'there have been great national pressures for increased agricul-
tural production. Extension has helped farmers meet these
challenges by emphasizing the need for and working towards
full and efficient employment of resources going into agriculture.

Furthermore, Extension's success in attaining these objectives
has contributed greatly to realization of the second goal out-
lined by Stiglerthat of increased economic growth. You are
well aware of how improved agricultural efficiency has released
manpower and other resourcesresources that were necessary
tgr developing other segments of our nation's economy. Similarly,
this increased efficiency made it possible for the American con-
sumer to spend an ever decreasing portion ot his income for the
products of agriculture, thus giving him greater buyi4g power
and creating demands for other goods and services. These ad-
vances in agriculture have contributed in large measure to our
nation's economic growth and to the achievement of living

tstandards here in the United Slap4,second to none anywhere.
es, wg in Extension can l'.--17ery proud of our contributions

in Helping build the most efficient agriculture in the history of
mankindin contributing to maximum and ekficient use of re-
sources in agriculture and thereby to economidgrowth.

We must remind ourselves, however, that Stigler wasn't refer-
ring to maximum output from agricultural resources alone. He
was discussing economic policy for the nation as a whole. And
if we consider objectively our contribution to agriculture in re-
lation to the rest of the economy, we might raise 'smile questions
as to whether Extension has, in fact, made a maximum contribu-
tion in these'areas.

One question, for example, might deal with the contribution
that agriculture's underemployed resources could have made to
economic growth if they had been shifted to other, segments of
the economy. We have made great contributions in agriculture.
Could we have made an even greater conttlibution if we had
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diverted more of oui .1-forts to helping shift unneeded resources

out of agricultui-p
Resource adjustments are, of course, inevitable when you have

increased efficiency. Whenever you increase efficiency faster in

one segment of the economy than another, you must shift some
resources out of that segment. This challenges an organization
such as Extension to help facilitate these adjustments.

I hasten to add that, just as Extension can't claim all the credit
for agriculture's successes, 'we don't hate to accept all the blame
for agriculture's inability to adjust rapidly to the social and
economic changes taking place. We can very properly ask, how-
ever, if we have exerted maximum effort in thii areaif we have
done all that is possible to help farmers, individually and in
groups, to make the necessary resource adjustments.

And what about the last of Stigler's goalsas s'vell as the three
intermediary goals outlined by Soth? What is Extension doing

to reduce inequality of income of farm people?

Individual vs. Group Effect!?

It is true that we canand quite frequently docite examples
of how Extension has contributed to substantial impiovement,in
the incomes of specific individuals. However, many have sug-
gested that these examples could not be iepresentative of the
average farmer. If so, they contend, we would not be confronted

' with the great disparity in farm and nonfarm income or with the
serious problem of "farm poverty" referred to by Soth.

Per capita farm income froni 1950 to 1960 declined from 53
percent to 43 percent of nonfarm income. The ever-tightening
cost-price squeeze in agriculyre is reflected in the fact that from

1950 to 1959, farm production eirenses increased from 60 to 70

percent of gross farm income. /

A single individual or even assmall percentage of the total may
benefit greatly from the application of new technology leading

to increased efficiency and productivity. When a high percent-
age of the farmers adopt the same technology however, the
effect may be to increase production' to the extent that prices are
reduced and overall income may be dctuaflz, lowered.- This is,

in fact, what has happened in many cases.
This is no new and startling economic theory...It is a well

recognized fact. Yet I wonder at times if we in Extension are
giving adequate recognition to this.
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Our educational efforts are in a large measure developed for
and directed towards the individual. As an agronomist I have
many times taken the result of a fertility experiment and showed
farmers where one dollar invested in fertilizers would give afour or five dollar return in increased crop production. This was
perfectly valid research. There is no question that within the
limits of probability, farmers could expect to get this sort of re-
turn..provided the prices received by the farmer remained the
same as those used in the illustration. Yet when a large number
of farmers begin to adopt such a practice, production will be in-
creased to the extent that the price of the commodity will likely
drop. As a result, the farmer may realize far less return than
this perfectly good (though perhaps inadequately interpreted)
agronomic research might have suggested.

As county agents project county programs or as directors con-
sider the development of opportunities in agriculture in their
States, we often follow the same pattern of thinking. We sel
goals for increasing production and attach dollar values to these.
But sometimes we fail to take into consideration what the rest
of the world will be doing while we work toward these goals.

As a State Director,,I recall suggesting to the cattlemen in myState that since we produce less than I percent of the nation's.
supply of beef, we could easartouble that production without
having any significant influence nationally on the total supply or
price. And there is nothing wrong with this logicif we assume'
that everyone else is going. to sit back and do nothing. Obvi-
ously, however, this is not likely to be a valid assumption.

This line of thinking.fails to take into account that what is
good foi- the individual may not be good for society as a whole"
that what is good for Alabama's cattlemen may not be good
for American agriculture.

When we look at Extension's efforts to help individual farm-
ers increase productionand the growing disparity betweenfarm and nonfarm incomea question can be raised as towhether we have adequatelx considered individual vs. society's
interests. Even more disturbing, the,tquestion might be raised
as to whether Extension is cpnta-ibutifig o, rather than reducing,
the inequality of income of farm people.

Does this mean that our efforts to increase productivity and
efficiency are not important? Should we, as some have suggested,
declare a moratorium on research and education relating to
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production technology? I would 'register a very emphatic "No"
to both questions.

In my opinion, one of our most important jobs in Extension is
to continue to help farmers apply the very best technology avail-
able. As Stigler pointed out, this has always been a fundamental
goal in our economic policy. It is inherent in the philosophy on
which our great nation has been built.

f

We may at times have in9dequately interpreted the results
from the application of such technology. But this doesn't mean
we should lessen emphasis on its use. Today's agriculture is a
highly competitive and complex operation. The farmer, the
county, or the State which fails to make-use of the best, most
up-to-date agricultural technology will rapidly find him elf or

. itself out of business.
,

Rather than' de-enfliasizing our efforts in this area, we need
to go one step further than we sometimes have in the past. We
need to help individual farmers, counties, and Stems analyze
their competitive position in relation to other farmers or other
areas. There is nothing wrong per se in encouraging Alabama's
cattlemen to expand production, Provided these producers have
a competitive advantage Because of good market facilities, low
production costs, favorable freight rates, and other economic fac-
tors. Extension has or can gain access to information that may
not be avallaible to individual producers-or groups of producers.
We have an obvious educational responsibility in this area.

By providing these facts and assisting farm people in making
such analyses, we can help them determine Ni hich enterprise or
combination of enterprises gives them the best competitive ad-
vantage. If we can aid farme,rs in channeling production into
areas of greatest advantage, we Can maximize our contribution
to the nation's economic growth.

But we must go still further and help provide for the shift out
cf agriculture of those resources having the least competitive
advantage. If these resources can be shifted in sufficient quan-
tities'as new technology is applied, we won't have the income-
depressing effects which sometimes accompany widespread ap-
plication of new technology. Farmers then will receive the just
rewards we usually associate with initiative and increased effi-
ciency in other sectors of 'the economy.
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Reducing Income Inequality

Resource adjustment is an absolute necessity, too, if we are to
achies e the three intermediate goals cited by Mr. Sothall of
which are related to income improN ement, or as Mr. Stigler put
it, reduction in income inequqlity. The question Extension faces
is: How can we help facilitAte these adjustments or shifts of
resour.tes?

Soth's first goal Of "liquidating farm poverty" is concerned
more with a sociological than a farm problem. As we pointed
out earlier, part of this problem is caused by an excess of re-
sourcesin some instances too many people as evidenced by
the 1.4 million man years of underemployment.

Excess resources are not unique to agriculture, of course. In a
dynamic'economy such as ours, other industries frequently find
thbmsehes in a similar position. These industries can reduce the
excess by the simple expedient of laying off part of the working
force. For example, the steel industry a few years ago was oper-
ating at only about 50 prcent of capacity but its profits continued
to be relatively stable.

Agriculture, however, made up as it is of nearly 4 million
individual enterprises. can't make such rapid shifts of human re-
sources. And the fact that this problem concerns people not only
complicates the situation but it also makes more compelling the
necessity to- resolve it. .

It raises the very fundamental question, too, as to how we can
adjust or shift human resources in a free economy such as ours.
Obviously, we can't move people around like pawns in a chess
game.

Our best hope for any solution to this problem appears to lie
creating or making aNailablelother, more attractive opportunities,
such as off-farm jobs and aining for new occupations. Such
opportunities will help sped up the shift of human resources
to other sectors of the econo y.

This is why I have been o interested in the Rural Areas De-
s efopment program and s anxious for Extension to exercise
Nigorous and dynamic leadership in this effort. This program, in
my opinion, offers exeellen opportunities for Extension to con-
tribute substantially to th achielement of this particular goal.
I belies e that This effort be very effective in helping to pro-
Nide the means by which any' farmers with limited opportun-
ities in agriculture can shit into other occupations. In so doing,
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they can earn a higher income and become more productive
members of society.

The goal of bringing farm production into reasonable balance
with demand is also concerned with resource adjustment. This
is a goal which can and frequently does provoke heated con-
troversy. Few question, the desirability of the goal. Man) disagree
over the means by which it can be achieved.

How can Extension contribute to the realization of this goal?
We are concerned here primarily with questions of public
7licy wherein Government, directly or indirectly, may function
helping achieve this desired balance. The great need today

is for people to understand the necessity for resource adjustment,
various alternative approaches to this problem, and their likely
consequences. This is essential for the effective operation of the
democratic process.

Extension can make a very significant and greatly needed
contribution to this goal by doing a thorough and effective job
of providing the people, farm and nonfarm alike, a better under-SX
standing of this problem and appreciation of the alternative
means by which it might be resolved. This is a legitimate edu-
cational functionprovided it is educational provided it in-
volves a completely unbiased and objectie treatment of the
problem.

Realization of the third goal of raising real net income of
commercial farm families is closely tied to the objective of
achieving a better balance between production and demand
Again, adjustments or shifts of resources are essential if this goal
is to be achieved.

Net farm income can, in many cases, be increased through the
use of better management practices on the farmthrough maxi-
mum and efficient use of present resources. Extension, through
such efforts as Farm and Home Development and other man-
agement training programs, can make a substantial contribution
to this goal. Resource adjustments on individual farms, of course,
must be accompanied by programs aimed at making the neces-
sary overall adjustments between agriculture and other parts
of the economy.

Freedom with Responsibility
The achievement of the second and third goals may invollie

some restriction in the production of certain agricultural com-
modities. One might obviously ask if this is not in conflict with
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our first basic goal *elating to the freedom and 'lights of the
individual. Indeed, w e hear much these days about the farmer
losing this freedom.

Some would counter with the point that with freedom there
must be corresponding responsibility. While we cherish our
freedom as American citizens, no one would contend that un-
restricted freedom irrespective of the consequences is neces-
sarily desirable. Consequently, certain restrictions are imposed.
upon that freedom when lit is in the public interest to do so.
This may be done voluntarily or, when necessary, by govern-
ment action.

Goals for Americans points out:
"because of the increasing pressures of man against man in this

shrunken and crowded world, there has been a growing number of
compulsions upon the individual, designed to require him to do things
for the general welfare, as well as his own benefit.

"One of the commonest compulsions is school attendance; its pur-
pose is to develop the individual and. protect society. Compulsory
vaccinatior. is a health measurewith like dual purpose: Many other
examples could be cited. Each is defensible when it does not inhibit
essential free choices and when non - performance would involve dan-
ger, needless cost, or disadvantages to others. Those are the tests of
the boundary between hberty and license, one man's freedom should
involve no trespass upon others' rights to life, liberty, and the pur-
suit of happiness."

The automobile industry presumably has all the "freedom" it
needs to run its assembly lines night and day until it has flooded
the market and gone broke. Yet few responsible people would
agree that it would be in the public interest for Ford, General
Motors, Chrysler, and the others to do this even though the
public might, temporarily, get some good buys in automobiles.
In the long run the public would likely suffer along with the
bankrupt industry.

Would I dare say, "If this is not good for General Motors, can
it be good for the farmer?"

With a limited number of automobile manufacturers, it is
relatively easy for each company to anticipate its share of the
market and gear its production accordingly. This is not the case
with some 4 million individual farmers. Consequently, Govern-
ment has frequently been asked to provide some mechanism
whereby this goal of achieving balance in agricultural produc-
tion and demand might be realized. The debate continues to
revolve around how this can best be done.
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Extension's Contributions to Other National Goals
In our discussion of agricultural goals, we have been concerned

primarily with matters relating to economic goals. We in Exten-
sion also have opportunities to make significant contributions
to achievement of our political and social goals.

Political Goals

Our primary political goal is to strengthen the democratic
process and maintain the democratic system. As Goals for Ameri-
cans points out:

"Improvement of the democratic process requires a constantly better
informed public . . . Whether for their own ends or for those of the
community, whether at the polls or on public platforms or in private
meetings, the citizens of a democracy are expected to take an active
interest and role . . . The democratic process functions only when the
individual `accepts his full responsibility as a citizen by forming con-
sidered opinions on public policy."

Extension has a great opportunity to_ contribute to this goal
of strengthening the democratic process and system through
well-planned educational efforts dealing with important public
issuesparticularly those confronting farm and rural people.
I have already referred to this with regard to certain farm policy
issues. In my opinion this offers one of our greatest challenges.

Social Goals

How can Extension contribute to the goal of aiding people in
attaining their "unalienable right ... to the pursuit of happiness?"
How can we help peoplejeam to live, as well as earn a living?

Extension home economists have helped people create better
environments which lead 'to a richer, fuller, mare satisfying
life. Their work in health, welfare, nutrition, better management
of time and other resources, leadership development, and other
areas h&s contributed to this important goal. Our 4-H programs,
too, have helped millions of young people to develop into mature,
responsible citizens.

But much more can be done to give people greater awareness
and appreciation of the cultural, intellectual, and moral factors
which are essential elements in a democratic society. As Goals
for Americans points out:

"As the incomes of people have risen, a proportionate share has
not been devoted to intellectual and artistic pursuits. As leisure has
increased, so has the amount of time given to unproductive and often
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aimless activities. Too few of these leisure-time activities hold real
meaning in'the lives of individuals or of the community.
;In part the goals in this area Must consist of a sensitive appreciation

of what is going on in the depth of society, a capacity for awareness,
--a gift for distinguishing between true and spurious forms of art. At

their most ambitious, these goals must consist of efforts to encourage
and bring to fulfillment the best of what already exists in embryo.",

We have virtually unlimited, opportunities to contribute to this
basic goal.

- education

Because of Extension's unique educational function and the
fact that education is an essential factor in attaining all our
economic, political and social goals, I want to talck just a few
moments to give special t onsideration to this fundanierital goal.

Again quoting from Coals for Americans:

The development of the individual and the nation Zemands
education at every level and in, every discipline be strengthened
its effectiveness enhanced . . . A higher proportion of the gross na-
tional product must be devoted to educational purposes. This is at
once an investment in the individual, in the democratic process, in the
growth of the economy, and in the stature of the United States."

Never in history has there been greater recognition of the im-
portance of education as there is today,. Statistics relating to the
educational level of American citizens emphasize the challenge
confronting all educational institutions.

Mere than one-third of the young people today do not com-
plete high school; less than one out of four enters college; and
only one-half of theseabout 1 in 8graduates.

These statistics suggest, first, a challenge to help meet the
needs of a higher perecentage of our population through formal
university education. But an even greater challenge is to assist
the much larger number who never have an opportunity to enter
the ivy-covered halls of the university.

We should point out that irrespective of an individual's train-
ingno matter if he has taken all the formal training a univer-
sity can offer in a given fieldthere is a need for continuing
education, merely to keep abreast of the tremendous changes
occurring about us. Certainly there is no terminal point to
education, .

When, President Lincoln signed the Morrill Act and our Land-
Grant Institutions began to emerge on the American scene, we
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could have expected the total accumulation of 41mowledge at

that time to have doubled in the next 100 years. Of course, this
Anowledge has doubled many times in the past century, and to-

day we are told that our present knowledge can be expected to
double within the next 8 years. .

This points to the absolvie necay for expanded programs
of continuing education sup as those of the Cooperative Ex-

tension SerVice, to enable people to keep abreast of new develop-
ments emerging at an ever faster pace. The Cooperative Exten-

sion Service is widely regarded both here and abroad as the most
effective inforinal, continuing educational program in the world.

We are today faced with a great challenge to maintain and
strengthen that reputation in contributing to the realization of
this important national goal in education. ?"'tr

Our Goals Abroad
Let us take a brief look now at our primary goal abroad that

of building an open andpeaceful worlda world in which others
enjoy- the same opportunities as we for maximum personal de.
velopment and freedom. Extension can make two very significant

contributions to this goal. -
First, by helping to maintain a strong and productive agri-

culture at home, we can share our abundance with other nations

and thereby. help bolster their economy. Last fall, in a visit to
Southeastern Asia- I saw the products of American agriculture
being used to help prevent political unrest. Without such aid
these people would have been hungry and more subject to
ideologies alien to democracy and the western world. Someone

has said that one of the greatest deterrents to communism is a

full stomach. American agriculture is helping to provide that
deterrent in many nations around the world today. Extension
has contributed niuch to making this possible. We hive continu?.
ing opportunities in this area.

I was particularly impressed during this trip by the) fact that
this food was in many cases serving a dual purpose. It was feed-

ing hungry peoplebut it'was also being used in support of

programs of economic development in these countries, The food

. was either being sold to the people and money used to

strengthen the economy, or in some cases, the food was used as

payments in kind for labor employed in the construction ofdams,

roads, irrigation systems, or other pliblic works, contributing to
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the further 'deveRpment of the nation's economy. The ultimate
objective of this -was tothelp these nations become strong and
self reliant.

I look upon this as a short range contribution by American
agriculture to our goals abroad. However, we Wave an oppor-
tunity for an even more significant and lasting contribution by
helping these emerging nations develop their own, institutions
particularly in research and education.

Most of thesejeountries we visited last fall, and many others
like them around the world, are establishing increased agricul-
tural production:as their primary national goal. In country after
country I heardlgovernment leaders say that their number one
need to enable them to achieve this goal was a strong and effec-
tive extension grogram. In the country having what consider
the best Extension program of any we visited, a country which
organized its Extension Service with American assistance less
than 10 years ago--a prominent leader in agriculture made this
comment: "The',United States has helped my nation in many
ways. Your greitest contribution, however, is in giving us your
concepts of,' EAension education and helping us develop an
effective agricultUral Extension program."

Unfortunately( the type, of progress enjoyed by this<ountrY
has not been realized by a high percentage of the other emerg-
ing nations of tale world:

I firmly beliefe that Extension has one of its greatest chal-
lenges and opOrtunities to contribute to a goal of supreme
importance to otIr nation by committing more of its best re-
sources to the support of technical assistance pro ams aimed at
helping these enyerging nations develop effectiv Extension pro-
grams of their own. I have already had several iscussions with
officials of AID1 concerning this matter. I plan to consider it
further with the State Directors.

Extension's Goal
Let me say in closing that I have enjoyed this opportunity

to consider some of Extension's rnntributions to national goals.
Such an exercise has helped me gain a better perspective of some
of the significan4 contributions Extension is making, or should
he making, towar s the realization of these goals.

The challenge which lies ahead for Extension is summed up
in a remark ma e mare than 50 years ago by President Wiliam
58
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Oxley Thompson of Ohio State University; "An institution," he
said, "is to be operated for the good it can do, for the people it
can serve, for the science it can promote, for the civilization it
can advance."

This is a continuing challenge to Extension as we look to the
future. I am confident that Extension can and irill continue to
make important contributions to America's goals, both at home
and abroad.

2
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The Individual
and Goal Achievement
GEORGE B. STROTHER
Professor of Commerce and National Agricultural Extension Center for
Advanced Study, University of Wisconsin, Madison

OUR concern in this report is to examine the place of the indi-
vidual in the organizationthe way in which organizations may
improve the contribution of the individual to the organizational
goals.

The goal of this report and its achievement will almost cer-
tainly be at variance. We are not yet at the point where a com-
prehensive theory of individual achievement can be stated but
the general outlines of such a theory are beginning to emerge.
Hopefully we will explore some of the research and theory which
is helping to form these outlines and emerge, not with a formula
for a comprehensive theory, but with a little better orientation
as to where we ate going. This report will be organized under
seven major headings.

it (1) Outkatthe need for working definitions of what consti-
tutes good performance.

e

(2) Supervisionthe effect of the supervisor upon performance.

(3) Groupsthe effect of the group upon the performance of
the. individual.

;(4) Organizationconsideration of the ways in which organi-
zation structure affects the individual.

(5) Motivationthe problem of individual needs and
incentives.

(6) Conflictthe ways in which the individual reacts to frustra-
tion within the framework of organization.

(7) Harmonyan attempt to bring together the findings of the
preceding six sections into principles for reconciling individual
needs and the goals of the organization.
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4 INTRODUCUON
Alen have been concerned with the problems of organizations

since the emergence of the first nation-states at the dawn of his-
toric times. This concern was accentuated after the Reformation
and the Renaissance by the increasing complexity of the politi-
cal units being formed but even in earliest times the argument
between two basically different models of organizations began

to emerge.
The state, as seen by Plato, was a rational organization in

which the basic labors necessary to the sun ival of the state w ere
divided into three groupsthe work of the laborer, the work of

the soldier and the work of the philosopher-kings.
lu more recent times such philosophers as Hobbes in the 17th

century, and Rousseau in the 18th century have conceived of
political organizations in terms of a non-rational model. They
attempted to base organizations upon a psychological concept of
men with goals, needs and desires. The function of organizations
in this psychologically conceived framework was to provide the
basis for effective cooperation in the achievement of shared
goals.

With the industrial revolution and the rise of large industrial
organizations, organization theory began to take on a more prag-
matic view. It became less the concern of philosophers attempt-
ing to justify the organizations of states and governments and
more the concern of people trying to explain the modern indus-
tria4 organizations. i ;t 1 - i ;

The work of Taylor in the closing years of the 19th century
was the basis upon which modern classical business organiza-
tion theory was founded. It may not be -entirely fair to Taylor
to characterize his approach and that of his followers as a hu-
man engineering approach. In essence, however, it is true the
approach of the classical organization theorist was essentially
mechanistic, conceiving of organization in relatively simple
inpiit-output terms. This approach to organizations dominated
the thinking of writers and research workers for a number of

VeaTS. Fycn today, in many classrooms over the nation, organi-
zation theory is being taught in schools of business following
the mechanistic model begun by Taylor and still being added to
by such writers as Koontz and O'Donnel, Colonel Urwick and
R. C. Davis. Closely paralleling the industrial model has been
the development of the sociological model of a rational bureau-
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cracy. The name of Max Weber (29) is the one most frequently
associated with this approach which resembles that of classical
industrial theory in emphasizing rationality, hierarchy and tech-
nical efficiency.

It is convenient, if somewhat misleading, to set up significant
mileposts in history. If a single date can be assigned to the be-
ginning of a different approach to organizations, it would be the
date of the Hawthorne Experiments at Western Electric. Prior
to 1933, the bulk of empirical studies done in industry weA..con-
cerned with efficiency. They were studies of ventilation, light-
ing, motion, and other technical aspects of work. The Hawthorne
Experiments began in much the same way. As an added control,
at the end of a long series of experiments, the original base con-
ditions were repeated. Much to the surprise of the experiment-
ers, another increase in efficiency was observed.

This caused the experimenters to reconsider their findings and
they arrived at the conclusion that one of two things must ex-
plain the otherwise incomprehensible results. The two things
which they singled out as being important were: -the change of
the method of supervision that went with the experiment and
second, the change in the social climate of the job. This study
stimulated the writing of several books and began a line of ex-
perimentation that we might best characterize as initiating the
human relations period in the study of organizations. The hu-
man relations point of view, like the point of view of the 17th
and 18th century philosophers, emphasized the central position
of man's social makeup in the shaping of organizations. Empha-
sis was' placed less on formal organizations and more on the
characteristics of leadership, interactions in groups, motivation,
and conflict as opposed to the classical approach which empha-
sized largely the concept of structure.

Within the last few years a reaction to the human relations
point of view has set in. It is not surprising since the human re-
lations point of view was, in many ways, carried to irrational
extremes, and the concept of a work group as primarily a social
gathering created certain untenable implications for organiza-
tion theory. ears from a review of the recent research and/
writing the subject of organizations that some sort of a
reconciliation is taking place between the classical, the human
engineering, and the rational bureaucracy approaches on tlle
one hand and the human relations approach on the other.
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This reconciliation is giving rise to en equilibrium theory of
organizationa theory which sees organization in terms of a

. -total social context, composed of people NI, ho have desires, aspi-
rations, fears and capacities, but also having the rational struc-
ture necessary for effective cooperation.

If one man can be credited with initiating the rapprochement
between classical and htman relations theory, it is Chester
Barnard, formerly President'Of New Jersey Bell Telephone Com-
pany, who, in his book, The Functions of the Executive, (1938)
(3) has brought together the results of classical theory and the
results of human relations theory in a concept of organization
as a system in equilibrium. We are far from ha-,,ing achieved a
comprehensive theory of organizativii, but the job is going on in
such a way as to encourage a feeling of considerable optimism
with respect to the future of organization theory.

There are still those who see the relationship between the in-
dividual apd the organization as one of conflict. Chris Argyris in
his book Personality and Organization (1957) '(1) seems to in-
dicate that the individual is in a natural state of warfare with
organizations. William H. White in his widely quoted book, The
Orga,azation Man (1957) (30) paints a gloomy picture of men
being remodeled like zombies in the image of organizations.
There is undoubtedly a degree of truth in these portraits. Or-
ganization can be carried to an extreme, and organizations can
become strait-jackets rather than aids to human cooperation. A
number of writers who have accepted Max Weber's concept of
an organization as a rational bureaucracy have pointed out that
the rational model can be carried to a pathologies extreme; ,
that the functionaries in a bureaucracy may become so obsessed
with hierarchy, status, standard procedures and rules that there
takes place a means-end transformation so that the, goal of the
organization becomes one of serving of the structure rather thn
the end for which the structure exists

It is equally difficult, however, to conceive of modern social
organization in terms of a loose association of volunteeo. The
modern, complex, social organization requires subordination to
hierarchy and distinctions of status. It owes much of its effi-
ciency to the division of labor and the rise of the specialist.
Without these the technical efficiency that 'is necessary to space
travel or the hydrogen bomb would be impossible.
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OUTPUT
If it is true that modern organization theory is moving toward

the concept of organization as a system in equilibrium, it should
be helpful to visualize the outlines of such a system. The system
may be conceived of in two ways: first, as an open system which
exists in relationship to a specific environment; and second, as a
closed system which can be thought of without reference to the
total environment. The open system might be thought of in
terms of a physical model as illustrated in Figure 1. Chester
Barnard (3) has stated that the output of organizations must be
conceived of in terms of two categories which he has called
"effectiveness and efficiency". By effectiveness he meant that an
organization must accomplish its stated goals in order, to survive.
By efficiency he meant that these goals must be accomplished
with due regard to the satisfaction of those who make up the
total clientele of the organization. Thus, any organization must
produce goods or services to be effective, but it must do so with
satisfaction to the c..-.-ners, the consumers of these services, the
employees, suppliers and the public. Without the acceptance of
these groups, the organization will cease to exist, no matter
how technically competent it is in producing goods and services.

Figure 1
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On the input sice, an organization may be thought of in these
terms as utilizing men, money, machines, materials and methods
in order to achieve the desired output.

The goals Of the organization arise out of the necessity of
maintaining sOme kind of a state of equilibrium between the
demands ma0e by the input characteristics and the demands
made by the tv.ners, the consumers, the employ ees, the suppliers
and the public.

In a governmental organization, ow nership and the public in-
terests tend to be identical. The suppliers tend to be less impor-
tant and the total objectives' of the organization are framed
largely in terms of the demands of public policy, the actions of
the employees, and the demands of those sened. Administrative
officers, consciously or unconsciously, frame their objectives
largely in terms of the pressures created by these three groups.
The achievement of the organization, then, is measured in terms
of the success with which the organization can attain its explicit
or implicit goals.

The, second'model referred to, which conceives of an organi-
zation as a closed system, is essentially a psychological model.
It t es the existence of goals for ,granted and attempts to ex-
plai how the organization achieves these goals. The model re-
ferred to here is illustrated in Figure 2 and is the one suggested

Figure 2

STRUCTURE OF A THEORY OF
ORGANIZATION ACHIEVEMENT
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GROUP STRUCTURE AND OPERATIONS EFFECTS
From StogcLll, Flilph M. indicidi.o/ BC11411.10T andiCroup Achievement, 1959, Oxford

University Press (Reproduced by peimi.ssion of publisher)
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by Stogdill (1959) (26) in a provocative book entitled Individ-
ual Behavior and Group Achievement. Time does not permit
detailed consideration of the Stogdill model, 9nly a few of its
main features can be noted.

First consider the output side of the model. Output is defined
in terms of three dimensions. productivity, morale, and integra-
tion. Productivity is self-explanatory and refers to the success
with which the organization is able actually to create the goods
or services intended. Morale refers to the satisfaction.which the
orgfinization creates, particularly with reference to the people
who make up the organization. Integration refers to the capacity
of the organization to adjust to stress._ Stogdill's position essen-
tially is that these three are not necessarily related. An organi-
zation may be successful in achieving a high level of productiv-
ity at the cost, for example, of low morale or reduced ability to
survive under stress.

This, like Barnard's suggestion that we must consider both
effectiveness and efficiency, points up the fact that organizations
do not succeed or fail merely in terms of simple production
goals. Viewed in this light, motivation becomes a more complex
problem since an employee, highly motivated with respect to
production, may not be high in job satisfaction or willingness to
contribute creatively to the organization. The method of super-
vision, rates of pay, promotion policy, and many other adminis-
trative decisions must be made in terms of their effect, not on
productivity alone, but on the total output of the organizatiort.
One of the virtues of Stogdill's formulation is that it avoids the
apparent contradictions resulting when output is defined in

Trms
of a single dimension. The usefulness of this formulation

ill become increasingly evident as we consider studies" on
motivation.

On the output side, the main problem is an acceptable defini-
tion of performance. In a relatively simple and routine job, per-
formance may be measured by a counter. a worker puts out so
many units of work of acceptable quality per hour. As the job
becomes more complex, it. becomes more difficult to define
performance.

The monthly report filed by agents in many states is a good
example. Those who have attempted to evaluate the performance
of a staff member by his reports, appreciate the difficulty of
measuring complex performance in terms of units produced. For
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this reason, other objective bases of evaluation have been tried:
turnover, sales, absenteeism, for example.

Generally, the more complex the job, however, the more we
are forced back on what has been called job performance repu-
tation. Job performance reputation may be another name for
hearsay and snap judgments, or it may be a careful assessment
by merit-rating techniques. Merit-rating techniques have the ad-
vantage over uncontrolled judgments of being made in a system-
atic and explicit way, but the correlations between judgments
about performance and objective measures of performance are
low at best. In several recent studies where a variety of per-
formance measures were available, inter-correlations between
the various performance measures varied considerably. In some
cases correlations between one measure and another were high
enough to warrant regarding these two measures as evaluations
of the same thing. In other cases the correlations were low
enough to force the conclusion that the twoCIneasures are en-
tirely different.

Turner (1960) in a study of foremen concluded that four fac-
tors accounted for most of the performance measures which he
used. These four factors were: (1) reputation; (2) employee rela-
tions as measured by actual personnel data; (3) cost; and
(4) production. A foreman with high merit ratings might well
have a poor record with respect to employee relations as meas-
ured by such things as turnover and absenteeism. A foreman
with good employee relations might be found to have a poor
cost record; and a foreman with a high production record might
be found to have a poor cost record as measured by spoilage
and other cost factors.

To translate this into terms of Extension, we might well find
that a staff, with a low turnover would have a poor record of
production,v or two production measures might be unrelated:
Ferver (1061)1(10) in a doctoral dissertation completed at Wis-
consin, foUndla low relationship between agents' success in agri-
culture and their success in community development programs.
In short, we cannot be content to ask the question: "How good
is his performance?" The question must be framed in terms of
the kind of performance with which we are concerned.

We have raised two questions. One, what is an effective indi-
vidual, and two, what is an effective organization? We have
seen that the answers are far more complex than many early
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studies of organizations had assumed. This is not cause for dis-
couragement. The willingness to view organizational achieve-
ment in more complex terms promises to clear up many difficul-

ties and misunderstandings; which have previously existed; and

as we go into areas of supervision, motivation, group effects and
conflict, a more sophisticates1 ilefiiiition of organizational achieve-
ment will be an invaluable aid in broadening and deepening our
understanding of organizational achievement.

SUPERVISION
Those of us whose working lives began in the Depression

years can testify that the behavior of supervisors has undergone
a marked change since that time. Starting with the findings of
the Hawthorne experiments and the findings of Carl Rogers in
the realm of psychotherapy and accelerated by the New Deal's
social legislation, the increasing strength of the unions;fand the
increasing emphasis on personnel management, supervisory be-
havior has undergone a marked change. The hard-bitten, rough-
talking supervisor of the 1920's and 1930's has been replaced by
a supervisor who is a graduate of courses in human relations,
who has experienced the impact of the grievance machinery if

his behavior has not met modern standards, and who has been
told again and again that he must lead ratiter than drive.

Mason Haire (1982) (11) traces this change n terms of a shift-
ing source of authority. Authority has shifted in the modern in-
dustrial organization more and more from a point external to
the work group to a point within the work group. As Haire
points out, authority originally was synonymous with owner-
ship. He sees in the future the possibility that authority will be
seen as residing entirely in the work group and that our tradi-
tional hierarchical type of organization will be replaced by an
organization conceived of in terms of interlocking work groups.
Even in military organizations, it has now become the vogue fr''
teach courses in human relations and moral leadership.

In a study done by the Survey Research Center at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in 1950 (Katz ct al., 1950) (15) first line
supervisors were classified as to whether they gave close super-
vision or general supervision and as to whether they were pri;
manly production-centered or employee-centered. Sections were

then classified into high-producing and low-producing. Katz and
his associates found that sections given general supervision were.
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considerably more likely to be high-producing.sections and that
sections under employee-centered supervision were also more
likely to be high-producing sections.

.

However, another study by the Survey Research Center did
not find these relationships with railway construction g'angs.
Tannenbaum and associates (1961) (28) in a study 9f supervisors
at a naval research facility found that employees working under
a permissive supervisor were considerably more likely to
be satisfied and, to have high morale. They did not, however,
find any signficant relationship between productivity and type
of supervision. .

These results suggest, first of all, that the effect of supervisory
style 'may depend upon the type of people supervised. Permis-
sive supervision may work very well for a group of relatively
educated and intelligent clerical workers, but it may be rela-
tively ineffective for a group of railway section hands. A second
conclusion that issuggested by these three studies is that the
effect of permissive supervision on job satisfaction may be
greater than its effect on productivity. In general, employees
who are supervised in a permissive manner are going to be satis-
fied employe,es. Itt is not quite so clear that they will always be
productive.

We have been interested in studying supervisory style here
at the Center. While we are not yet ready to measure produc-
tivity in Extension, we hav'e attempted to measure supervisory
style. We have been interested, also, in relating organizational
characteristics to supervisory style. Lavery (1962) (17) devel-
oped a forced-choice questionnaire 'to measure the permissive-
restrictive dimension, the employee-pRgram dimension and a
third which we felt was relevant in Extension, a public versus
internal orientation dimension. Forty-setien out of the fifty State

ofkindly completed the questionnaire to give us measures
of the administrative style of the top executives in all but three
of the state Extension Services.

We found, not very surprisingly, tha.t. Directors rather con- ,

sistently regarded themselves as more permissive and more
employee - oriented than they were considered to be by their im-
mediate subordinates. We also found that the larger the staff,
the more permissive was the Director. This is not surprising, of
tours since the more peoPle one must supervise,tof the less time
can e.spent looking over the shoulder of each individual. Some-
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what paradoxically, however, we found that, in the states with
the larger staffs, the-Pirectors were more employee-oriented and
more public relations oriented.. Perhaps the Director who spends
more time away from the office dealing with legislators and
outside agencies is regarded as being more permissive. Since
he hat es his staff alone, he is regarded as being more employee -
oriented than the stay-at-home Director who is primarily con-
cerned with the internal workings of his organization.

Another organization-al characteristic which Lavery investi-
gated Ras the percent of toal staff classified as administrative
and supers isory. sOirecturs «ith a high percent of administrative
and super\ isory personnel on their staffs were considered more
program-oriented a less employee-oriented. The implication
is that the 'Direct° ith the larger administrative staff is more
concerned w ith program deN elopment while the Director with a
smaller staff of administrators is more concerned with people.

Lavery also borrowed a sample from a study being done b7
Merle Howes of Massachus.etts Ns hi ch was concerned with the

1'4e-ffects of decentralization on fixtension ,organization. Using
llowes'measure, La% cry compared decentralization with the em-
ployee progam- centered dimension, the perrnissi%erestrictive di-
rftension and the public relations-internardimension. All three
measures were posititely correlated with the measure of decen-
tralization, but only in the case of the last one, public relations
orientation, Ras the correlation significant. These findings sug-
gest that the Director in a decentralized organization spends
more time NS, orking NS, ith the public, possibly mending his politi-
cal fences: c

Herzberg and associates (1957) (12) in an extensiye study of
job attitudes, concluded that the employee- centered supervisor
generally had moire satisfied and productive employees. They col-
lected from the literature a number of opinions of what it was'
that made an employee-centered wervisor, and suggested the
following contributing factors:

(1) sympathy with employees with respect td both work and
personal problems, (2) being caretul to share information with
employees, (3) avoiding excessive Criticgm of employees; (4)
being NV illing to help, employees w411 their work while maintain-
ing a leadership position,, (5) encouraging increased decision.
making by employees, (6) maintaining d4consisteney in giving
orders and administering discipline, (7) keeping employees in-,
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formed of their job performance, (8) gising general rather than
close supervisions a0d 9) maintaining a reasonable degree of
social' interaction with employees.

From this brief look at the effects of supers isory techniques,
I think we may safoly_conclude that the behavior of,the super-
visor does hale significant-effects) on the output of employees
and the type of organiza t%liichilevulops. There is some rea-
son to suspect that .the ect ofi pprmissis e supervision on job
satisfaction is greater th its effect on produCtivity. It is not -
quite so clear wliae the e ect of type of super, ision may be on,
the reactions of the organization under stress. Howe% er, the in-
fluence of the supervisor is felt both directly in its effect on the
behavior of employees and indirectly through its effect on the
structure of the organization,.both formal and informal.

GROUPS
The study Of the influence of groups on performance is 5pla-

tively new. %ginning with the work of Kurt Lewin at theffin-
versity of IoW!_a, the study of group dynamics has become a ma-
jor concern -os social psychology. Although interest in group dy-
namics is a contribution of American psychology, two European
immigrants adtually started this work in ehe United States. As
was Lewin, J. L. Moreno was an immigrant to this county, his
interest in role playing began in a psych therapeutic setting
and was later transferred to the training o industrial groups.
We are indebted to Moreno not only for the concept of role play-
ing Nit also for the concept of sociometry, a technique for an-
alyzing first graphically and tbc.n, mathematically the kinds of
interrelationships which deselop among members of groups.

Norman Maier of the Unit ersity of Michigan was one of the
first to gite tbig"approach a specific industrial emphasis. Mai&
(1953) (20)concluded from his-studies of group decision mak-
ing that group decisions were superior to individual decisions in
three main ways:

(1) the qui....tl>> froup decisions was superior to that of in-
dividual ,decisions 2) the level of aspiration of a group was
higher than .the le t of spiration which supers isors felt they
could impose on the p; and (3) group .understanding and
acceptance of decisit was hitter 'when the decisions were
made by the group. B 41as (1950) (5) directed attention to the
effect of group strut t re on the effectit cness of communications.
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In one of the first industrial applications of group dynamics,
Coch and French (1948) (8, investigated the effect of produc-
tivity of different degrees of participabOn in the decision-making
process. In their study three groups were equated for productiv-
ity before the introduction of a change in work mods. One of
the groups was then presented with the changediFethod without
being consulted, the second group was involved in a moderate
degree of participation in the change, and the third group was
invoWed as fully as possible.

In the no-participation group, production dropped after the
change, turnover rose, and the relearning process was slow. The
group with maximum, participation showed a 15 per cent produc-
tion increase after change--Zver. An automatic weaving plant in
India was studied by Rice (1953). (23) In this study the initial
effect of reorganization was a significant drop in production.
Hod-er, after the workers themselves were involved in the re-
organization,process, production increased and this effect ap-
peared to be relatively permanent.

Lorge and others (1958) (19) in an extensive survey of the
effects of groups on performance conclude:

"In general in the evaluation of the relative quality of the products
produced by groups, in contrast to those produced by individuals,
the grOup is superior . . . Yet it must be recognized that group pro-
ccdures.may ha%e disad%antages too. A single member or a coalition
of members may retard the group by holding out for its kind of
solutiona consequence that may reduce the quality of the group
product if the solutions so proposed are inadequate or unrealistic."

In an era where "group thinking" is all too common, Lorge's
reservations deserve attention. Undoubtedly it is important to
distinguish the kinds of work being done-7whereas a Thomas
A. Edison may be far more creative working alone as an individ-
ual, the work of a nuclear laboratory may be essentially a group-
type of activity. Thus, we first need to ask: Is the nature of the
task one which is appropriate to group solution? The effect of a
groups attempt to write a poem is almost too horrible to con-
template, on the other hand, the solution to a complex problem
may necessarily require the pooling of a variety of talents.

We need also to consider the problem of optimum group size.
In a study of air controllers done by Kidd (1981), (18) smaller
work groups were found to be more efficient than larger groups.
Furthermore, the groups were found to be more effective when
coordination requirements were kept to a minimum. Clegg
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(1961) (7) in x sociometnc study of county Extension workers in
two states reached a similar Conclusion with respect to Exten-
sion organization. Ile found in general that the smaller county
units showed greater organizational acceptancethat is, greater
agreement between the furmal and informal' structures. One not-
able exception to this was in the %cry small units where a single
woman worker was assigned. There was higher satisfaction in
those county organizations w here at least two women were
employedr .

We can now begin to specify some of the conditions under
which group performance is superior to individual performance
The most obvious justification for group action occurs when in-
dividual capacity is simply not adequate to do a job. Second,
group performance will be superior to individual performance
in those cases where specialized capacities are needed.

This illustrates a fundamental problem in Extension organi-
zation where today more and more farmers are specializing, are
better educated, and therefore have qualifications which are
similar to those of many of the Extension workers who serve
them. The need then arises to consider larger organizational units
which will provide a more specialized kind of service, and in
this type of setting the traditional division of labor by county
lines may serve as a strait-jacket preventing the kind of service
which is needed by the modern farmer.

A third way in which groups are useful is to combat monotony,
This is especially evident in routine industrial tasks, but mono-
tony may also be a problem in relatively skilled types of work.

Fourth, groups inhance indiv=idual performance through the
process of social facilitation. In many ways we do better simply
because we are working side by side with other people and their
efforts tend to reinforce ours.

Fifth, groups may serve to increase competition and increase
individual effort. Studies of competition suggest, however, that
this effect is double edgedwhereas. for the 'superior worker
it may stimulate greater output for the average or below a%erage4
worker, it may, on the other, ,hando induce frustration and ulti-
mately reduce output.

Sixth, groups may enhance' individual performance by what
may be called a "pooling effect". By involving a number of peo-
ple in the decision-making process, the problem is seen from
more points of 'view, more solutions are proposed, and the pro-
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posed solutions are tested by a greater cariety of criteria. This
effect, too, is double-edged.

In a study of %cork groups under incenthe pay by Whyte
(1953), (31) it v, as shown that restriction' of output resulted
from a group decision-making process. Furthermore, Whyte
points out that the degree of group solidarity is related to the
elf( oneness with which output is restricted. Thus, a strong work
group may further the aims of the organization, or it may result
in frustration of those aims.

One further caution is needed in maluating the effects of
groaps on organizational and Individual output. A number of
studies 'lace contrasted the effecticeness of groups operating
under %ado is kinds of- leadership and !lace made it evident that
the type of group incohement is critical. A group which is
gathered together merely to act as a rubber stamp will not be an
effec tie group. 1t the other- extreme, zroup planning and de-
cision making. unless made effective b) Teadership.and adequate
orgamlation, will result in confic,ion and conflict. Effective utili-
zation of work groups thus incohes decision as to the points at
%hIch group invphement will be productice, the kinds and

amounts of groad irn oh ement needed, and the size and qualifi-
cations of the groups to be utilized.

ORGANIZATION
Enduring groups always have structure. This is true whether

or not that structure is motivated bye a common purpose. In the
barricard, pecking order is established among the chickens. How-
ever, if the territory is too large, the pecking order breaks down
and seceral territories, each with a pecking order, emerge. Even
the barn)ard thus undergoes.a degree of decentralization when
the size of the group becomes unmanageable. Structure becomes
an increasingly critical variable %%lien there is a collective pur-
pose. ,Xelam Smith, at the dawn of the industrial revolution, de-
scribed with a note of wonderment the vastly increased produc-
the capacity of a pin factory in which there was specialization
of functions, Smith's pin factory was a comparatively simple or-
ganization when contrasted ccith the modern industrial or gov-
ernmental bureaticraciesand the modern bureaucracy is itself
usually a far more complex thing than its standard organization
charts would indicate.
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The efficiency of various kinds of communication patterns was
studied by Bavelas (1950) (5) and by a number of later writ-
ers using his techniques. Bav elan described group structure in
terms of wheel, circle and net types of design. In a laboratory
study he introduced various communications to these types of

groups and studied the efficiency with vs'llich communication was
carried out. BaNelas's A heel-type- of organization most nearly
resembles the typical hierarchical structure found in the stand-
ard organization chart. The net-type of structure is that most
commonly seen in groups w here all communication is handled

on an informal basis. The circle-type of comunication resembles
the system found in a prison cell block or an assembly line. Of

the three, Bavelas found that the wheeltype of communication
V, as most efficient, the net-type of communication, besides its
cornparatis e lack of efficiency, also involved far more communi-
cation about group structure.

More recently an attempt has been made to study group iriter-

action from the standpoint of the theory of linkage. Dubin
(1959) (9) advances the hypothesis that the stability of

membership in a group is inversely proportional to the number
of interactions required of the group member. Thus, the individ-
ual m a strictly hierarchical organization with only one upward
link and perhaps half a dozen downward links is relatively con-

tent. On the other hand, according to Dubin's theory, in a com-
plex organization in which linkages are both horizontal and ver-
tical and exist in large numbers, the pressure on the individual
to leave the organization becomes substantial.

This idea has considerable relevance for Extension, particu-
larly those organizations in which the linkage patterns are highly
complex. Many a county agent, for example, may have to answer

to the Farm Bureau, the County Agricultural Committee, the
individual clientele of the county, his superiors ill the state office,
the specialists and va-ious functional supervisors who compose

a typical Extension organization. To the extent, therefore, that
relating himself effectively to the organization involves finny
different kinds of contacts, the ease with which this relationship

is maintained is greatly re1uced. Intuitive evidence to support
Dubin's theory' might be gained from examining the things we
think of when we receive an offer which would involve a change
of jobs. I suspect that most of us in weighing the advantages
of a change think, subconsciously at least, of all the committees
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and other collateral duties -that we can drop when we start a
new job with a clean slate. Perhaps one of the functions of a
good adminisrator is to minimize the number and variety of de-
mands made upon the members of his organization.

Another way of thinking of the organization of groups is in
terms of the multi-dimensional sociometric survey Tannenbaum
et al, 1961 (28). Nearly everyone is familiar with the idea that
there exist two parallel organizations within any complex group,
the formal and the informal. Less familiar is the notion that there
is also a type of organilation that might be called non-formal.
This is neither the formal type of hierarchical structure that we
see in the typical organization chart, nor is it the kind of inter-
personal relationships represented by a typical sociometric dia-
gram. Rather, it represents the emergence or creation, by the
group, of intermediate struct which supplement the formal
organization .and which may be ventual additions to the formal
organization.

For example, in the studAy Clegg (1961) of the structure
of two state Extension Sere ices, was found that the position
of the county chairman was evo ing into an intermediate level
in the formal organization, despite the fact that no formal au-
thority had been delegated to the county chairman. According
to the formal organization, the direct line of responsibility ran
from the district supervisor to each individual caber of the
county organization.

However; it became clear in this study and in an earlier one
of Ross's (1960), (24) that because of the geographic separation
of the supervisor, because of the wide span of supervision in-
volved, and because of the fact that the supervisor was fre-
quently not available or not easily accessible when decisions had
to be referred upward, an intermediate position was evolving.
Although, in both of the states concerned, a stag type of respon-
sibility had already been assigned to the county chairman, no
line authority had been given him. Yet the nature of his position,
his accessibility, and the problem of making decisions against
a time pressure had led to the referral of a large number of de-
cisions to the county chairman. If anything defines line author-
ity in an operational way, it is the referral of decisions to a given
person. In this sense, then, the county chairman occupies an in-
termediate position in the non-formal organization which, I sus-.
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pect, will be formalized in due time and will appear in the,

typical organization chart.
The concept of formal organization as a rational bureaucracy

has much to recommend it. Nevertheless, it becomes increasingly

evident to students of organization that the bureaucratic model

of Max Weber (1946) is insufficient to describe adequately

formal complex organizations. Many organizations when tested

against the internal logic of the bureaucratic model fall short,
first because the bureaucratic model assumes some sort of
economic man or rational man who is not disposed to resist the
restrictions which formal organizations ,impose upon him.

The second difficulty with the bureaucratic model is that or-
ganizations exist in a total environment and environmental de-
mands have to be satisfied, often even when they violate the
internal logic of the organization. A good illustration of this

would be the tenacity with which Extension organization follows

county lines, although in many cases it is evident that the county

I pattern of organization is irrational and inefficient.

Illustrations of the ways in which rational organizations may

violate psychological principles can be 'found in numerous in-
dustrial studies; these studies indicate that the bureaucratic
ideal of specialization of function can be carried to too great
an extreme. The individual worker whose job is too specialized

or whose work cycle is too short and repetitive may, in spite of

the theoretical efficiency of such division of labor, be less pro-
ductive because he is not able to adjust mentally to the demands

of the job. Perhaps Weber had these difficulties in mind when

he said,,that the concept of a rational bureaucracy was really
than -ideal type which was only approximated in existing

organizations.
Extension also faces another probleni which has been studied

in various organizations, the problem of centralization versus
decentralization. This problem is especially important in Exten-

sion because of the wide geographical dispersal of the mem-

bers of the organization. During the depression years a study

was made of Sears Roebuck & Company. It was found that there

were two types of retail stores in the Sears structure, those with

a relatively narrow span and those with a relatively broad span
of supervision. In the narrow-span types of organizations, a few

department heads reported to a single store manager and each
department head in turn supervised a number of section heads.



'In the wide-span type of organization, the section heads were1' directly supervised by a single store manager, and perhaps as
many as 20 people reported to a single manager. The decen-
tralization of authority in the wide-span organization had sev-
eral advantages: first, the stores with the wide-span type of or-
gani7ation were generally more efficient; and second, they werethe stores from which t4e best future store managers came.

It should be noted now that we are talking not about first line
supervisors but about second or third line supervisors. This issimilar to the situation in Extension where the second line super-visor, the director or associate director, supervises only four
district supervisors. The first line supervisor, then, in- turn may
supervise .as many as 80 or even more operative or production
employees, if I may be permitted to refer to the county person:

.nel by that term. This is the typical picture. However, in some
organizations, notably Massachusetts, as an example, a great
deal of decentralization has taken place and to a very great
degree power resides in the counties rather than in the central
office.

This, hoWever, is not decentralization in the same sense that
the Sears sfipervisory authority was decentralized. Authority in
Massachusetts is essentially political in nature, being derived
from the counties and in a sense flowing upward, whereas in the
Sears type of decentralization authority was actually delegated
downward. It is likely that the Massachusetts type of organiza-
tion has problems of its own but that these problems are not
necessarily typical of a decentralized organization.

Merle Howes is now engaged in a study which, hopefully,
will throw some light on the effect of this type of decentraliza-
tion on turnover, staff quality and organizational stability. It maywell be that the Massachusetts type of decentralization is not
beneficial. I think many of us would suspect that this is the case.
This will not, hdikever, negate the findings of the Sears study and
other similar studies, as to the advantages of a decentralized
bureaucratic type of organization structure.

The- level at which decisions are made was varied systemati-
cally in a study by Morse and Reimer (1956) (22). In general de-centralization improved the attitude . of the rank and file em-
ployees toward their immediate supervisor, but the effect on
production was not so clear: production was increased when
the level of decision making was lowered, but it was increased
78
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still more when the level was raised. This is another instance
of the earlier suggestion that job satisfaction and productivity

are not necessarily directly related.
The foregoing studies and comments are suggestive of a need

to restudy extensively the organization structure of Extension
and the impact which this structure has on the individual. We

are far from having answers to all of the problems. However, it
is evident that to the extent that Extension has been shaped by
tradition, by political considerations and by historical and gear
graphical accidents, the efficiency of its organization and its im-
pact on the individual can be progressively increased as we gain
further understanding of the effect of organizational structure

upon group performance. .

/
/

MOTIVATION°
Interest in employee motivation has continued high, as the

ihan miser of articles published on this: in the last few years
ttests. Interest in financial incentives., of course, goes back to
he early days of the scientific management movement, but the

/ advocates of financial incentives in the early I900's were not
interested in studying motivationthey assumed an economic

man who was primarily motivated by money.
Articles by Likert (1959 (18) and Mcbermid (1960) (21) point

out that money has motivational value only as it satisfies a work-
er's needs. NIcDermid also goes on to show that motivation rests

on a need-hierarchy and that other needs may take priority over
those which are served by financial incentives. Classic illustra-

tions of this are found in W. F. Whyte's (1955) book, Money
and Motivation. In two case studies he shows how imperfectly
the production of groups of workers is related to their incentive

pay. Previous work experience, attitude toward the time study
man, and the need to vary the routine may all play a part. He
also describes a number of ingenious methods that the workers
invented to heat the quotasmethods which put to shame the
creative artistry of college students at exam time.

Whyte also relates the effects of incentive pay to the social
and economic backgrounds of the workers. His uratebusters" in
one study were more often farm boys reared by strict parents,
asocial, poor givers, Protestants, and Republicans. His "restrict-

Portions of this section are taken from the author's monograph: individual Per-
formance and Corporate Purpose, Wis. Comm. Reports Vol. VI. No. 4. Mar. 1982.

Bureau of Business Research and Service, Univ. of Wis. Madison, Wis.
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ers" were more likely to be the children of unskilled workers,
city boys wrho were members of the neighborhood gang, joiners
as adults, givers, Catholics, and Democrats. The details of the
portrait will surely vary with time and place but the moral is
plain: incentive pay will affect different kinds of people differ-
ently. If money is of value only as it satisfies needs and if those
needs which stand at the upper end of a need hierarchy are
most important, then the starting point of a study of employee
motivation is the question, "what do employees want?"

Motivation is based on needs but, indeed, need and satisfac-
tion are opposites. If a man is satisfied he no longer has a need;
if he needs he is not satisfied. We are thus concerned not with
needs alone nor with incentives alone, but with maintaining
some kind of a state of equilibrium between them. Schwitzgebel
(1960) (25) and Bass (1960) (4), taking their cue from the-animal
laboratories, suggest that partial re-enforcement may be more
effective than total re-enforcement for people as well as for rats.
Regular and complete need satisfaction may have less influence
on performance than irregular or partial rewards.

The reali7ntion that need-perpetuation rather than need- satis-
faction may be the prime motivational responsibility of manage-
ment is reflected in several recent books (see Argyris, 1980, (2)
and McGregor, 1980) emphasizing self-actualization. If they are
right, then continuing and incompletely satisfied needs are the
best motivators. Evidence to support this point of view has been
accumulating since the pioneering article by Coch and French
(1948) on overcoming resistance to change. The Michigan studies
by Katz et al. (1950) at Prudential showed, tbat'high producers
had more pri in their work (a continuing need)' and were more
critical (evid ce of unsatisfied needs) than low producers; low

et

producers, on the other hand, participated more in recreation
and athletic programs (need-satisfiers). \

Herzberg et al. (1957) (12) in a survey of about a thousand
studies (1,798 listings, some overlapping) of job attitudes con-
clude that "the best psychological state for full utilization of
human resources is one of dissatisfaction sufficient to provide
motivation for intense activity, yet not enough to make the
worker want to quit his job." (p. 102)

T1 Herzberg study found numerous relationships between
job attitudes and performance. The results of some of Herzberg's
findinss as to the relative importance of certain attitudes are
80 , 7f)



summarized in Figure 3. Stogdill's (1959) (26) classification of

motives as bearing separately on productivity, morale and or-
ganizational stability and some of the discussion earlier in this
section make it clear that not all of these job attitudes are neces-
sarily associated directly with productivity. All may be thought
of as having some bearing, however, on performance broadly
conceived. Bass (1960) puts it somewhat differently, stating that
task goals are often irrelevant to the need satisfaction of the
workerkeeping his job is relevant; producing is not.

In later research, Herzberg et al. (1959 (13) undertook an
extensive interview study of am. untants and engineers in a
number of companies in order to hest some of their conclusions
under controlled conditions. Figure 4 summarizes some of their
results. Several conclusions of importance can be drawn from it.
First of all, certain factors in the work setting may be much
more likely to influence attitude's in one direction than another.
Second, certain kinds of attitudes produce long range influences
and others produce only short range influences. Third, a given
factor may have long range influences in one direction and com-
paratively short range influences in another.

Figure 3
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As part of the interviews the investigators asked each respond-
ent to indiatte any effect which the incidents they described
may have had on their performance. They concluded that 60 per
cent of the sequences described did affect performance in the
expected direction. Favorable attitudes were more likely to
affect performance than unfavorable (73 per cent vs. 48 per'cent).
The long:lasting, favorable sequences sere most likely to lead
to improved performance, the long-lasting, unfavorable se-
quences were more apt to lead to quitting. They also concluded
that the satisfiers were more likely to relate to work itself while
the dissatisfiers tended to arise out of work environment. Salary,
they felt, was mainly important as a symbol of fairness.

The question arises as to how general may be the application
of these results. Some light is shed on the question in the com-
parison between the accountants and the engineers. In general,
Herzberg found that the dissatisfiers did not differentiate but
that some of the satisfiers did. Accountants were more often
affected by incidents involving advancement and possible
growth, engineers were more affected by those involving re-
sponsibility and the work itself. This agrees with the findings of
a study by Strother et al. (1962 (27) which found that graduating
seniors in engineering were attracted relatively more by bene-
fits associated with their profession and business students more
by opportun4ties for advancement.

We have devoted special attention to the foregoing investiga-
tion because it represents a trend toward a more analytic ap-
proach to the relationship between moti tion and performance.
The review of research by Herzberg (19 had been dominated
by data on operative employees any of the studies sur-.
veyed went back to Depression and pre-Depression years. Se-
curity, broadly defined, ranked high among motivators. Recently,
more studies and articles have been published on white-collar
personnel and aspirants for whom risk and opportunities for ad-
vancement ranked higher.

The motivational problems of special groups have received
increasing attention in recent years. Several studies of older
workers have been undertaken at. the University of Wisconsin.
In one of these (Johnson and Strother, 1962) (14) a rather abrupt
decrease in expectations of advancement was found to occur in
the forties (mid forties for factory and late forties for office
workers). This change occurs at a time when these employees
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still believe that their peak fob ability is either at hand or still
to be reached. This suggests that the decline in performance
which has sometimes been reported for older'sxorkers may be in
part the result of failure to consider the special motivational
problems of older employees.

Although most of the studies of motivation have been done in
industrial settings, their 4pplication to Extension is considerable.
This is'confirmed by studies such as that by Margaret Browne
(1959) (6) who interviewid middle management Extension per-
sonnel, The interviews were open-ended, and the respondents
vverelaree to indicate their feelings withob being guided too
muelt by specific questions. It is interesting that salary was men-
tioned spontaneously by less than half of this group. In general,
the st&te leaders were satisfied with their salaries and about two-
thirds of the home economics and agrieFulture leaders were satis-
fied with their salaries, but only about one-fourth of the 4-H
supervisors were satisfied with their salaries. There was general
agreement that the dissatisfaciOn was more frequently con-
cerned with feelings about fairness than with absolute dollar
amounts.

Major sources of satiffaction were: (1) the feeling of status in
the field, (2) a sense ofiresponsibility, (3) the learning opportuni-
ties afforded in Extension work, (4) the nature of the work itself,
and (5) the social contacts of the job.

Major sources of dissatisfaction were: (1) the disparity between
prestige in the field and the feeling of a lack bf status on campus,
(2) a feeling of lack of involvement in the decision-making proc-
ess, (3) lack of authority commensurate with the responsibilities
of the job, (4) the need for constructive criticism which was not
given frequently enough, (5) poor communications, and (6) the
feeling that many of the jobs were dead-end with little
expectation for future promotion. This last was not always a
source of dissatisfaciion, however. As in the study by Johnson
and Strother, many middle management people had ceased to
aspire to advancement and were content to serve out their re-
maining working years in their current jobs. One,wonders, how-
ever, if one of the very powerful motivators was not, therefore,
missing from the job.

In summary, the findings concerning motivation seem to pro-
vide three important suggestions: (1) a good system of incentives
must recognize the fact that certain needs are more important
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than Others and therefore serve as more effective motivators,
(2) motivation does not always operate along a single' dimension
certain motives may influence productivity, others job satis-
faction, and still others the degree of commitment which the
individual has to the organization; (3) motives may operate in
either a positive or a negative directioncertain kinds of motiva-
tion have to do primarily with job satisfaction, other kirs of

motivation are largely negative and produce dissatisfaction:
For .example, dirty wish-rooms in an industrial setting may

produce dissatisfaction, but .ultra-sterile wash-rooms will pro-
duce no more satisfaction than will adequately kept ones. Like-
wise, in an Extension setting, lack of a telephone might produce
dissatisfaction, but having two telephones instead ok one will
hardly increase the amount of job satisfaction which a staff
member has, (4) finally, those motives which have to do with
achievement, recognition apd self-actualization are the powerful
ones in prodUcing a productive and committed staff.

CONFLICT
We have seen that the important motives are the ones tvhich

are not routinely satisfied. The motivational state which is de-
sirable from the stagdpoint of a productive organization is one

'in which there-is. what we might call optimal dissatisfaction.
Certain motives in particular meet this requirement: for ex-
ample, recognition, achievement and self-actualization. If, on
the other hind, there is a persistent blocking of motives and a
state of chronic dissatisfactions this leads to friotration. When an
employee is faced with a persistent blocking of his need satis-
faction, he may attempt a rational appro Iio the problem, 4n-
creasing the variability of his behavior t ugh trial and error
and the kind of rational problem-solvin that frequently leads
to insightful solutions.- However, if either the dissatisfaction it-

..
self is exceptionally persistent, or if the problem-solving tech-
niques available to 44 individual are deficient, ultimately' an

irrational oi.n_21adaptive "solution" wilt be selected.
There are, three main characteristics which-distinguish i

tional from the rational problem-solving beliatior: (1) Stveo-
qpiol non-adjustive behavior tends to become fixed and repeti-'
tive and, even .though a givenIpproacli to the problem has not
resulted in success, the individual will repeat- that response

ri and again without satisfactio4 or solution to the problem. r
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(2) The responses which-arise from irrational tension-reducing
activity arc themselves usually non-adjustive. They may succeed

in reducing tension, but they are notthe kinds of beitwior that
will normally lead to problem solute n. In every day speech,
we may describe this kind of behavior as beating one's head up
against a stone wall. (3) Also characteristic of an irrational type
of problem-oriented behavior is an increasing amount of self-
centeredness on the part of the individual. He loses his ability
to see the problem from the perspective" of other people and all

his attempts at evaluation have a self-reference. "Why don't
people give me more breaks?" "Why does everybody have it in
for me?" "Why does my boss give other people all the breaks?"

We can usually recognize non-adjustive, problem-oriented be-
havior because in general it tends to take one of four major
forms. We shall call these four forms escape, attack, .inferiority
and tension.

In the escape reaction, the individual attempt to reduce ten-
sion by withdrawing from the problem, situation. He may do
This physically through quitting or absenteeism, or he may do
it psychologically through apathy or excessive day dreaming.
Most of us are familiar with the story of the secret life of Wal-
ter Mitty, a much down-trodden and frustrated man, who was
able to escape from his life of desperation into a rich and satis-
fying world of dreams.

In* the attack type of reaction, turning pis frtistrations out-
ward so to speak, the individual may be obviously over-aggres-
sive or his attack' reaction may take the forneof being overly
critical of others or excessively defensive.

In the inferiority type of reacti i, the frustrations are turned
inward.upon the individual hims lf. This type of reaction often
disguises itself in forms is e not easy to recognize. The
extremely busy person 1, often defending himself against a feel-

.' ing of inadequacy. Robert Louis Stevenson put it very nicely in
a little essay called "An Apology for Idlers".when he said, "Ex-
treme buiy-ness . is a sigh of deficient vitality." The individual
suffering from feelings of inferiority may be excessively moody.
He may olso attimes be the office practical joker, because
people who are moody often defend themselves against depres-
sion by being overly elated and overly active. Or, he may be an
extremely sensitive person responding excessively to criticV
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In a pathological extreme, the escape ,reaction may result in
an acute type of withdrawal, called schizophrenia, and the
inferiority reaction may culminate in a manic-depressive or
paranoid psychosis. The psychiatric extremes tare, of course,
far rarer than the every-day reactions of relatively normal
individuals.

Finally, if we are not able to discharge the aroused tensions
by either escape, attack, or the kind of self-punishment called
inferiority, excessive levels of tension build up. This may show
up in soch relatively simple ways as smoking too much or drink-
ing too much; it may also show up in the form of explosive be-
havior, violent temper tantrums, quarreling, and so forth; or it
may show up in psychosomatic disturbancespeptic ulcers,
hypertension, and even hay fever and asthma are conditions
which are aggravated by excessive loads of tension. So common
is this type of reaction that the psychosomatic illnesses are
almost the badge of middle management personnel who, even
more than the top management and the first line workers, are
the victinis..of this type of illness.

As Argyris has emphasized C1960), the organization itself
may be the strait-jacket which produces frustration in the in-
dividual. On the other hand, it may be that lack of need satis-
faction arises, not from the structure of the organization itself
but from the behavior of one's immediate superiors, the total
pattern of interaction, within the organization and without, or the
transposition of frustrations from oilier non-work connected set-
tings. In any At, conflict-oriented behavior is characterized by
a high input-lowoutput formula which spells inefficiency. Fur-'. theimore, conflict- oriented behavior is self-perpetuating. The
feelings of frustration which interfere with work, themselves give
rise to added feelings of frustration and these, in turn, further
affect work. Thus e conflict-oriented employee finds himself
,on a psytchic me o-round unable to get off.

.'\11k.11NIONY

Just as high input and low output are characteristic of the in-
effective organization, the effective organization is chlacterized
by high input and high output. In the foregoing report we have
been looking at organizations in terms of their impact on the
individual and the individual's performance. By way of summary
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we may say that there are six characteristics of an effective or-

ganization from the view point of individual performance.

I. Output is measured in terms of stated and valid
objectives.

Supervisors attempt to delegate and decentralize to the
highest extent possible with the personnel available. Their
control over the performance of individuals then be-

comes a matter of "management by objectives" as Mc-,
Gregor puts it.

3. Groups and individuals are both seen as means to goal
achievement. Individual effort and individual perform-'
ante are recognized and rewarded, but cooperative
effort through groups is seen as a highly significant means
of reinforcing the individual ,effort. The organization
which emphasizes either the role of the individual or
the role of the grpup at the expense of the other is apt
to be unbalanced.

4. Organiza n is best conceived of as a series of inter-
locking roups and the executive is seen as a communicat-

ing link etween groups.

5. Positive motives relating to achievement and self-actuali-
zation are emphasized in a balanced proportion to the
primarily negative and passive types of motivation.

6. The effective executive Lego gnizes signs of conflict, deter-
mines sources and takes corrective action before the con-

flict becomes'chronic. *
There is no magic formula for achieving optimal in-

dividual performance. The picture that behavioral re-
search has developed is by no means complete. Further-
more, many successful executives; guided by their own
intuitions, have long been practicing the principles which
behavioral science is J iscovering. But intuition is at
best a fallible guide and ubjective certainty often is as
high when wrong as whepdright. Therefore, it is the hope
of behavioral scientists that intuition and natural aptitude
can be supplemented in a meaningful *ay by the findings
of behavioral.research.

Behavioral research will never raise organizations from
the dead, nor restore moribund organizations to good
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health. it will .be most helpful in the case of relatively
successful administrators of relatively successful organi-
zations who are desirous of making good organizations
still better by drawing on our growing knowledge of
organizational behavior.
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The Individuil
and the Organization
ELBERT W. BURR
Personnel Manager, Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Missouri

I WELL REMEMBER visits of county agents to the farm where
I worked summers while in high'school. I poured over the pam-
phlets outlining improved farm practices. I recall farmers argu-
ing the merits of certain patterns of 'rotation and the value of
chemical fertilizers.

It dawned on me that the farms I knew had, in many parts,of
the country, now been supplanted by large acreage, mechanized,
professionally managed business. I -assumed, too, the need now
was of more sophisticated extension service than my farmer
uncle required.

After a little research, I discovered that in 1961 there were
14,645 Extension agents,in the United States, that this number
h,ad remained relatively constant since 1957, that the number
of farm workers had in this period' dropped off from 7600,900
4(33,100;000.

I read reports thatspoke of the needto divert resources from
the present programs' in agricultural education, research, And ex-
tension to deveolpment efforts in industries with more growth
potefitial.. One individual made the global statement that "all
agricultural overhead, organizations, including general farm or-
gapintions, the Extension Service, rural churches,, vocational
agriculture teaching in high schools, and so on, are faced with
adjustments;, and most of them hate to grapple with the task".

In' discussions with people, I heard mention made of some
of the problems yob face-1) the limitations upon your freedom
to act due to the bureaucratic nature of your organizations and
the reference groups which you must consider in your planning,
2) the conflict over education versus the promotion of innova-
tion and evenrjew products, 3) tile lack%f time and resources to
do adequate planning,and implementation researchand 4) the
'determination of valid and useftil long range objectiyes.
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Despite these problems, it seems to me the ability to adapt to
changing needs in extensionor in any form of community
serviceis abundantly present in .those of y ou who are here
and I am optimistic that you are grappling successfully with

each of them.
In doing so, however, you iCe undoubtedly finding yourselves,

in a greater degree than ever before, concerned abaubh.the in-
dividual subordinates who work with you and v;th $heir rela-
tionships to the organization. Whenever major changes occur in
the purpose, the objectives, or the sense of the mission in a work

group, special efforts by managers are required to listen to in-
dividual questions and concerns, to work to overcome resistance

to change, and to cultivate good morale.
'Even though change were not taking place in the Extension

Service or in industry, major trends in our society have already
altered the relationship of the individual and the organization.
The sheer fact of bigness in organizations has contributed to a
steady devaluation of the significance of the individual contrib-

utor. Mechanizationon the farm as well as in the factory and
office,has often seemed to put the worker into the same cate-

gory as the machine. Despite these problems, the sweep of tech-
nology is virtually irresistible. Managers are left with little choice

but to use it effectively orto be pushed aside by it. Management

itself is in many ways Shanks to electrOnic computers and the
application of mathematics, physics and new communication

resources -- passing from the realm of individual art to a state of
impersonal, quantitative measurability,.

In the community we see evidence at every hand of the dim-

inution of individuality by the increasingly complex social.fys-
tem in which we live./This is evident in the pressure to become

organizedto work through committees, to choose a chairman,

to pass the gavel, and to make it possible' for the many to heap

responsibility for the completion of projects on the few. As Holly

Whyte puts it in 'his description of "The Organization Man"'

"Organization life being what it is, out of sheer necessity he (and
might I add parenthetically you and me?) must spend most 'ot his
working hours in one group or another and out of self-Idense, if
not instinct, the committee arts must become reflex with Min. But

more than necessity is involved. Where 41e immersion of the individ-

ual used to be cause.for grumbling and a feeling of independce lost,
theorganization man of today is now welcoming it."

Whyte, Wm. H.. The- Organization Man kew York Simon & Schustit. 1956 429
pp.page 47. Reprinted by permislion of Publishes.
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In our political and economic system there is evidence that
individuals who seek to assert themselves, to challenge or seize
leadership are increasingly few in number in proportion to the
large numbers of members of these groups. And those who.are
sp inclined find it increasingly difficult to move into important
positiois in the labor movement, in political parties, in trade
associations. The internal "politics" of organizationsincluding
the churchhas apparently contributed to the apathy which
many people feel towaid assuming leadership or asserting indi-
viduality. Individuals are often criticized by their fellows When
they undertake to assume even a limited leadership position. -

Examples of this surrender to the pressure for group approval
are all about us. Subordinates dare not incur the wrath of the
work group by suggesting innovations to the boss which might
improve the efficiency of departmental operations. Managers
avoid the possibility of hostility from the work group by refusing
to be direct and specific in criticisms of the poor individual per-
formance. The teenager does not want his parents to complain
about the inadequacies of the school lest fellow- pupils penalize
him by unfortunate social pressures.

iPerhaps of even more concern, is our own unwillingness to
stand up and be countedat work, in the community, in the re-
ligious councils of our faith, in current controversybe it Mr..
Kennedy's dealings with the steel industry or the conflict be-
tween tke so-called far right and those who dare to speak their
beliefs in the essential role of the United Nations, the significance
of aiding needy peoples around the world from our reserves of
agricultural products, and a belief in the brotherhood of man.

Although I know it has no basis in scientific research, I can't
resist speculating that our affluent society is so potentially de-
structive of individual motivation and initiative that it may yet
bring our downfall. an increasing degree, the thrill of .indi-
vidual achievement is ost in the limited nature of the inclividu-
al's specific contribute and the growing emphasis on the pro-

0 ductivity of the task force, the committee, the shift or the
department. Affluence and 'automation seem to limit our incen-
tive to assume full individual responsibility ,for economic well-
being. We seem to be losing the stimulation to maximum
contribution that can come from pride of craftsmanship; pride
in achieving a production goal, pride in making a sale, or, in the
case of many of you, pride in introducing innovation and over-

,
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coming resistance to change in the areas of improving agricul=

tural practices. But does it have to be this way? I think not.

We manage organizations into which have been drawn men
and women of ability and promise. They are. at least initially,
committed to giving of their best efforts to the achievement of
the organization's objectives through working effectively in an

economic and social environment in which functions are increas-
ingly specialized; in which the use of machines and procedures

often limits the individual's sense of _contribution; in which the

achievements of the group are often more easily identified and

praised (or penalized) than the contributions of a single person;

in a situation in which the individual all too frequently seems to

lose his precious identity.
For us to be successful as managers we need to discover the

keys to unlocking the best contributions from each of our people

within this difficult environment of affluence and automation.
What makes Sammyor Mary or Tomrun. in 1962's world?

What must be our management tactics if we are to strike the
spark of ,motivation in each and every employe? As a partial

answer, I would like to explore four questions. You may find it
helpful to pose these to yourself each day to test the effective-

ness of your supervision of your subordinateS (and perhaps
superiors). ..."

Four Questions to Explore
Firstwhat do you expect? It is here that your own knowl-

edge of your subordinate's jobits demands and responsibili-
tiesis important. Equally so is your decision, based on your

own greater sense of the mission and your own Value system, of

what you want him to do. What constitutes his success. it doing

the job you have entrusted to him? It is important, too, to be
,aware of the congruency of his and your value system. When

these persist in being incongruent, it is highly probable that you

never will be successful in communicating to him a clear under-
.. -standing of what you expect of him. .

There are those students of organization who conclude that

the formal organizational principles 'hake demands of individu-

als which are incongruent with their basic needs. These research-

ers feel that th6 conflict, failure, and short range perspectives of

4-
subordinates are a result of this basic incongniency. It'is further
suggested that the formal organization causes employes to feel
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dependent, 'submissi% e, and passive. As a result of requiring
them to utilize only a relatively limited number of their skills
and abilities they become difficult to manage.?

There are "practitioners", and I include myself among them,
who feel that if managers concern themselves with the design
and structure of the individual job and with communicating to.'
the subordinate his place in the scheme of things in the organi-`
zation the demands made on individuals may be more congruent
with their basic needs that would othel-wise seem possible.

From an operational point of View, acceptance of this analysis
makes it essential that you and he have agreed on a job descrip-
tion (in fairly detailed fashion); that you have set mutually ac-
ceptable (or at best understood) objectives for performance;
that you and he are agreed on the measures you will apply to
his performance to determine the degree to which he is meeting
your expectations; and thal you know his personal objectives and
have made' an effort with him to relate them to organizational
objectives.

This very process itself helps to restore his faith in the unique-
ness of his role in the organization and his potential contribu-
tion. Talking through of his objectives and the relationship of
those to overall organizational objectives ties him more clthely
into the heart of the organization and frees him to communicate
honestly with you. Letting him know in advance the criteria
being used to assess the quality of his contribution helps him to
periodically respond to the qyeslon which every subordinate has
in his mindHow am I doi ?

Another question to ask yourself iswhat am I getting from
this individual in the way of performance? How'well does-he do
the job as outlined? How well does hd meet the challen e given
him? Is his achievement of sufficient caliber that I ca 'ye him
more responsibility and expect a greater contribution.

But it isthe last two of these questions that bring out the keys
to maximizing the individual's opportunity*to make a contribu-
tion. The first-1f he isn't doing the fob in a way which meets
our agreed upon criteria, why not? This calls for a penetrating
analysis of his contribution, his abilities, skills, energy output,
adaptability, Willingness to work asan individual when required
and as a member Of the team when that is required, personal

,chrfs Argyris in Personalibi and Orizanfzatioa has an interesting ;review of re-sertreh on this problem New York. limper esr Bros., 1957.292 pp.pages 54-75.
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characteristics, ,family,. _mannerisms, etc. It, also calls for an
equally- penetrating analysis of yourself and the way In which
you work with him, the way in which you communicate with
him, the way in which you reward or penalize his day by day
contributions and the relationship of your value systems.

With this knowledge at hand you are in a posit* to establish
the atmosphere which makes it possible for the individual to
contribute of his best with the full knowledge lie4wilLgain satis-
faction of his own objectives by effective performance.

You are also ready to use all the facilities ar your command
to help him to overcome those elements of performance which
inhibit him from performing to the level of your expectations. As
the final question, always ask yourself! "'How can I help him."?
Always remember that every subordinate failure is a supervisory
failure in selection, assignment, training, coaching, etc. Ways of

helping on the other hand are legion. They include further edu-
cation, medical and psychological assistance, coaching, training
and retraining, joie diversification and enlargement, increased in-
centive, and the best in communication.

This is obviously an over-simplification of a very complex re-
lationship between superior and subordinates. Yet it is in the
constant refinement of that relationship that v,e will ulti ately
find new ways to stimulate the motivation of individuals large

organizations.
What concerns me most, however, is the failure o so many

organizations to maintain a continuing alert for evi ce of
symptoms of individual subordinate maladjustments. Too often
the situation with a prized individual deteriorates beyon the
point of recovery before you and I are aware of it. And no e

who desires to be a managerLa directora supervisorhas a
job more important than the maintenance of the desire on the
part of each of people to make an important individual
contribution.

In our continuing effort, to try to preserve the precious quality
of the individual we must take time: to study the psychology of

human behavior and believe what we learn; to appraise our
images as they appear to our subordinates; and,to do a better
self evaluation to determine how different behavior on our part
might produce different behavior on their parts. Our sense of
individualityour resourcefulness in motivating independence
of action in the face of ,unfortunate organizational pressures
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communicates us fo our people far more than the things we tell
them.

In conclusion may I say that all too frequently the torrents of
words about the problems of the individual and the organization
obscure certain simple truths. Lest this be the case this time I
want to share the following with you.

Dr. Richard Cabotof Harvard and Bostona distinguished
doctor of medicine as well as a professor of social ethicswrote
a wise and delightful book back in 1914 titled "What Men Live
By". What he had to say about the points of a good joba good
vocation for the individualmakes more sense to me than some
of what I read in 1962. I quote:3

In the crude Job as we get it there is much rubbish. For work is
a very human product. It is no better than we have made it, and even
when it is redeemed from brutal drudgery it is apt to be scarred and
warped by our own stupidities and our ineptitudes. Out of the rough-
hewn masses in which work comes tq us, it is our it is civili-
zation's business to shape a vocation fit for a man.

"Physical and financial standards determine what we get out of
work. But what shall we get in it? Much or little, I answer, according
to its fitness or unfitness for our personality. (

"Among tht points of a good job I shall name seven:
1) Difficult and crudeness enough to call out ow:latent powers of

mastery.
2) Variety so balanced by monotony as to suit the individual's

needs.
3) A boss since if we are doing the pulling someone 'else should

hold the reins.
4) A chance to achieve, to build something and toizecognize what

we have done.
5) A title and a place which is ours.
8) Connection with some institution, some firm, or some cause,

,which we can loyally serve.
7) Honorable and pleasant relation-with comrades in work.

"Fulfill these conditions and work is one of the best things in lifer

And for each of us engaged in this complex business,of bring-
ing about the teamwork so necessary to the organization and at
the same time enhancing the creativity of the individual con-
tributor, it might be well to take our ,common charge from
Justice Holmes who said:

"To see as far as one may and to feel the forces that are behind
every detail . . . to hammer out -as=- compact and solid a piece of work
as one can ... to, try to make it first rate."

'Cabot, Richard C , What Men Lice By. Boston: ,Houghton Mifflin Co., 1914, 342
pp.pages 27 and 28. Reprinted by permission of publisher.
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Organization as a Means,
vs for"AchieiTing Exrehsion's Goal

EDWARD GROSS'
Professor of Sociology, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

THOUGHTFUL students of man and society have made tise of
twp 'quite different models of organization,

One model has seen all organizations as organic unities re-
sembling an ant colony or beehive. Men had their proper places
based on natural endowment and training, the whole was greater
than its parts, and a natural harmony regulated conflict. Such a
structure grew, gradually over the years or over the centuries,
and , the individual in it could clearly do. precious little to

change it.
The administrator, in such a model, was essentially a curator

or caretaker, a person who saw to details, helped repair damage
or inevitable wear and tear, but basically had little to do, for the
system ran itself in the manner of the classic supply-and-demand
economy. The role pf, the administrator was illustrated in the
oft-told story .of the French leader who, on seeing a mob surge
by, watched fop a moment, then excused hiniself, saying: "I am
their leader. I must follow, them."

If one were to ask who had created sucli`a self-regulating or-
ganization the answer was "God". Hen& the man who suggested
changing it -was not simply revolutionary, he was impious and
presumptuous as well.

The second model~ went to the-Other extreme. Those who put
forth this second model agreed that God had created the world
but they insisted He could lar'dly be held responsible,fpr every
drugstore, or every open-pit mine, and not even for the Cooper=
ative Extension ServiceGod provided the materials and the set-
ting but man Was the actor who created his own forms of
organization, and ihustbe held accountable for them. To those
who use this model of organizationthe rational or decisions
modeladministratarvun organizations and as they make deci-
sions, the organizatioris change. If the head of. an organization
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does his job well, theorganization moves ahead and prospers,
if not, it fails. He deserves the credit and the blame alike.

The first; or organic model, clearly assigns a minimal role to
the administrator In contrast to the second or rational model
which assigns a determining role to him (1).

`Fora long time in the study of organization, proponents of
these two models did battle with each other: Much of the cele-
brated research on leadership qualities was-done by persons who
used the rational model. After all, they claimed, if the adminis-
trator could accomplish as much as the rational model claimed,
then he must cleaily be a very ,remarkable fellow. Hence the
search was on'for the remarkable qualities by which this fellow
might be distinguished.° .

Such studies, fasnating as they might be, often contradicted
one another until it came to be realized that the approach itself
was unsound. These studies begged the question. They were
seeking to explain why leaders'are such remarkable fellows, and
what leadership was. However, they had decided in advance
that all persce5s in high places were automatically leaders.
Further, the model takes an extreme position and assigns far too
much to administrators, as the organic model assigns too little.

Current organization theory takes a- middle position. Adminis-
trators do indeed affect organizations, but they operate within a
set of patterded controls which partly set limits to and partly
control *hat leaders do. This position, usually called "inter-
actional", assumes that there is action and feedback between Ad-
ministrators and organizations.;However, the interactional posi-
tion' is a very general one and I should like here to tie it
specifically to the study of organizations of the type of the Co-
operative Extension Sorviee. That is, I should like to examine jt
in terms of organizations with strong traditions, broad goalraild..
.particularly those-that are in transition. .

The interactional position really says two things at once.
On the one hand, it underlines the fact that organizations are,

after all, human inventions and, therefoie, subject to human
manipulation and control. They are sery remarkable inventions; .

quite as remarkable I feel as the electric light or penicillin%

Different studies focussed on physique, weight, health, intelligence, sociability,
erIvaldominance. self-confidence, exitrovevion and introv 'os. Cowin's famous study found

that executives in insurance companies were taller 0 policy-holden. bishops were
taller than clergymen, university presidents taller the state college presidents, sales
msnagen taller thah salesmen, and railway presidents taller than station agents (2 )

,
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though the fact that they are inventions is often not recogniied
because credit cannot be given to any one genius that conceived
the idea of ,organization in his laboratory.
- At the same time, the interactional position says that we are

lirhited in what we can do to change organizations. They areinot
simply clay, in our hands w high can be molded in any direction
we happen to see fit. They do possess certain intrinsic qualities
as organizations which means that a certain skill and sophistica-
tion is required, and some organizations will stand a great deal
more manipulation than others.-

This point leads me to draw an important distinction, a dis-
tinction between organizational leadership (3) and organiza-
tional management.

I see organizational leadership as referring to the kind of*:be-
havior that is called for Nt, hen the structure of`the organization
needs alteration. Further, the degree of alteration is of such mag-
nitude that t4t organization has had little previous experience
so that there is no.precedent fOr deciding how this change is to
be handled. The task of the leader *then is to judge that such
extensive alteration. is called for, and to direct the alterations
themselves.

In contrast, organizational management calls for maintaining
the structure when the structure can be taken for granted. The
task of the manager is that of dealing with situations that deviate
from normal operating conditions «ithin predictable limits. The
manager has in mind a conception of w hat is normal and is able
to keep the organization within acceptable limits of deviation
from the. normal.° If the administrator can take the opaniza-
don for granted, then he can focus, on efficiency and on the re-
duction of costs. ffe can see the organization as a tool ior getting
work done. Aut when the tool itself cannot be takep for granted,
then how efficient it is, is essentially irrelevant. A, new tool must
be forged..

Let me use an analogy. If a man plans to else a saw to cut
'down a tree, then the question of how sharp the saw is is what

would'call a managerial decision. But if someone decides that
it is not.a job for a say' at' all but for an axe, then it is a fruitless

*.ahapple and Sayler' write of tho manager's lob) as Involving stabilization a.s he
"Ides to maintain equilibrium in the pattern of wotk relationships in the face of a
never-ending series of disruptions. resulting from changes in schedules. equipment
failures. absenteeism. 'worker complaints, and labor disturbances." They conceive of
the manager's lob as analogous to that of quality control in Industry (4) .
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inquiry to ask how sharp the saw" is. When urganwations re
changing in any fundamental sense and one such sense the
taking on of newt goalsthen the question of how c' ciently
they are operated is less important than the question o whether
the organization, as currently set up, is the proper instrument fur
doing the job at all. //

If organizational leadership is called for in situations where
the structure of the organization is changing or %%here it cannot
be taken for granted, then clearly such leadership canhe needed
anywhere, not merely in high phAs.

For example, is recruitment a problem calling fur organisa-
tional leadership? If you are adding nerwiinel of the same type_
as you have already, then no leadership is involved. But if the
plan is to shift the character of your organization in some funda-
Inental- way, then matters are different. For example, in a busi-
ness organisation if it is planned to shift the emi,ahi/ation from a
sales-minded emphasis to a production-minded emphasis, leader-
ship rather' than management is calle&for.

Or, take the area of training. While not ordinarily conecivW
of as 4 task calling for organizational leadership, one would
have to ask whether the training is routine or not. If you ha% e
decided to tach'persons not only skills but also &set of ca/ufs
which they do no 'at present possessLan example would be the
Peace Corpsthen leadership is called for, for the changing of
alues in an organization is a structural change of a fundaniental

sort. -

Leader behavior hence may be called for anywhere inthe or-
ganization with reference to any taskthe definition and clari-
fication of means, however detailed, task assignment, co-ordina:
tion, motivation, integration, (5) but it is most obviously called
for where new goals are being defined and where.no% means
must be provided for attaining those new goals., Let me say
something about the problems of goal definition, fir it is my be-
lief that this is a major crisis confronting the Co-operative Ex-

,'tension Service. .

Problems of Goal Definition
Defining a goal of an organization, essentially means determin-

ing a relationshipbf the organization to some part of the sociefy
in which tile organization is located. After all, what is a goal to
an organization is simply a means to some Other organization
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'the sense that other organizations.consume-the products or se
ices of the organization that we-are discussing.

Where the goal is d-concrete object, as in the case of manuf c-
tui-ing concerns, then one's success in goal attainment is reia:
tively Basil} easurable. The situation is very different in the
case of a go-erp' menk agency, orin the case of the Cooperative
Extension Sell lee, in w hick goals are diffictilt to describe, let
alone* measure with any .4egree of precision,

Takk the exampfb of a university which has the gbal of a lib- i
veral Here we Ain speak of ifviorto produce ``e.11-

.rutindej.lmon:.:llovt, is one to know- whether the persons one is
prodpqng are well-rounded of not? The leader's 'task in such or-
ganezatIons requir s particular sensitivity tp detect the relative
degree obgoaltat innlent -or failure and t suggekt new goals

'where they,..may be'necessar3,?;''

r Tkie'Scope Report laid out a number of n w areq in witch
4

estcnsion might proceed in the future. In A aide to Extensiqi
Prograr4s for the Future, these new goal xere spelled out in
some detail. ,Some of these, for. examp e, "emphasize efficiency'
of production ". are specific and measurable. But in the same.

' , list or.dbjectiveS from which I just quoted, there occurs the
bbjectit:e "assist:farmers in their efforts to adjust production to
,

ciem,and". The !anti- is certainly much more difficult to Measure
and requirk.s a different kind of leadership, ability. The adjnin.

,istrator..vyill have to answer the question of whether the g&al is
.in fact bp'"ing Aained`at all or not.

1 read through the "Guide," ,I v.-as struck more and more
what° r think is a problem. not peculiar to the Extension S,erv-

Ti3.
-

ice. Perhaps the problem Extension faces is net hovc.,, to attain its
,goal, but .kother that it, has beeriO.ply too succelsfill in attaining -;
Its goal. - .

Take Another example of an'organization currently Aveathering
this .problem The National Fou'hdition for', Infantile Paplysis.
here waOari.,organiOtion thatdqeloped a remarkable ribility to

a a

. culled funds.pn a lo'cahasis in the support of a major goal. Now
organization is fac'd with kc'irisis-created by the fact that it

Chas ricceetted. Can: it. now shift: the energies. enthusiasms and
part.icular,organizational forms ib developed and focus ilienLon
'a new gt)(11? (6) 'they problem kif shifting goals is often tragic.

t An army *is vr.:achie a victory. Yet the better ther 9 ' '4

:army"docs !tslob, the sponer will its goals he reached. And the
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sooner its goals are reached, e need for the army vanishes, at
least, .iiisOIar victory itse is the goal.

Suctegsful ortanizatio have a way of looking for new fields
to conquer. And why t, After all, why' should the organization
,c;ifch has been bpi up 'with such Care not be utilized to solve
other problems licit other less effective organizations -are

;struggling with So I read in the "Guide: that Extension must
interpret its sponsibility as also applying to young people in
rural non-fa homes and in suburban or urban families:- There;. is a sirn#r exuberance and breadth of interest throughout the'

. "'Scope,- eport and the "Guide." However, the very organization
that /Was so successful in attaining its past goals tbay not work ,

at all in attaining some, new goal, for in a 'real sense, Aver y or-
anizationiig tailor -made to achieve particular goals, and not any

gOal. Not only" does the particular goal require men with cekin
skills; with a particular set,of 'interests. and, in 'time, with a par-
ticular kind of e_xperienCe which is limited to the goals that-they
are pursuing,.fitit a .particolar goal requires in an organization a
special sefof values. '

For example, a key difference betwetn a private litispital and
teaching hospital is not only the different kind's of personnel

that,rnay'be.present, but in addition that they will value differ-
entactivities. .Vttaching hospital shajes with a private hospital
a'coficern for the Welfaie of the patient-How,ever. it can get very
excited about a patient simply because he,has a rare disease or
hecaus he provides an interesting subject for research. It is easy
to let one's enthusiasm leir teaching or research result in the pa-
tient's ,being treated as a means rattier than'sas an end.

Ex,ry organization that has been in existence for any length
of .time will have developed certain values, many of which will
be so mdl accepted as not even to be aiscus;ed.iThe newcomer.
'to such an organization who, desires to change them will en-
counter more resistance than lie realizes. Examples of fesistanc-e

,tin the part of new administrators .s ho desire to alter the goals of
their organization are many. I would call your attention, for
example, to,the resistance of the civil service of Saskatchewan
to the socialist goals of the CCF Party in the 1930's, (7) or the
special problems encountered by the TVA as described by
Selznitlk (8).

Hence, when the Cooperative .Extension Service asks itself
whether it should take on as one of its goals the problems of
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young people--not only in rural farm areas but in suburban and
urban areasit must ask itSelfhot only does it have an interest
in such goals, but alsd are such problems and thepopulation
with which the Extension Service would be called won to deal
consistent with the peculiar values of the Etension Service?

I am not capable of -describing those values to you. I would
only call 'to your attention what I have noticed in the many con-
tacts I have had with Extension personnel. You seem to me to be
a group w ho have grown up together, who know each other, and
vao like each other. There seems to be more good fellowship,
and less desire to undercut one another than in ,any -other cvgani-
zation with which I have-had any contact at all:

In addition, a major value that seems to unite Extension people
is their sincere lose of farming and their concerti for the men

ho are involved in the cukivation of the soil. This provides an
important unifying influence within the organization and which

Inrkes persons willing to come together to a conference like this
willing to work many hours on problems of-interest to Exten-
sionin short, makes of the men in Extension dedicated people.
Ad in the last" anal> sis it is4pommon values which make deli-

. sated people.

You must ask yoUrself whether there would be the same dedi-
cation in problems of urban planning, juvenile delinquency in
urban 4areas and other kinds of problems which the Extension
Service is expressing an interest in these days. I would guess that
the Extension Service could not make the shift to new problems
or to new pals without a fundamental restructuring of the serv-
ice itself.

Extent to Which New Leadership Is Called For?
Therefore. the first and most important question I would sug-

gest y ou consider seriously and in depth is that of the extent to
which new leadership is called for in the pursuit of Extension
goals_ or whether instead you sec the problems of Extension or-
ganization as primanly those of Managing an existing organiza-
tion with its existing goals.

The claim has been made that there is a dose connection be-
tween a particular goal and the structure which is necessar to
attain that goal. change the goal and one has to change the
structure.
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Some persons might be inclined tb dispute t.his,,daim. When
one speaks of an,organization as a meansciqr the 'attaihtncnt of a
goal often,the analogy suggests itself of the tool which can be
used in a variety of situations ssitlidiy changing klie tool itself.
Co9sider the automobile, one mast say. The same machine can
be 'pointed north to. take me to work or it can hr pointe-d south
to -takt me the supermarket. There is no necessary change in the

,,';machine or the means itself, even thdugh I have changed m>
,

goal from getting to worko getting to the grocery fore. Is not
. the same true of an. organization?
r1 Such an analogy is misleading for it does not xeckon with the
fact that the two goals of getting to work and getting to the
supermarket are in- fact goals that.are very similar to each other:
One should ask rather whether the automobile will get zine
1,icross the ocean or to the moon.

Or to take a concrete example, consider the remarkable suc-
cess, or the NA kCP, the Negro action organization. in securing
the Supteme Court decision on segregation. I?ut note also the
singular failure of the NAACP to supply leadership or esen any
help at all in the mass action program\ such as the sit-down in
southern cities.

One could esen make a claitil that the sere success of an or-
ganiz;ation in attaining one set of goals incapacitates it for suc-
cess in attaining very different goals 'You- must ask yourself
whether the new goals that you seek are sufficiently different as
to require inipgrtant changes in the organization.

Let me call `attention, to certain dangers which organizations
confronting net; goals ()hen face.

The pursuit IA a new goal is sometimes given up, particularly
by successful organizations who find it easier to concentrate on
the task of keeping their own organization aline and functionmg.

It is also most unpleasant to do battle %s_ith competing organi-
zations who seek to attain the'same goals.

Another danger is the superficial -acceptance of goals. as. for
example in the case of the Russian claim to' he a democracy.

Many organizations assert -that they are inteested in the at-
tainment of certain goals Nt hen it closer examination reseals that
they are pursuing other goals.

Not uncommon is opportnism, that is. a concentration on
short-range problems d a continual shifting of goals.-in the
light of guesses of xvh2 will contribute to the survival of the
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organization. Such a course of action is a tempting one for organ -
stations that serve the public for they may even define their goal
as that of "giving the public what it wants and needs." Such a
course "cif action exposes one to continuous collision w ith other
organizations which seek to do the same thing, andt.at the
same time, continually shifting goals places an enormous
train on any organization.. It is difficult enough to pursue one

goal successfully.
Let me turn -next to another issue which must be settled in

thinking about organization as a means for achiOng Extension's
goals. The kind'of theory of organization. or the kind of model
one is going to use. The theory of large-scale organization is
currently in a state of crisis. (9) Partly this is dueto the fact,.
that se' eral scientific disciplines Are vv orking simultaneously on
theory; partly it is due to historical residues.

The first serious attempt io 'develop organiia tional theory was
that of Scientific Management, worked out)n, the lattercpart of
the 19th century by Frederick W. Taylor to account for what he
felt were certain gross inefficiencies in the organization of work
and the motivation of vv orkers in firms in st hich he was called
upon to consult. lie saw Than as an individualist whose primary
motivation was that of increasing his money income, and whose
efficiency could be improved by work simplification and work
standardization.

The significant element in this point of view was that it al-
low ed for no contributibn from the worker himself. The worker
was assumed to be ignorant and lacking in originality, and hence
requiring close supervision.

The theory was challenged, by the coming. of tin burqan
,

ela-

tions movement heralded by the famous Western Ejeciric exzer-
'iments with which' I am sure you ar,e already familiar.
results of these experiments were felt to challenge the assump-
tions that Taylor made at many points. Workers were foiuld to
respond not simply as isolated individuals,. but (6 be, strongly
influenced by the social relations they experiencesi it The work
group. They worked -for money, yes, but there ,was st4ong
denceof a restriction of their output to a-point well bOlow theft'
skill and their endurance. Workers w ere fatnid tb possess inner

-resources which, if only they, could be 'sufficiently motivated,
xvould result in productiv ity at levelS much higher than manap-
ment ivould have believed possible.

r.
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These studies ushered in a whole new movement in the. study
of organization and resulted in the 1930's, and 40's and 50's in
an emphasis on face-to-face relations in orga.nizational studies.
Since interpersonal relations were felt to be so important, it was
believed that one could build harmonious relations and there-
fore reduce conflict by teaching persons how to deal effeptively
with each other.

At the present time, the high enthusiasm and hopes which
ushered in the Duman Relations Movement seem to be declin-
ing. Partly this is due to an inevitable disillusionment with what
were exaggerated claims, but partly it is due to new and hard
dpta which is turning up in increasing volume.

Focussing on intra,organizational forces imoreV the impact of
external economic forces, changes in technoloa4Leimperath es

J
posed by .the flow of Work in an organization, the'Striictte of
the organization, and plant-community relations. In afldition it
has been found that supervisory training programs, even vvVen
carried out under ideal conditions and by men of unquestioned
capability, ,have failed about- as often as they have been
successful.

Current theory is essentially functional theory, with particular
emphasis on systems .and the requirements for the making of
effective decisions. Such theory takes full cognizance of the re-
quirements of the organizational structure that one is working in
but still carries the assumption that human relation's theory has
always carried that the system must be' conceived of as one
which is in equilibrium or one which is tending toward
equilibrium. ,

As such, the system is examined for any difficulties it may be
encountering in sustaining that equilibrium, such as difficulties
of adaptation, integration, pattern-maintenance, and other func-
tional requirements for survival. Such a theoryand it is very
much in the saddle at the present timehas difficulty handling
change and makes little allowance for power struggles.,within
organizations. Change and struggles for,power tend to he re-
garded as temporary or as pathological.

Interest Shows Conflict Theory
There is emerging on'the horizon a new'kind of theorynew

s in the sense that attention is being paid to it.It has been around
for a long timeconflict theory. It has as yet relatively, few pro-

'
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ponents, although the names of Kenneth Boulding, C. Wright
Mills and Sherman Krupp.(10) might be mentioned.

This theory sees an organization as a temporary truce among
-a set of contending power alignments. Whereas systems theory
concerns itself with the question of huundary--maintenance, con-
flict theory regards all boundaries as temporary lines, subject to
shift at any time as power centers shift. Such phenomena as .
change, a power struggle, and disturbance, are to this theory
normal. It is equilibrium or stability which must be explained.

Because of the emphasis on cOrrfliet, this theory requires:a
careful searching out of the bases for differences of interest.
It is particularly impatient with those who seek to explain con..
flier away as due to misunderstanding or as requiring only ten-
sion- release. Such a theory is particularly useful in such area as
union-management conflict which does seem clearly to be dua
not simply to lack of understanding which can be solved by het:
ter communication. Suchseems also to be the case innitfternar
tional relations and those ' ho hope for a resolution of American-

. Russian conflict by better mutual understanding are apparently.
doomed to disappointment, according to this theory. The prob-
lem seems to be not that we.misurrderstand the Russians: We
understand them only too well. Our differences with them are
real and vital differences and better understanding is likely to ),
have the effect of exposing those differences, evermore clearly.
So are thd differences in union-management relations real and
vital. Although both'have an interest in increasing the income
Which industry-enjoys, there will still be a continuous conflict
over how that income shall be dMded up. Such differences
would seem to be ineradicable, at least in a free society. Solu-
tions are necessarily temporary.

Conflict theory makes ,a virtue of conflict. It points out that
we have always had this Attitudea 'a court of law_ in which we
institutionalize the process.of- cogfliet. We assume that .neitb,e1
side has a monopoly on irttre or truth and it is assumed that the
surest way.to test the truth or 1,irtue.of a.claim is to attack it. and
to we how well it stands up. Similarly, if one looks at organiza-
tions in these terms, it is claimed that looking for the conflict
that exists and attempting to make sure that that conflict is ex-
pressed rather than suppressed, will-bring the real issues into the
open. Make clear where the differences lie, and help force,a
speedy settlement if one is possible at all.
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One of, the important decisions which the Cooperative ENten-
,, sion Service must faei it seems to me, is which of these two

,major theoriesthe-Systems Theory or the Conflict Theoryis
most helpful to it. Clearly those who see the Eitension Service
as an encapsulated organization with strong traditions, a clear
mandate, a well-established organization with definite bounda-.
ries will prefer Systems Tlieory.

Those who, stand at the frontiers and are interested in new
goals for ExtensiOn, in change, and what this will mean for the
relation of Extedsion to other governmental and private organi-
zations may find Conflict Theory more helpful.

Finally, let me call your attention to a serious problem only
just beginning to be examined in organizational analysis. Every
institution may be looked at in ,tenns, of its ostensive purpose,
and the organization which is set up to attain that purpose. As
has frequently been noted, there may occur a disjunction be-
tween the purpose of an organization and the means which are
employed to attain that purpose. In time organizations become
ends in themselves and their staffs find themselves insisting that
their organizational arrangements are the only way in which the
ostensive purpose may be attained. That problem is well known
and needs. no further discussion in front of this group. What I
wish to call your attention to is something more subtle.

Staffs in organizations may continue to regard organizational
. arrangements as means and not as ends, but at the same time,

they may come to insist that these arrangements are related to
the goals of die organization when in fact_they are not. (11)
Take an example from some research I am currently conducting
in a junior high school. I observed a teacher getting approxi-
mately one hundred students from the auditorium intothe cafe-
teria. She alone was in charge of this task. How did she manage
it so -as to be sure none would slip away and all NVould'be ac-
counted for? She employed the obvious device of lining them.up
in rows of four. This made it easy for her to count rows as they
went by. It was also then easy for her to tell at, ance whether
anyone was missing or not. It is'also easier to count r ws if per-
sons are quiet. Hence it was not surprising that she asked that
all be silent and stop whispering. All this made good organiza-

4.- tional sense; it did not, necessarily, make any kind of sense in
terms of the purpose of the school.
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Yet Alen I asked the teacher later why she did this, she gave
me this answer: "Lining them up.is related to our educational
goals. It teaches law and order and regular habits. Making them
stop whispering to each -other teaches them self-control, and Ian
sure you will agree that is necessary for,occupational success." I
would not rglie with the truth of the teacher's claims. I would
like evi4efice that she is doing it for the reason she gives. I sus-
pect in other words that she' is doing it because it is easier and
that the claim that this is somehoiv related to alp 'school's goals
remains to' be prpven.

This is a problem in all organizations, particularly large and
successful ones. As they take on new challenge's and new areas
as they re may come a point at which some of the°
activiti frging in bear only a tenuous relationship
to the organization. One must therefore be card@
that one not begin to search feir relationships to goals which
may not, in fact,,-exist at all. We do many things as members of
orianizations because the organizations need them done. We do
some things I suspect because we like doing them. I see nothing
particularly wrong with that. Let us not, however, mistake our
own needs for, organizational Deeds.
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The Lancl-Grant, University
"Development, Organization"
in-Transition: The Case of the
Cooperative Extension. Service
CHRISTQPHER SOWER
Professor orSoviaogy, Michigan State University, East Lansing

THE basic premise of this paper is that the Land Grant Uni-
versity concept as a -knowledge cente,i development organiza-
tion" likely is one of the unique social inventions of human his-
tory, that it has been a primary force in helping its nation and
the -vcorld make a better.utilization of resources, but that during
the last generation it has not found the- means to alter its or-
ganizational forms either to keep up with new knowledge or to
meet changing conditions. Yet, the "knowledge center" concept
if put into new organizational forms stands today as the only
basic idea which .seems capable of Helping the nation and the
world achieve state, regional, national, and international devel-
opment goals.

"Development" as the Key Goal of Modern Societies
Practically all countries in the world today, as well as many

of their units, are faced with very deep,set problems of inter-
dependence. The old independence of nations as well as of their
economic, political, and other social systems seems to have dish,
appeared with/.the hard integrating realities of two major wars,
and with the impact,of two major systems of national social
organization which are in deep competition for world leader:.
ship. It seems clear thdt key concept is leadership, not military
or economic power. It also seems apparent, at least within the
foreseeable future, that neither, fhe systems led by the Soviet
Union nor those of the coalitions of western nations are going
to be able to dominate the, world in either of these power areas.

The key area of competition for world, leadership is inherent
in the kinds of knowledge needed by the nations of the world tom
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maximize the utilization of their buman and material resources
to produce the goods and,scrvices needed by any modern na-
tion. The concept "deVelopmen't has thuse-volved as the crucial
term. The peoples- of the world want goods and services,. and
they want to learn how to produce them in ways which are cop-

4--
sistent with their beliefs and their traditional Lltural patterns.
They want neither the "grandecidevlogy" systems of the 19th
century nor those of the western paw ers nor those of the Soviet
Union. They want only the kinds a knowledge and assistance
which will help them to become productive and to distribute
the resulting goods and services to their peoples:I

The concept "development".as a direct relationship to the
increasing interdependence of nations and sub-portions thereof.
In fad, "development planning" enforces a fairly broad 'defini-
ticin of the concept "area," which has to be,viewed avany basic
unit of interdependence, not only geographic areas. "By "devel-
opment" we mean that the existing social organization of the
"area" is activated to set and achieve resource utilization goals.
those of the group and individual members of the "area," also
those of the total nation, oreven world areas.

.

Two illustrations will help in understanding the concepts
"area" nd "development." The perception of the term "agricul-
ture" rtainly is shifting from that of "providing services to all
farmer who till the soil" to one of "managing the food and fiber
indus in such a way as to provide the goods needed by the
nation and the world." In U. S. and in the world, the modern
agiiculturfst is less interested in the "social welfare" approach to
agriculture (providing services to all who till the soil) than in
the production, distribution, and use of commodities. Even in
newly deireloping countries, there' is a shift from the kind of
agriculture which attempts to "improve the villager's eow with
a stud farm" to one which sets about to design a national plan
which produces the feed grains as inputs into the villager's effi-
ciently managed livestock enterprise, whose products in turn are
marketed through some efficiently and responsibly planned and
managed distribution system. ,The "area" is the nation and its
food industry system.

'In fact, the evidence seems clear that the -"mixed" systems of modern societies
are more productive than the ''purist" concepts of the srande old ideolcuzies of Karl
Maix and Adam Smith. Also. modern economic systems supposedly based on punst
principles have borrowed heavily from other types Sce. Eduard Carr. The Cottet im-
pact Upon the Wertern World. New York. The Macmillan Co., 1947.
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Another case of "development" is a relatively new action pat-
tern in Michigan which is dealing with a visible "area of inter-
dependence," that of hirestock health. For several years, serious
efforts have been made to, design a "development" program to
improve the livestock, health of the ,state. These efforts have
consisted of organizing a Michigan Livestock Health Council,
cornposed of about 5/0 organizations which iepresht the organ-
ized interests (public, private, producers, distributors, etc.) re-
lated to the total area of interdependence, in this case livestock
health. ,

National and international "development" Consists of engaging
in 'systematic social organization planning for the total number
of interdependent "areas" related to the welfare of the nation or
of the world. It means designing_and formulating the kinds of
social organiiation for any "area of interdependence necessary
to (1) bring about a greater ability for the area to adjust to ex-
ternal conditions, (2) to maximize the utilization of the human
and material reschirces of the "area,"and (3) to do this in a man-
nerner ..consistent with the sub -culture of the area and the needs
and interests of other areasand,especially 'ith the welfare °L.,
the nation and the world. Some "areas," like nations, or groups 43"

of natiorig, states or local governriient units, .already are organ-
ized into,permarient constellations of organizations, even thoug
,these strUctures'IreqUently have been designed to meet nee
.which existed previous to the new era of interdependence, These
too are "area" in a development sense; irrespective of whether
they are lOgical areas of interdependence from other constella-
tions

---

of farces such as economic Production-, transportation,
lkcultural areas, etc.

M new knowledge about development organization planning
evolves, a new and very, great irony of history emerges in th'e
1980's as w,e realize that neither side is going to win the cold
war of the 'last decade. A realistic approaCh to designing the
organizational means by which a natiori can learn how to achieve
development goals points to the hard facts that tPere are two
major component parts to development planning. One of these
comes from the Sbviet Uhion and the other from the western
nations. arKI especially from the successes of the U.S. Land
Grant Universities.

The first component part of development planning. is that of
national planning--or planning for the maximization of the utili-7
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zation of the total resources of the total "area." This contribu-
tion to knowledge has been derived from the experiences of the
nations which have demonstrated to the 1.sorld how they could
move fr.tim a peasant nation to an advanced factory production
andscientific development system %cithin the time period of one

k generation. It seems apparent, how ever, that the Riissian type
of ruthless disregard for human rights is not a necessary part of
effective national planning, but that it actually hinders the in-
centive to produce.

During this same period of human history, American. agricul-
, ture, largely as a consequence of the Land Grant university sys- .

tem, has achieved another phenomenal result. For the first time
in human history, a nation is able to produce so much food with
so little manpower that even with massive food gifts to other
countries, food surpluses are a primary problem of the nation
and not production. The importance of the knowledge related
to this achievement in the world today can be appreciated only
within the context that food production is an important goal in
almost every national plan, and that the communist systems
have been unable td produce adequate food supplies even for
their own populations.

These two concepts: (1) national planning for production and
, ,for consumption bas',ed on the needs of the whole, and (2) how

to maximize the incOntives of the w'hole population to be pro-
ductivebecome th-il two major component parts of "develop- .

ment" planni.gg for any "area" of interdependence.

The Lnd 'Grant University System as a
DeVelopmene Organization .

The land grant university system was designed upon certain
assumptions: (1) That there is an' equal distribution of ability
within tit. different segments of a population, and that the

This concept of "development" ckarly goes beyond the limited intellectual con-
_fines of what customanly is labeled "community development." While community de-
velopment can perform importannational and area development roles, one a its main
problems as a concept. is that it-usually is narrowly circumscribed by the assumption,
largely derived from 4rneriCan sociology, that "community" by definition. is something
which it limited within the confines of a contiguous. local* geogeiphie space. The
problem of deflising community sf complicated father by Hawley's ecological defini-
tion of -the community as an area of interdependence. not common sentiment and
social 'organizaticrn. AITIOi flawky Human Ecotogp, A Theory of Community y Structure.
New York. The .Ronald Prod Co., '1950." Also "Community Development" agencies
frequently define their roles as competing with other "developmelit" orsanizstions
instead ,takipg a leadership role for total development plinnmg. The main problem
with the field of trodeavoi which. has come to be labekd rCOMMUDIty development"
is that ft has not designed an adequate operational definition of either "community"
or "development" .

.1
,
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masses" of farmers and workers, could and would respond to
education, (2) That the masses would be interested in greater
productivity of goods and services if they were provided with
incentives (such as the hope for a more comfortable' and "bet-
ter!:--life), and that positive reward types of incentives would be
more productive than threats and punishments; (3) That a so-
ciety can set up organizations which have the responsibility for
achieving these goals, (47. Since the key element in the goal
achieving process is the syslematic use of competent knowledge,
and the di'scovery of.new knowledge, such organizations should
have, the maim component elements of a university type
institution!

Based primarily on the experiences of Christian missions, the
Laud Grant universities set 'about, following the authorizing
legislation in 1862; to activate the farmers of the nation to be
more productive of agricultural commodities, and to, help the
rural fJmilies in each area of the country to learn how to `make
a better utilization of availab1 tesources. From these*iperi-
ences it is possible to design th4: concept "development organi-
zation." The "Extension" .segment of the Land Grant system is a
formal bureaucratic organization In each state which has for its
goals the activation of its recipients to achieve goals deemed
desirable by both -the recipients and by the public bodies who
organized and 'financed the sponsoring development organiza-
tion. It represents a merger between local and state and national
goals, and the job of the organization is to achieve national
goals by legitimately activating the. people to want to produce
the goods and services deemed 2esirable by. the nation and the.
Mates?

From the experiences of the Land Grant university syftem
during its first century, it is possible no to delimit its key weak-
nesses as fi development organizational structure as it begins its
second century of serving its society. While it has proven to the
world that there is no subslitute for some kind of a competent
knowledge.center in achieving development goals, its key weak-

-I-less today as an institution is in the limited nature of its own
self perception. As an organizational complex, it has remained
state and rural society boundat the very period of history
when the major concerns of its. society' have become national

Fa further elaboration of the 1f4o. ncept development orgardzabon, seq. chrfstopher
Sower. "External Development Organizations and the Lorrabty." Michigan State Uni-
versity. 1959.
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and international. The Land Grant system as a development or-
ganization basically is captured by the state s. stem which sup-
ports it, and by other organized state and local interest groups.
It is most difficult for the individual states of the country to
justify expending their resources upon national concerns. In
one respect, the state orientation and support of the Land Grant
institution is its genius, as this'brings it close,. to the needs of the
people. In another respect, however, such support and coqtrol
seems to have made it ery difficult for the total Land Gram
system to deal effectively and legitimately with the onrush of
new problems which have eNoled as the nation has- become
more interdependent within itself and with the rest of the world.

There even are basic problem areas within states into which
the limited self perception of .the Land Grant system has pre-
vented it from expanding its knowledge center function. The
states have had to deal with such problems as the expanding
urban region. the economically displaced rural region, and the
problem oriented center city. In the area of social welfare plan-
ning, there has been .no alternative but for the state and the
national .go%ernmental units to do something about the conse-
quences of the facts that the pppulation no longer has the basic
social security of the'rural community and the farm They have
had.to constluct vast new welfare progams, but have had to
build these von the outmoded models of private welfare organ-
izations, not established knowledge. Also-at the very' point in
history when ftiere has been a vast new development of system-
atic knowledge on how to prevent deviant and problem behavioi
from deeloping into "point of no return" stages, the duplicating 21,

and oNcrlapping c-omplex of outmodecisocial agencies of the na-
tion has been Shia w ith limited concepts of how to correct and
reform.* Also, these outmoded organizational forms have been
transplanted into other nations. As shown by the recent ac'tiqns

'See Sheldon and Elea.nor Clueek. Predicting Delinquency and Crime. Harvard,
Vrayerstty Press, 1959, C. H. Eller, C Hatcher, and B. Buell, 'llealth and Welfare
Issues ns Community Plannmg for the Problem of Indigent Disabr7fly American
fouriza of public Health, XLVIII. H (Nov, 1938). 1,-49. B. Buell. P. Dealer. afact
John Wedemeser, "llenraanrzing to Prevent and Control Disordered Behavior."
Men1421 Hygiene. XLII. 2, (April 1958). 155-194, D. Clabe, L Fender, and FL Page.
"Reorientation for Treatment and Contml." Supplement to Public Welfare. April 1958.
Bradley; Buell, et *al. Community ?Ionizing for flunum Services itiew York. Columbia
Vnnersity Press, 1952. E. Powers and Helen Witmer. An Experiment fn the Prem.*.
hart of futenge Delinquency. Columbia University Prm. 1951, Sheldon and Eleanor
Chief*, ['mantling Juvenile Delinquency. Harvard U. Press, 1950, Chns' topber Soarer,
"Dan:mass: Agency Coordination to Deal with Early Stages of the Cycle of Deviant
BehaviorThe Cale of Alcobolbus" South Dakota Journal of Medicine and Pharmacy..
Sioux Falls. South Dakota. Vol. 13. No. 12. Dee. 1980.
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of the national government, there is `evidence that the public
welfare 'programs have resulted in permanent dependency- in-
stead of self sufficiency. Yet, the "knbwledge center development
organization" concept of the State Land Grant universities has
not seen fit to dev elop. an "Extension. Ser. ice" for the new prob-
lem areas of its 'states.

It seems obvious that, .as a collectivity of state and rural bound
organizations, the Land Grant universities have .dot taken even
the intellectual leadership in the- key areas of vital' national con-
cern during the last few decades. As a result, the national gov-
ernment has had to fill the 'Voiclin kiacW.-ledge leadership left by
the supposedly national peoples' university system. The Federal
Government has found it necessary to design such national or-
ganizations of basic knowledge as the National InstiNtes of
Health and the National Science Foundation, and has ha .1:1 to
takethe initiatie and leadership of knowledge development in
other areas such as international planning:transportation, social
welfare, national and area economic planning, and in education.

It is espectilly ironical that the designers of the Area Redevel-
opment Act, in attempting to fill a void left by the Land Grant
systems, designed and put the bill through Congress at the very
time when the organized. agricultural interests were engaged in
an inter-organizational struggle between the general farm and
the commodity groups. Yet, the Land Grant. system has de-

-.
signed the basic ideas of especially. rural areas development,
and 'still is the best -equipped organization to can' out the
organization and integration 'phase of the area re-development
prpgram: That is, if -it, as an organization, ts.hibits the kirid of
self perception of its organization role to take tAe job seriously.

These facts are mentioned, not to criticize the Land Grant
system, because eventually, it 'and its supporters and clientele
will arrive at a working definition of its role in its society. The
facts,'however, indicate clearly that it as an organization has
bten unable ur unwilling to develop a completed self perception

'-of its national role. It has been unable, during the last genera-
tion even to fulfill the basic founding concepts of its role as the
peo les universities in dealing with the present problems of its
peoples, itF states, and its pations.5

`These ideas have been devekved more extensively in a recent paper, Christopher
Sower and Paul A. Wier, Changing Power Structure in AgriCuhure and Rural Socsety
1961. (To ix published. under the Editorship. of James Copp. by the Iowa Stare
En:verso Press.) .
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Yet, despite these limitations, the Land Grant system still
shows great vitality, possibly as a carry over from a former era
of high success. While, as a system, it has been impotent in mov-
ing into dealing with national and international concerns, it has
prodded the major knowledge personnel for. designing and (--"-)
carrying out the development programs of the nation, and the
world. As a system, it has fought the national government in
designing the kinds of organizations necessary for meeting new
national concerns.% Yet, as the .nation and the world have
searched for the personnel which have 'had the know how- to
achieve national development Coals, they have, found many if
not most of them either from the faculties or the students of the
1..*.S. Land Grant universities. (There seems some evidence to
indicate that many °lithe persons ,..ho are designing and direct-
ing such programs have had experience with the Cooperative
Extension Service, but left because of the limited scope of the
self perceixed role of both the organization managers and the
groups which seem to have captured its decision making during
the last generation).

There are sufficiently important phenomena to provide some
documentation. Eddy and Thackery show the 'difference in scope
of vision between the founders of the Land Grant university sys-
tem and the kind of actions which it has demonstrated in fight-
ing.the federal government during recent-decades.

"The man of broadest vision among The leaders of this moement
dreamed of a system of colleges and unisersines in which the search
for new knowledge in neglected fields of fundamental importance to
the Amencan people rand the application of this knowledge in prac-
tice) would have an honored place, though not to the exclusion of
other traditional disciplines. They wanted at least one of these insti-
tutions in each state." (Permission requested)'

See. PhRip Selznick. TVA and the Grassroots Berkeley. Unisersity of California
1953, Charles M Hardin. The Pauses of Agriculture. Soil Conservation ad the

Struggle for Poser in Rural America Glencoe, Illinois, The Free Press. 1952. p. 19.
Waham J. Block. The Separation of the Farm Bureau and the Extenrion Service
Poistical issue m a Federal System. UrIaana. Untversity of Illinois Press, 1980, Grant
i.feConnell. The Decline of Agrarian Democracy. aerkeley. University, of CaRfornia
Press, 1959. Ross B. Talbot. "Farm Organizations and the National Interest." The
Anna!, 331. Sept. 1960, pp. 110-115, Kenneth Boulding, The Organizational RCM-

NewYork, Harper to Bros, 1953, Charles M. Hardin 'The Bureau of Agri,
cultural Economics Under Firs." Journal of Farm Economics, 28. 1946. pp. 8.43-64-5,
also. Farm Political Power and the V.S. Ccnernmental Process." Journal of Farm
Economics, Vol. 40. No. S. Dec. 19581 Paul H. Appleby, Policy and ,Adminirtragon,
University. Alabama. Untversrty of Alabama Press, 1949, and Paul H. Appleby. Big
Democracy. tiew York- Alfred A. Knopf, 1949.

Edward Danforth Eddy., Jr. Colleges for Our Land and Time, New York, Harper
and Bros., 1058. Page z. fa Foreword by Russell I. Thacicrey.
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Yet, even in 'noting the highly circumscribed behavior in na-
tional and international action of those who ILiNe been, the
captors of the Land Grant institutions during the last generation,
the systems have been phenomenonly productive:

Some factual measure of.the realization of thir dream may be bad
'' in the knowledge that in 1935 the 69 Land Cr int institution,, enrolling

slightly more than 20 per cent of all the students in the degree grant.
xing ((Magi urns ersitu-s. awarded 39 3 per cent of all doctoral..
dogree, in United States college, and urnser,itie-s, including more than
half of all chctoral de green in biology, 43 6 per ((lit in the physical
sciences, 40 3 per cent in mellematics, and 15 4 per cent in the social
sciences."

Thp contributions of the personnel of these state bound and
rural bound systems to international development programs is
even more phenomenal. According to a papei prepared by Har-
vey F. Baty of Montana State College:4

In. a very real manner, the Cooperathe Extension Service,
the prinie example of the Land Grant University "development
organization" concept, is a paradox of high success, deep failure
and inter-organizational conflict. The system has designed.the
organization N;hich has produced phenomenal acliieNements in
food production and distribution. Yet, as an organization, it ttas
lagged and has not permitted its role to be transitioned into its
present day society. On the other hand, the staff and students of
these universities seern to provide the major personnel com-
ponents for the kinds of new experimentation necessary to de-
sign the means for achieving national development goals in its
own as well as in other countries. The question now facing the
Land Grant University decision makers is NS hether the societies
of the world have to build new types of "knowledge center de-.
velopment organizations" oil whether the present Land Grant?:
system can design the means of altering its role to become again
the national and international peoples' university system. This
requires a depth understanding of the Land GrAt university.
concept.

The Land Grant institutions (in 1960) with only 16 per cent of
the nation's students, hale 26 per cent of the foreign students, 36
per cent of the foreign faculty in the U.S 41 per cent of the U.S.
faculty abroad. 46 per cent of the ICA contracts abroad, and 70 per
cent of the college contrails abroad"

see also Open Doors, 1961, Institute of International Education. New Yea*. 1961
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The Land Grant University Concept
It seems logical to classify three component parts of the social

invention which can be called the Land Grant concept: -

(1) A Center of Knowledge Competency:

There ,is a long and frequently sad history of trying to main-

tain competent knowledge centers within either government,
'business or Other bureaucratic organizations. It' seems logical
therefore to hypothesize that a university or a university type,
institution is the only place where.it will -be,possible to maintain
knowledge competency Over a period of decadeS` or generations.
It seems that only a university type organization is' callable of
attracting the kinds of personnel w.ho will dedicate'theit lives to
knowledge, and that only a university ,can defencrsuph scholars
from the , onslaughts of modern, society, with its many powerful
And highly organized special interest groups..

-.After more than a decade of worldwide organized efforts to
utibze the concept "development orPnizationi" in achieving na-
tional and international development goals, it is possible to see
the crucial importance of the knowledge center, It is apparent
that the work Of practically all ,the national and international
development agencies, including those within the United Na.-

lions complex, now is being hindered because the agencies, do

not have an integral linkage with established knowledge centers,
the type which has the Land Grant concept of an institutional-
ized self perception of having a responsibility for dealing with
the problems of society?

Tlid deep set problems in this area of linkage between knowl-
edge organizations and action organizations can be documented

' During a recent gnefirce with the various United Nations' Agencies, (for a U.N.
Technical Assistance Mission) one sensed rather deeply the consequences of the fact
that these huge bureaucracies are attempting to function as development organizations

without an integral linkage with basic knowledge institutions. (UNESCO in Pads,
ILO and WHO in,Ctneva, FAO in Rome, ECAFE in Bangkok, and the U.N. Eco-
nomic and Social Council, and the Technical Assistance Board in New York), They
hive such delicate lelationships with so many national governments, and are so busy
running programs. In fact. in contacts with most development organizations in most
countries today, oce makes constant mental reference w the hypothesis stated by
garch and Simons:

"Gresham's Law of Planning: Daily -Routine Deices Out Planning. Stated less
critically, we predict that when an individual is faced with highly programmed
and highly unprogrammed tasks, the former tend to take precedence over the
latter even in thp absence of over-all time pressure." (James-C. March and
Herbert A. Simon. Organisations New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1958, p. 18S).
Permission requested,



with the illustration of the Cooperative Extension Service. This
development organization, -located even within the confines of
the Land Grant-universities, has been unable to Utilize much of de
the new knowledge, even that which lias been developed on the .

same campuses. The evidence seems clear that even the sociolo-
gists.employed by the Land Grant Colleges of Agriculture have
not been able to keep the Cooperative Exlension Service organi-
zation abreast with knowledge developments in the areas of
social organization and personality socialization." Also, it ap-
pears that gle

to
of the Colleges Of "Agiicultiire have

been unable to keep the organization abreast of the extensive
new knowledge in area and national 'economic development
planning. The econdmiC, interests of the organization seem '
largely confined to agricultural commodities, and to these pri-
marily within confines of state and national interests. With these
as illustrations, it is pbssible to see the dilemma of any action
agency which is located within the confines of any state or na-
tional government (and outside a university), and-of those in the
international arena, such as the development organization pro-
grams_of the United Nations and its various agencies. Any de-
velopment organization seems eto be,in trouble with keeping its
program up with new knowledge unless it maintains an ongoing,
integral, and realistic working rel4tidnship with some kind of
basic university type knowledge center. Also, even well trained r
"knowledge" personnel have difficulty keeping up witil existing
knowledge or in creating new knowledge located within the
bureaucratic confines of attion organizations, or probably any
kind of organization outside of university type ones. All this has
tole set within the context that the total amount of knowledge
in many fields, related to development is doubling about each
decade. _

(2) A Self Perception Onr.Thi P Of The Knowledge Institu-
tion That It, As Ari,'Organization,Has An Official Responsi-
bility For Helping?, Its Society Use Its Knowledge To
Achieve Goals Deeiried Desiratle By The Society.

/*
" See:, C. Arnold Anderson. "Trends in Rural Sociology." in Robert K. Nferton,

et. al.. Sociology Today: Problems and Prospects. New York. Basic Booki. 1959.
Chapter' 16, also: Charles M. Hardin. "The Bureau of Agncultural Economics Under
Fire." Jourrusl of Farm Economics, 28. 1946, pp. 643-645; Otto. "Farm Political
Power and the U.S. Governmental Process.' Journal of Farm Economics, 40. No. 5,
Dec. 1958. (Also, can questions be raised now about chlorestral and other areas
where the creativity appears to be coming from °the/ than the Colleges of Agt,culture
of the Land Grant Universities?). -
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'This element of the land grant concept mar seem elementary,
but its importitnce is clear when one studies a university which

.does" not have such a self perception of such an institutional
role. The'important distinction here is the institution's. self per-

ception its role_as an organization. This must be distinguishedf

from t mere. expectation that some of its faculty members
shoutd pyrform public service. roles, br that individuals on the

faculty may become personally dedicated to helping with se-.
lected problems of the society of the university. The absence of
a self perception of such an institutional role is especially, evi-

, ) dent when the, institution is located in the midst, of a society
which desperately needs help from its university. There are ob-

vious illustrations of such universities in the inner sections of

Ainerican cities, and in many developing countries. Yet, such
discussion is not-to criticize such universities; but merely to'
state that the design ,and implementation of such ,a self per;
ceived development organization role represents A very complex,

1 ,
.time consuming, and financially obligating task for any-univer-
sity. There is ample experienco,to show that it just cannot hap-

pen through good wishes, or over a short period of time, or that
such a role alteration can betbither designed and implemented,
or even maintained without considerable stress with the tradi-,

, .

:,,tional independence of thought and action so inherent wit'hin a

university organizational complex.

(3) The Extension Role of the Land Grant University.

It is of particular interest that the original Land Grant uni-
versity concept did not have a separate organization assigned to
the function of -carrying out the extension and use of knowledge
role. This was added to the U.S.A. system in 1914 after about a
half-century a experience. Yet as one views many action agen-
cie4in many countries it is clear that this "extension and use of
knortedge role" does not necessalily need to be an organiza-
tional segment of the Land Grant type university. In'fact, one

'of the most restricting features of the present Cooperative Ex-
tension Service is when its-self perception is that it, as an organ-

, iza. tion, has the responsibility for taking its knowledge and , .
1.....assistance to the individuals of the society_ The major problems

of the Cooperative Extension organization seem to arise when
working within the confines of such a limited self role percep-
tionit comes into conflict with other organizations.

J23
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There seems no alternative but that the Land Grant concept
of a knowledge center has to focus upon the good of the whole

ti society: To be in organizational competition with any other or-
ganization', or.,,any resource which can achieve development
gdals, is highly inconsistent with its inherent role definition
which has to be the development of the total society.

The problems of the vast successes as well as the frequently
narrow, captured, and segmented self perctption of the Coop's
erative Extension Service as a segment of the Land Grant Uni-
versity points to the probability that the Extension' or Develop-
ment Organization segments of the Land Grant system will in
the future likely be working mostly with other organizations,
many of which have the official responsibility for performing
some function for the society. This trend evolves as the Coopera-
tive Extension Service seems to move closer to being a Food
Industry Extension Service. It is possible that some of these
specialized Extension organizations, like a .Food Industry Exten-
sion Service, will continue to he located within the, confines of
the Land Grant university. On the other hand, considering the
highly specialized agencies of any modern society, the role of
the primary knowledge center will likely be directed to helping
the action agencies of the society uiiiize available knowledge in
achieving the particular ,development goals in their specialized
areas.

What Is the Cooperative, Extensio,n Service? .
.f. .

While this brief section of the paper is not necessary from
the viewpoint of the logical development of ideas, it becOmes
important in terms 'of the audiencethe State Directors of the
CooperativtvFxtension Service.',It is evident at this point ifi the

. paper,that there is not clarity as to the nature of the develop-
ment organization segment of the Land Grant' University. As an
'organization is nothing more than somethi in the minds Of
people, the key question is: What is the' or ization of which
the members` of my audience are the State D ectors? To whom
am 7 addressing my paper? Not to what Inds of personality
types, but rather: Whitt is the nature of theiorganization which
They represent? What is it in their own minds? What is it in the
minds of those who have a major effect upon the decision Mak:.
ing of the iirganizatiOn? In many respects, observas tion shows
that the key question for an Extension Director .is not neces-

1 .

`)
,.-
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drily: What kinds of decisions does he NS, ant to make? Rather he

is faced with the question on many occasions of: What kinds of
,decisions can he make?

Were in the society are the locus points of decision making

for the Cooperative Extension Service? Are these consistent with
the fact that the organization is 'a segment of the Land Grant
University system? The complexity of the question is seen in the
fact that there are so many such points. As shown in Chart I, we
are dealing with a very complex organization. It has a national
office in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, a state office in
each Land Grarit university which receives direct grants of
funds from state legislatures, and county offices dependent upon
grants pf funds from county governments. Its "support",iato
these fund appropriating bodies frequently are highly organized
and pbwerful special interest groups. Then there are the "three
anchor points of legitimation" for anY organizationin this case
for each of its tripartite segmentsthe sources of its inputs, the
internal decision makers and their norms, and the .users of its
output.

Since the Federal Extension ,'Service is a branch of the U.S.

Department of Agriculture, its role is fairly clear: that is unless
one decides to get beyond the scope of the paper and attempt
to deal with. the inter-bureau complexities of that organization.
The focus herevrill be upOu the two locus points of the. tri-part
organizations wrich have a direct relationship to the Land Grant
university: the state office of the CooperatiVe Extensiou.'Service

and the county. and/or regional offices. Since the state office is a

direct sub-unit of the Land Grant university administration, and

the county office is a "cooperative" unit between the University
and the county government, they are two quite different types of

organizations, and have to be analyzed separately. Yet, the same

set of questions can be asked of each:

(1) Are they the education arm of the U.S Depaitment of
Agriculture, the "adult education knowledge extending" branch

of the State Land Grant University, or the "developfnent orgini-

zation" branch of the University?
(2) Since the state and county offices are conceptually and

organizationally separable, it is possible to perceive that they
could have different roles within the university. system. The state
office, for instance, could relate only to food and fiber, while the
county offices could deal with, the broader Land Grant university
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'role. There seems e'idence that as yet, no other segment of the
universty.has deakned a workable substitute for the real,access
which the county Extension office can develop to local social.
structures. Within a broader context, it is conceivable that the
regional and county offices Could be under the jurisdiction of
the total university, and could become the focal points of the
other colleges, such as these dealing with business and industry,
manpower training and utilization, and area planning.

(3) Assuming that under any arangenient, there will bdan
"Extension Service" within the College of Agriculture vAch
maintains direct relationships with the U.S. Department of Ag-
riculture, there still are some further questions which need to be
asked before it is possible to know my audience well enough
to finish the paper.

(a) Is the organization the "Food and Fiber Production
Extensibn Servicethat is dealing with any producers who
till the soil-either to make a living or for pleasure,,irrespec-
tive of their relationship to national food and fiber needs?
Or is it the Plant and Animal Extension Seryice, which
would broaden its range into ornamental horticulture, ani-
mal pets, etc.?

(b) Is it the Food and Fiber Industry Extension Service,
dealing with the production,' processing, distribution, and
the using of food and fiber in the state, nation, and world?
Here, is whereit seems to be having some of its major suc,-
cesses at the present time.

(c) Is it the Rural Society Extension Service? Here the
problem is G define what is rural society, and how this is
to be distinguished from urban society. Is the function of
the organization, for instance, to continue certain education
programs to selected youth and adults, even though it is
obvious that both the society and the social role of the
traditional programs have undergone major alterations?
Thde can be little dispute with the obvioiis fact that these
programs b and large have not mantained a working
linkage wit new knowledge on either personality social-
ization or- s ial organization. Also, there would appear to
be little relationship' between the present programs in these
areas land a new Land Grant aniversity program which
woulSdeal competently with thearea of 'manpower training
and utilization. Evidence does show however, that when`
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the existing personnel are willing to use the access which

they }lye to local organizations to work out new programs,
that the present programs can be transitioned into helping
localities to use existing knowledge to help solve present
day problems dealing with the personality socialization, in-
cluding deviant and problem behavior, of youth and adults.
The key here, however, is how the 'state office perceives the
role of the county extension worker, and how the position
incumbent perceives his own role? The evidence seems to
show that role change comes only from alterations in self

perceptions and not from bureaucratic pressure, even when
the pressure is cloaked in large programs and under fine

titles such as program projection. Yet, as many Extension
administrators have learned from experience, the achieve-
ment of planned change in such an organization is a com-
plex phenomenon.

Function and Organizational Form
It stands to reason that a farmer does not use a 1914 tractor

to till his soil, nor does a professional agriculturist crank up his

1914 automobile for a trip on an express highway. It seems
equally logical that questions can be raised about the Coopera-
tive Extension Service as an organizational form which is almost
:50 years old.

It seems much more difficult to make even minor changes in '

the organizational forms of a society than to bring about major
technological revolutions. Yet. a very large amount of research
on large scale organizations leads to a fairly well established
body of knowledge about the various elements of such bureau-
cratic organizations. Since much of the research has been done
on business and industrial concerns, we do not really know how
much it is possible to generalize from the findings of such "in-
plant" type of large scale organization research to the "inter-
organizational" component of development organizations. Yet
several conditions seem applicable to all organizations which are
designed on bureaucratic lines (those which have a hierarchy
of authority). ..

Two findings take on particular relevance in an consideration
of how organizations change:

(1) Organizations are only self perceptions in the .minds of
men. They can and do change. They can be changed.
(There is_ considerable evidence to show that there

126;
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will not likely be "concensus'" in these perceptions be-
tween the different "televaiat others" who have the
legitimat right to hold opinions about the organiza-
bon, a d to affect its decision making. This is the
iourc of much organization conflict).

(2) Du g periods of rapid and extensive social change,
t organizations of a society tend to be in a state of

rganization lag." They tend to resist change..

Som of the resistance to change is related to the 'problem
of g erations" in organizations. Persons in the older generation
hol the decision making positions of power, and usually are

re resistise to change than younger people. In fact-, Edwards,
in studying the French and the Russian revolutiOns, gincludes
that it takes at least three generations, for a basic change to take
place in the core organizations of a society. He concludes that'
the first generation, after the organizations cease to function, has
personall), seen them function, and knows that "prosperity is just
around the corner." The second and third generations kh.ow peo-
ple personally who hale seen them function well, and somehow
or other cannot get around to the needed revolutions. After the
third generation, the organization lag will likely continue until
some logical substitute is designed. Edward.i-conctucles, how-
ei.er, that there are ads anced stages, and that a revolution never
is prey ented from occurring once it loses the support of the in-
tellectuals, especially those' of the larger society."

With the fantastic development of world wide social change,
and with a ' ery rapid and extensive development of new howl,
edge, there probably has e beeh few periods in history when so
many of the organizations of societies are so out of dafe. We
continue to produce food which cannot be distributed, even
though people need food. We continue to attempt to maintain
'vast organizational structures to 'treat" people in various ad-
vanced stages of mental and physical ill health, and in deviant
and problem behavior, and this at the very point in'history which
has des eloped vast new knowledge on prediction, early dete6-
tion, and presention of many kinds of dysfunctional behavior.
Tremendous resources 'go into antra- organization and. inter-4.)r-
ganiz1tion conflict, none of which are available for achieving
desired social goals. The U.S. Land Grant Universities proved

Lyford Edwards The Nautral History of Revolutions, University of ChiCag'o.
Press. 1Q27.
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during the last century that the masses of the society are edu-

catable and 'will be productive if given the proper assistance and

incentives, yet. the world seems stuck with the now disproven
beliefs about the inferiority of certain social classes, races, and
nationalities. Certain "old men and old ideas of yesterday" seem

to have captured the decision making of today, and seem deter-
dined to fulfill the slogan: "Apres Moi, le Deluge."

After possibly three generations of organizational dysfunction,

it may be that the world now is ready to seriously examine its
organizStional forms, and to re-design them to fit the functions

of today's societies. In this respect, the role of the social scien-
tist as well as that of the Extension Director is like that of the
architect- They can design various hypothetical kinds of struc,

tures to perform specified functions, but they cannot make the
decisions for the society as to what the functions should be. The
decision makers of the societr must decide whether the function

is to maintain old organizational forms, or to fight old enemies
or whether it is to design the kinds of new organizational forms
which predictably can help the societies of the world produce
and consume the kinds of goods and services they desire.

At this pomt, it 16 possible to turn to architecture and philoso-
phy for assistance.' Taylor's. observations apply to the organiza-
tional forms of a society as well as to its buildings:

"Consider the building which you occupy, how its degree Of archi-
tectural excellence is to be nufgechIt is a contrived artifact, the
product of an act- of calculation, in which the settled needs of men
have been anticipated and a parcel of the environment shaped to suit
them. Any piece of architectureis addressed to a specific human

function: it is designed to serve determinate needs which men have

in the pursuit of ends they base independently set for themselves.
"The ends being given, his (the architects) task is sufficently per-

formed in providing a space in shish these ends are sufficiently served
The form which the space shall take s required to respect the build-
ing's. function. as house. thtater, or railway station, and not a single
word can be said concerning the excellence of the building except by
reference to its functup, to that use or purpose for the sake of which
It was contrised. The serviceableness of any tool is measured,,,by its
efficien, in enabling men to perform a task.

", en build differently from age to age and frpm society to society,
not because the notion of, architecture in humart oiulture varies. They
build differeinly because their uses and purpo4 are at odds. 5vvry
human culture builds in indelible egotism tot only itself, and as
it conceises its tasks, so it fashions its tools."'

n John Y. A. Taylor. Economies and Ethic, An Essay on Value Unpublished paper;
1962
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So, while the Cooperative Extension Service was a most en-
genious organizational fcirm to serve the needs of one genera-
tion, serious questions can be raised about the ability of its
present form to' meet the needs of a new interdependent society
which 'needs to use new knowledge to find solutions to new ,

problems and to meet new conditions. A world-wide movement
seems to have captured the ina'agination of the masses/ whether
they be in the now newly developing countries or in the inner
sections of cities or in the rural regions in the United States
which have become by-passed by national economic develop-

, ments This "rising level of expectations" seems to indicate that
many peoples' want to avoid ill-health, war, and preventable
pain, and they v. ant at least a minimum of essential services.
They want all these in manners consistent wtith human dignity
and with the maintenance of at least the core values of the iradi-
tional patterps of -their societies' For: mane people, the achieve-
ment of these goals is more important than the sheer,mainte-
!lance of the organizational forms'of an earlier generation. HemSei
it seems plausible that the social scientist as well as the admilis-
trator of development organizations can begin to think of design-
ing the kinds of organization structures which, will maximize .
the potential of any' society in achieving its development goals.
The main guide line in constructing such forms can be found in
the famous principle from the famed architect, Louis Sullivan/
Form Follows Function.

The Future "Function" of the Land Grant University
as a Development Organization

If thequnCtion of the Land Grant University as a develop-
ment organization is to help its society maximize the utiliza-
tion of available human and material resources, then it is possible
to delimit its scope within the confines of 'modern society. By
definition, it seems very difficult to limit this function td pro-
viding services to the rural or othe'r segments of the society
which at one time were the majority segment of a rural nation.
Also, anyone who has been around the service function of the
Land Grant Universities during the last few decades has ex-

-.perienced the kinds of requests from the other segments of the
- society (social welfare religious, health, business, .transporta-,

bon, labor and other organizations ) for the kinds of knowledge
role assistance which have been so successful in agriculture. But-

- L30
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with its present orgnization structure, the system seems to listen
to such requests biTt remains impotent, except as individuals
attempt to perform such roles for the organization

To make the decision about its future-function would seem to
be one of the key problems facing the Land Grant Universities
The dy.namics of the institutions today probably are a come-
quence,of the fact that they did at one time have a clear" het
of goals. Their internal and external conflicts and power battles
and their turning to the use of public relations techniques and to
the huge 'spectaculars of athletic orgiet may be indica-
tive of art organizational complex in difficulty because it has
failed to keep, up with the changes of a resolutionary society.
Any organization which permits itself to get into a state of con-
fused or unclear goals is one which is facing basic difficulty,
conflict, and failure to achiee goals deemed worthy by either
itself or its society. The center of knowledge for a society may
be able to fool its public about its, confusion, at least for some
brief time, but it is too intelligent to fool itself. Also, over a
period of time, a confused organization is likely to pytoduce.
attract, and hold confused personnel, and will likeldestroy,
reject, ;.nd lose competent people who want to dedicate their
rives to the great needs and goals of their societies. It is difficult
to perceive how real men of knowledge can get dedicated to
power battles and lost causes.

A plausible predictive 'model- seems.logical for large scale
organizations, especially the kinds which have sub-units with
thefr own goals which can be fairly independent from those of
the total organization. An automobile "productiOn organization
has a common end produa, and it is difficult for any subsection
to detach its function from the goal of the total unit. A university
howe%er, seems like such a different kind of organization. The
vinous sub-units of the organization (Colleges, Departments, as
well as the Extension organizations) appear to act as if they
have a more primary interest in achieving their own sub-unit
goals thaq those of the total organization. Also, some scholars
and Extension Specialists have %ery important linkages to their
national professional associations, and sometimes the goal of
maintaining states with these seems to take on greater impoi-
tance than achieving the goals of the total organization. In fact,
considering the deep investment .which the different major sub-
segments of a Land Grant university' has through the affairs of
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the respectme Colleges, ft is understandable how major power
battles develop within- and between these sub-units.21

An hypothesis evolves then as a logical model for predicting
the actions of the College and other sub-units of the 'Land Grant
University. It would seem to be to the advantage of certain
colleges, at least within the present context of fund allocation,
to attempt to prevent the total uni% ersit) from setting total sys-
tern goals, especially if these in any iv,a) will interfere with the
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Independent goals of the respective colleges. Hence, it would
seem to be to the advantage of the colleges to have a top ad-
ministrator who is on their side of the power struggle" or at
least neutral. If neither of these is feasible, then it would seem
to the advantage of the respective colleges to have a figurehead
President, one %silo will make fine public pronouncements, but
who will not have either the personal or orginizationa.1 power to
supercede the power linkages which the respective colleges are
ableto build into the society to affect either their funds or their
functions.

Yet, inherent within the Land Grant concept would seem td
the mandate that these decisions will have to be made within
confines of the needs of the present and future society which
to sere. Hence, even though such a generalization seems to
y to the teaching function as well as to the development

Organization function of the Land Grant University, the concen-
tration of this paper will be upon the latter.

What is the "society" of the Land Grant institution, that for
which they suppOsedly are the Peoples' Universities? There
seems little alternative but that the chief concerns,of the society
of this system, that for which the architects must design the
Organizational forms, has to include the world role of the United
States of America in this generationIn a manner unique to the
history of any nation, the goals which the problems of the world
have thrust upon this generation are to use our material and
human resources to help the nations of the world achieve their
development goals. To succeed is to fulfill the great dream of
the heritage of the nation. To fail, is to court national disaster,.
and to sacrifice world leadership. The unique irony of such goals
for the Cooperative Extension Service is that agricultural tech-
nology is the keystone of world development problems.

With this then, it is possible to turn to the task of delimiting
fhat is mandatorially implicit within the concept "deVelopment"
or any geographic area of the world. The periphery of what is

mandatory is .prescribed nut by what the decision makers of the
generation may want to du, but rather by the requirements of
the state of modern knowledge. This will change in the future,
and a "knowledge center type of development organization" in
4 very real way must organize to utilize knowledge which does
not yet exist. Yet, within the realm of knowledge on how organ-
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izations can utilize "citizen dynamics" to help a society achieve
development goals, Chart H presents the core areas of "func-
tion" which now almost by definition become the goals of the
traditional Land Grant concept. It classifies citizen dynamics
into three interdependent areas: production and'Aiistribution of
material goods, manpower training and utilization, and geo-
graphic area development. It predicts that the citizens of a na-
tion will dedicate their loyaltiers to such areas as these, and that
the " development organizations" of a society can strengthen and
utilize citizen interest in these areas to help them achieve de-
velopment goals.

Tliuture "Function" of the Land Grant University
Organizational Form Necessary to Achieve the

as a Development Organization

Ideally, the paper needs to stop at this point for discussion
and decisions from the administrators and key public leaders
who have the responsibility for the Land Grant institutions. In
one role, the architect of new organization forms has no right to
enter the decision making arena, and to attempt to affect the
decisions of the system. On the other hand, one who has been
associated with the Land Grant system fur more than two dec-

-ades as an analyst at county, state, and national levels, may
know enough about the systein and its values and problems to
continue into the design of sopie logical change models. Two
specific hypothetical change models for the Land Grant
System as Knowledge Center Development Organization will
be presented.

While some of the theoretical principles guiding the construc-
tion of these change models and their prhentation to this audi-
ence will be presented in the appendix section of the paper, it
seems necessary to discuss the objectix es and the procedure at
this point. The proce ure is based upon experiences and knowl-
edge gained from ervin seerpl years in an analysis and
consultation position in which Cooperative Extension Serv-
ice has been one of the development organization "cases" for
study. From this it now seems plau sle to try a projective

.method in designing and testing specific c nge models both as
to legitimacy and acceptance as well as rejec n. These need to
be tested at different locus points within the legitimate order of
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thee organization, .especially a( all of its three major anchor points.
of legitimation. Up to this pointin research on organizations,
non-directive methods of interviewing has e been used as a means
of testing the legitimacy of change models. Certain experimental
models have been designed and tested, especially at county
levels. Some progress has been made on the design of objective
research methods in whiCh hopefully it will be possible to meas-
ure the consequences of selected predictive models with
statistical methods. For the occasidn of this paper, however,
and for these change models, the projective method seems most
appropriate.

In this procedure, And through the means of presenting this
paper to this audience, potential change models are being de-
liberately "projected" into certain key points of the Land Grant
development organization system (The State Extension Direc-
tors). The first objective is to measure their responses on a con-
tinuum from acceptance to rejection. The second is to determine
the frame, df reference within which they have, responded, and
to be able, to explain the responses with some kind of logical
order. Eventually, it should be possible to work out revisions of
these as well as other change, models and have them (1) so de-
signed, and (2) ,so initiated into the -total system, that (3) they
will have the Maximum of .predictability for support, and the
minimum for opfiositioa.from the total "anchor paints of legiti-
mAion" at the key locus points of decision making for the Land
Grant system. A key objective will be to avoid a "dedicated op=
position" which will organize to oppose these or other proposed
changes. Research findings 'show that when individuals become
personally committed to opposition, they frequently can activate
elements of the total system which otheryvise would be either
supportative or at least neutral.

In general, recent research on public responses to different
types of development organization planning shows more favor-
able response from both the public and from members of the
organizations to types of proposals based on a realistic appraisal
of existing needs and knowledge: A generation of experience
shows .that development goals will not likely be achieved with a
mere continuation of the present organizations of a society, most
of which have been designed for a former era. There appears to
be a predictably favorable response to the kinds of logically de-
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signed proposals which face the future of the good of the,
"whole" honestly and courageously, rather than to types which
propose that entrenched sub-groups continue to fight each other
over issues which pertain to achieving their own limited, ends,
frequently at the expense of developmept goals. Hence, the two
specific change models presented here are designed deliberately
on the logical construct that the Land Grant University is the
logical Knowledge Cent% Development Organization for each
state and for *,tie States as a whole, and that the most
vital concerns lif ei natiori-in the coining decades are to help
the rest of the N d learn how to produce and distribute the
goods and servicc;3 needed by their peoples.

Change Modp1 Nuier One:

Within this contest, it is possible to design Charts III as on&
way in Ns h MI the Land Grant University can be organized to
achieve the development functions of the whole of its state .(that
is in all "areas," geographic and other), and to do this consistent
with: (1) the demands of knowledge competency and how the
whole of "development" can he classified according to its logical
component parts, (2) the needs of the total geographic areas
(each State) for which the Land Grant University is the gener-

Vist knowledge center development organization, and (3) the
existing_self perception and norms of the Land Grant universi-
ties 'as organizations. Within this context, Chart HI should be
self explanatory, at least to the audience for which the paper is
intended.

r

Change Model Number Two: Centers for the Study, of Develop-
ment Organizations.

It seems an obvious fact that modern knowledge' is tdo vast
and changing too rapidly for any one university to have com-
petency in all areas of knowledge: There is the Problem- of the
total scope of knowledge, as well as the praCtic0 one of the
"problem of generations" in any organization. Really competent
knowledge centers will likely develop at institutions where there
has been a break through in specified areas of knowledgeand
these may not be at the same institutions where an older genera-
tion in the field has become fixed' within.an outmoded frame of
reference. It is a common feature of the folklore of universities
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that some universities are strdng iri some areas, and that the
others will follow them foi competency, employ their graduate
students, etc. The suggestion here is that realistic development
planning will take such facts of life into-account.

It seems plausible that certain national and "risk'
funds could be utilized to strengthen certain universities which
either already are highly competent or are about to make a
knowledge break-through in selected areas of vital concern
national and international development. The important point is
the last onethat the test of decisions,of where to allocate the
riskfunds should be the public need for national des elopment.
This is not to say that the Land Grant university system should
wont to allocate all its risk fund eggs into only a few baskets, but
that there can logically be some alternatise to c,listributing ?M.
they eggs into 50 state baskets accorcling to'some uniform popula-
tion formula. The National Science Foundation and the National
Institutes of Health already are performing such roles within the
scope of their areas."

If the Land Grant university system were to take its national
peoples' university rose seriously, it,would be giving core intel-
lectual leadership to such national, and international develop-
ment planning: Such leadership limes er, would require some
kind of national knowledge centers, something clerly beyond
the scope of any of the -present associations of the rospective
state universities. Business and industry seem to base taken this
kind of planning'very seriously. One source states- that about
8 billion,dollars annually are invested.in research, and states the
general premise that it takes about "set,en years for an idea to
move from the test tube to the tank car."15

Certain kinds of Know ledg.0 Centers would appear to be the
most feasible means of achieving such goals. As s-14 Centers.
would need laboratory, research, as well as basic theoretical
knowledge components. the Eancl Grant Universities, with their
action programs, arc the most logical sponsors and hosts. These
institutions already Ids e the field staff which is competent to
Conduct experimental programs. .Nlso_ these universities have

" See for instance. Ilesaarch Grants Index. Fiscal Year 1961. U 5, Department of
Health. Edocattim, and Welrike, Public Health Service. Bethesda, Maryland, National
Institutes of Health.

"See. Maurice Flatland. Management's Stake in Research, New York, Harper and
Bros. 1958.
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subject Swatter competency in the N1, ide_Nanety of fields related
to development planning. ..-

.

It is likely that two types Of centers may function better if.
organized on'coordinate" les'els within the uni)ersity adminis-
tration. What might be called "Operational Centers" (or the
operational segments of larger Centers) could be administered
by the .Extension segments of the unis ersity. The more `:Basic
Knowledge" Centers might better be administratively under a
Dean of Social Science. Theie seems to be considerable evidence
that sloeial scientists tend to lose their creatisity and productis=
it) IA lien they are located a.dministratisely under action oriented,
administrators, or under any organizational arrangement other
than those with a primary subject matter orientation. The pri-
mary goal, howeser, is not'to draw hard and fast bureaucratic
lines, the kinds which lead totuilding ,con curtains or-to con-
'filet. Rather, i'n order, for such 17iowledge centers to be success-
ful, they must bring together the many diVrse disciplines which

.inherently are related to the successful achievement of develop-
ment goals. Sorde such Centers might have a particular focus,
such a,s -an Inner City Development =Service, the Great Lakek
Cut-Over Region, The Appalachian Plateau, rural or urban're-

"gions, health, religious,,organizations, or a whole nation."

-While.the Iocial scientists have been reluctant to take firm po-
sitions abouf the possible roles of their disciplines in develop, '

ment planning, it seems obviOus that they' now knowledge-wise
are prepared to ,msike major Contributicins. TWo areas of know-
edge are sufficiently developed to justify 'major funds for experi-
mentation, research, and'consultation roles, Thesetare: (1) social
organization (including large scale orgarlizations, small group,
kinship,, and others), and (2) personality-soclalization. ,

Without getting into the details, the ljiistification:foi- such a
repommendation is that these subject matter areas are 'inherent.
segments of deselopment programs. Whenever any nation de-
ciiA to sponsor any development program, it iiIscays utilizes a
formal burpalicratiL organization to achieve its goals. At the

There seem? to be a potentially unique role- which colleges sponsored by religious
organization.' in developing countnes can perform, in helping the agencies of a nation
conduct self studies In villages, inner cities, and other areas. In these, it is possible
for the colleges of various religions to "enter the nexus points between bureaucr c
organizations, and provide a "leaven qi the loaf" role to -providing basic )(nowt ge'
assistance to agencies, responsible for national development programs. See. Chnstoisher
Sower. Working Papers on National Development' in Ceylon. Michigan State Univer-
sity, 1982.
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sometime, it appears obvious that the variables ororgani/ation
conflict,,perssonnel incentive, and failure as well as success In
goal achievement are the consequences of organization v ariables,
many of\ which are classifiable, explainable, and' predictable. At
the same time, most if not all dev elopment programs deal with
personality change, and the linkage relationships between per-
sonality and social sy stem variables. Knowledge in many of these
areas is developed to a fairly sophisticated Jev el of classification,
explanation, and prediction. As an illustration, there is ev idence
to'indicate that persons who are classifiable as enteeprenurial-
management minds are more likely to be ablfe to manage the
agricultural and other production processes than personalities
classifiable as either traditionalist-peasant minds, or day laborer
minds. Also, incentive and productivity area consequence of
how individuals are related to a varietylof types of social systems.

It ig proposed, then, that Centers for The Study of Develop-
!Tient Organizations could bring the best from the social sciences
to focus upon the problems of world development, and especially
upon the problems of how to organize to achieve development
goals. They could design and help conduct basic research
throughout the world, and could begin to prov ide the knowledge
base for the organizational components of development pro-
grams. The charge that such Centers will he 'too costly can
answered with a counter question: What does it now cost the
societies of the world to continue programs N% hich are outmoded
in terms of present day conditions or existing knowledge? The
Centers probably could move with considerable speed in helping
the tiecision makers of societies find substitutes for existing agen-
cies, and could bring the now considerable body of knowledge
on organization change to bear upon the problem of how to
alter agencies to achieve development goals more predictably.

It seems important that such knowledge center-need to be
officially sponsored by both their host universities as well as by
such external organizations as the government of states or na-
tions, ThetLand Grant,Callege Association, The United Nations:
etc. The sponsorship within' the universities should be associated
with regional' type laboratory situations. In fact, there would
seem to be no inherent reason w by such Centers could not be a
joint function of two or more universities, especially where each
is located in different types of regions. For instance, a state uni-
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versity and one with primarily a city orientation ,could join
.forces, as could two or more state universities located in differ-
ent type regional settings.

Internally, such Centers should be sponsored by the different
segments of.the host uni%ersities in such a way as to maximize
the creative and dedicated inohement of the raculty, and of the
existing "extending" functions of the institution, some of which
now are n organizational contest. Using Michigan State 1:rii%er-
sity'as an example, such Centers Mould ha% e spoosorship of The t
College of Social Science, The Cooperative Extensigt.Seniice,-
The Office of International Programs, The College of Education,
The College cif Home Economics, The College of Business and
Public Se'rvice, The College of .Agripulture, and the ContiNing
Education, Service.

A final hypothesis seems in order. if the present Lalicl Grant
univerMties and the"CooPerativeExtension Saice will take.the
leadership in designing new means for achieving development
goals, the other agencies and decision makers of the society will
follow. .If, on the other hand, they oppose the national govern-
ment and others in innovation to flied new conditions, they will
be by-passed as effective instruments of social change and plan-
ning. Yet, as there seems no altehati%e to some kind of a knowl-
edge center role in effective planning to achieve deyelopment
goals, the Land Gfant universities are the most logical institu-
tions of this era to take such leadership. If they fail, substitute

.institutions be designed. .

p o o

I would like to express my appreciation to Dr Nod P. Ralston, Dr. john
V A: Taylor,- and Robert C. Anderson for reading and criticizing the first
(Waft of the paper.. Len though the author takes complete responsibility
for tho contents, their ciAcrIlent contribution, }lase bpen used and inte-
trate(1 info this draft,'

APPENDIX
Selected' Principles About Development Organizations

There are ,two distinguishable but interrelated sets Of prin- :

ciples about development organizations. Tht first pertains to the
fact that they usually are large scale organizations; and contain
many similarities to other types,, such as business and industrial,
about which so much of the literature pertains., In this respect,
the managers must deal with many of the "in-plant" types of,:
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management problems common to any organization.' The sec-
ond set of principles pertains' to one of the characterizing_fed-
tures of a development organization, namely the multiplicity of
relationships to other social structures necessary to achieving.its
goals. While all large organizations maintain extensive external
relationships, their linkages are not so crucial and all pervasi%e
as with development organizations.

It would seem important for the managers of development
organizations to use extreme caution in utilizing principles de-
veloped from research in indusUY or other types of organiza-
tions. In order to be successful, a development organization must
establish and_maintain, many hundreds of linkages with a large
number'of other social organizationswith other agencies, with
community, producer, processor, and distributor groups, and
with families, youth, and other community -ind-fegional groups.

'In order to be successful, the "linkage" personnel, who maintain
'an ongoing contact with these multiplicity groups must be
,percened by them as acceptable Co them, interested in their wel-
fare, able. to help them achieve their goals,;_-tte. Their primary
success comes not from being at the end point of a chain of
command in a large bureaucratic organizatiokhut rather in how
they link to ,their recipient "social organization." Their success
is related to their ability to "gain access to" the,recipient social
organization, and not that of being able to respond to the com-
mands of bureaucratic superiors. By definition,.then, it seems a
plausible Norking hypothesis..that the management Principles for
development organizations may be different gOm those of others
whose .goals are, to turn out a more common -ethic product.

This difference presents a dilem that there are as yet no
generalizing.y.orkspertaining t evelopmeni5organization prin-
ciples. In view of This problem, it seems important to include

is Appendix section as an' integral part of the paper. While it
not attempt to be all-inclusive, there are certain principles

which are fundamental to the paper, and need documentation.2
:See for instance, the following generalizing works James G. March and Herbert A.

Simon. Organizations New York. John Wiley and Sons. 1959, Kenneth E. Scudding.
The Organizational Reeohttion. New York, Harper and Bros , 1953, Mason Haire,
Editor. Modern Organization Theory. New York. John Wiley and Sons, 1959. Amitai
Etzioni. ,Comples Organizations. New 'York, Holt, Rinehart. and Winston. 1981, Peter
M. Blau and W. Richard Scott. Formal Organizations. San Francisco. Chandler Pub-
lishing Co.. 1962, Victor A. Thodpson. Modern Organization. Ncw York. Alfred A.
Knopf, 1961.

The following raft e
a

nces cone 'm s ments of the pnnciples, but non; perform the
needed generalizing task. Edward H. SpicEr. Human built

e
m Technologkal Change.

New York. Russell Sage Foundation. 1952, Phillip Selranick The Organizational
Weapon. New York, McCraw Hill Book Co.. 1952, Phillip SeTznick. TVA and the.
Grassroots. Berkeley, University of California Press, 1953, Charles M. Hardin. The
Politics of Agriculture: Sod Corsieriation and the Struggle for Power in Rural America
Glencoe. Illinois, The Free Press. 1952, p. 19, Charles R. Loomis. Social Systems.
Ncw York. D. Van Nostrand Co . 1960, Charles P. Loomc and J. A. Beegle. Rural
Social Systems. New York. Prentice Hall. 1950, Paul A. Miller. Community Health
Action. East Lansing, Michigan State University Press, 1953, Christopher Sower, John
Holland', Kenneth Tiedke. and Walter Freeman. Community incorcenicnt. Glencoe,
Illinois. 'Floe Free Press, 1957, Christopher-Sower. I:21,rue! Development Organization:
and the Locality. East Lansing' Michigan State University, 1959 (Mimeographed), ".
Also. The Roles of Organizations In Achieting the Goals of Planned Change. 1961,
Also, "Designmg Agency Coordination To Deal Wch the Earlx Stages of the Deviancz

rnCycle. The Case of Alcoholism." South Dakota Journal of Medicine and Pharma ,
Sioux Falls, Vol. XIII, No. 12, pp. 596 -808 and 615, 1980.
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Principles of Interorganizational Relationships
and Management

(A) The Involvement Processes in Planned Social Action
Research on how organizations form coalitions to achie-ve

goals which are definable as f9i the public good show the im-
portance of two elements in brIgiog groups to the point where
they are willing to circumscribe their, own interests to those of
the public goals. The first is a positive identification with the
community of common interests" which is inherent in any "area

of interdependence" which is able to organize to achieve com-
mon goals definable as for "good of the community."-Here the
vast amount of research on the geographic community shows a
%idespread phenomenon in many nations, namely that there is
what can be called a "fund or reservoir of goodwill" for the
community and for the nation. It is predictable that of least
some residents of most communities and nations will have some
positive sentiments about the place where they live. It can be
hypothesized, an fact, that either an actual or potential "fund of
goodwill" exists for many "areas" of interdependence, whether
these be work groups, regions, or others with common or inter-
related concerns. These, in order to gain some consistency with
community theory, might be labeled the "community of inter-
ests" for an "area of interdependence." Within this kind of
framework it now is possilule to separate theoretically the Con-
cepts community, community of interests, and community de-
velopment from the restrictive' scope of their traditional geo-
graphic confines of the early American neighborhood and
community.

The second major problem of inter-group involvement is how
groups within an area of interdependence act to achieve com-
mon goals, deemed desirable for the good of the whole as well
as for the good of the individual membierS of the whole. Miller's
study provides an excellent case illustration.; He' studied how
over, 200 U.S. communities made the decision to build hospitals,
and how to raise the funds to finance the projects. The com-
munity hospital is a good illustration because it almost always is
a project which is definable as for the actual or potential good
of the whole community as well as for each and every member,
both in the present and in the future. It is almost impossible
fur any member of the community to deny this inherent charac-

- ter of a hospital project?
The research showed several finding s: (1,i that effective work-

ing relationships to achieve a common goal gild be established
even between groups which had been in traditional conflict;
(2) that "coordinate" relationships based on common "consent be
tween groups located in equal positions of the community status
order frequently were more successful in achieving a common

I.Paut A Miller. Community Health Action East Lansing. Nlichipn State University
Press. 1953.
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goal than those designed on subordinate-superordinate basis
within the hierarchy of bureaucratic organizations, (3) that the
way m which the initiation process was first organized and the
project first presented to the public is an important variable in
predicting the acceptance, neutrality, or opposition of different
segments of the "relevant order" of the action process, and in
predicting whether the project ever became officially inaugu-
rated, or if so was successful. If the initiation process became
perceived as "captured" by one segment of the community for
its own benefit, there were then legitimate bases for opposition
to form to prevent one segment of the whole from using a proj-
ect important for the "whole" to enhance its own advantages,
especially status-wise. Successful hospital projects usually had a
careful balance in their sponsorship between newcomers and
oldtimers, high and low status, young and old, etc.

The Action Processes; In a related work, Sower and his col-
leagues designed the models of how an action process is "man-
aged" through a complex of organizations which are within its
"relevant order."4 While the actual model as well as the research
design and book within which it was developed were labeled
"community action," in reality the action being analyzed was
that primarily of county organizations, including a county health
council and the count Extension Office. It seems plausible, in
reviewing the work, that both the process as well as the book
could well have been labeled "Inter-Organization Involvement"
just as appropriately as to have been restricted only to
the area of community. Within this context, it seems plausible to
hypothesize that the model likely is applicable to any instance
in which an action process is initiated into any complex of two
or more organizations, especially when the action pertains to
achieving goals- which can be classified as "public goals" kinds
of issued. As shown in Chart 1-A there are certain stages in an .
action process (recognizing that each does not necessarily follow
the neat time ordering which the logic of the model might
imply).

While a more detailed attempt has been made elsewhere to
apply the model to a development-type case ',statewide economic
development), a summary here will show its general applicabil-
ity to the inter-organization41 processes involved in any kind of
development planning and action

The following represents an attempt to provide a brief ex-
planation for the model (Chart 1-A) and show how it is appli-

4 Christopher Sower, John Holland, Kenneth Tiedke, and Walter Freeman, op. cit.,
p. 317.

Christopher Sower, Robert Hanson, David Westby, and Norbert Wiley. Highway
Change and Locality Change. Base Line Studios, .apter VIII, Me Relationships
Between Inter-Organizanonal Coalitions acid Achieving the Coals of Planned Change.
A Theoretical Statement." Michigan Stele University, 1981.
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cable to understanding and explaining the kinds, of decision
making contained in the inter-organizational relationships of
any development planning process. (The next section Brill show
several ways in which it can be put to practical use).

(I) Starting at the top of the model, it can be seen that any proposed
development-type action roust logically evolve from symbols and sentiments
appropriate to the society (existing social structure) within which it is being
proposed. It needs to be sponsored by organizations in the legitimate
order" for that particular proposal. (The legitimate order" can be defined
as including all groups or individuals who have the socially defined right
to be involved in the action. One test of such membership for instance
is whether they will go into opposition if they are ignored, not consulted,
or not ins olved?).

(2) The second step, the convergence of interest, takes on a special mean-
ing here in that it implies a convergence upon the acceptance of a com-
mon group goal, or charter. The research' shows that different organizations
can accept the same goal for quite different reasons. For instance the
County Health Department justified participating in a health survey be-
cause it wanted to discover ways of providing better health services. On
the other hand, the Cottrity Medical Society justified the goal in order to
prevent the further spread of socialized medicine (more public health
services). A "dear would be an instance where two or more organizations
arrived at a specific agreement on a common goal.

(3) The establishment of the initiating Set is the next step. In practical
terms however this must follow the determination of which grodps cam-
pose the legitimate order for the action. This involves the designing of
specific detailed proposals leading to the "justification of the Charter."
(The term charter, has been borrowed from anthropology to designate the
group goal as distinguished from the goals of the members of the group)..
As mentioned above the research findings on community action show bow
different members of the sponsoring set can justify the group goals for
quite different or even opposing reasons. The important test however, is not
how each group justifies the goal, but whether or not it does, and whether
it then decides to join in the sponsorship for the action. An important goal
in the action process is to conduct negotiations to determine how to alter
and re-define the charter so as to involve the maximum proportion of the
legitimate order which can justify, legitimize, and hence sponsor and
support.

, Leading to the left of the ce nter block in the model, we have developed
the explanation of how public opinion can be either supportive of the
action because of sentiments of good will for the whole, can be indifferent
or variable, or can be opposed. At the right from the center block of the
model, we have tried to diagram first how legitimate access is gained to
different organizations in the legitimate order, whether by tangential mem-
bership in different organizations, personal channels, justification based on
logical 'reasoning, or by some other kind of general appeals. The groups
in the legitimate order have next been classified-as either approving, spon-
soring, neutral, or opposing. (If the oppocition is not contained at this
point in the process, the action comes to a halt.)

(4) Finally, after the decision is made to execute the action, it is neces-
sary to obtain the necessary facilities for carrying it out. For state eco-
nomic development, this would mean new organizations, funds, coopera-
tion from other groups. etc. In the community action studied from which
the model was devloPecl, it meant the involvement of 700 voluntary work-
ers ip the county This was accomplished through the procesies designated
under the recruitment process.
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The overall application of the action model can be summa-
rized as including the following stages.

1 Recognition of a problem and determining achievable
goals.

2. Convergence of interest.
3. The getting and justification of group goals.
4. Determination of the leevitmate order.
5. Legitimation and sponsorship by a sufficient proportion

of the relevant members of the legitimate order to corn-
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mit it to support of the action, including the containment
' of opposition.

8. Establishment of an execution set and mobilization of the
necessary resources.

7. Fulfillment of the charter (group goal).

Fcom this reasoning, then, it appears logical to develop an-
other predictive model. It may by now state the obvious, but
essentially it predicts that action which invokes and activates its
legitimate order in approval and sponsorship will be achieved.

Model Showing the Relationship Between the Involvement of the
Legitimate Order and the Achievement of the Action Goals

Legitimate Order of the Action
Proms Adequately Involved
and Activated

Legitimate Order of the Action
Proms Not Adequately In-
volved and Activated

Action Pro Will
Be Completed and

and Goals Will
Be Achieved

Predicted
rt

Action Frog Will
Not Be Completed
and Goals Will Not

Be Achieved

Predicted

There is one final necessary element of the process. While the
above model attempts to determine the positions and processes,
there is something else which is necessary before the organiza-
tional machinery is able to move, This pertains to the problem,
of motivation. Individuals and organizations must commit them-
selves to making this or any other action. process move from its
beginning to its end. The community action research shows
clearly that when individuals and organizations get fully com-
mitted to such action., they then put in the necessary effort to
see it through to completion. While some such "movers of ac-
tion" will develop from the fact that the persons occupy posi-
tions within organizations, there would appear to be few substi-
tutes for personal dedication which derives from the fund of
good will for community. Within this context, individuals and
groups literally succeed when the action process succeeds, end
have a sense of failure when the action fails. This seems to be
an important core clement of such action processes. Miller adds
one final element.

When men of skill carried out the decision making function . . .
the organization of the people at large was more extensive . . .
The implications may suggest . . that in the details of decision mak-
ing and community problem solving, the patterning of office and
skill are not to be overlooked.

Paul Males, oP. cit.. PP. 161-162.
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Application of the Inter-organization Action Model to
Practical Problems

It is possible at this point to use the general theoretical model
presented in the last section to show how using a good theory
frequently is the most effective way to approach the solution of
a practical problem. This will be illustrated with four points in
the inter-or anization action process uhich often result in com-
plications r persons who are attempting to achieve "public"
good" of goals. (While it is likely that the model and the
principles Apply also to the intra-organizational action process
as well as to types of action dealing with more priVate goals,
the research tests to date have been linulteci to the achievement
of such "public goals" as are inherent with' development-type
planning and action). The four illustratio' be the impor-
tance of the initiation process, the role of dedi ed opposition,
the role of objective standards in settin goals a d preventing
inter-group conflict and the role of i er-personal elationships
in inter-organizational cooperation, Even though ese have
been mentioned in the paper, it seems appropriateto state them
more explicitly at this point.

(a) The Importance of the Initiation Process:
The research findings show that groups or individuals may

take either a supportive or opposition position to an action pro-
posal, largely based on the way the action was initiated. Hence,
if the goal of the action initiators is to obfain sufficient support
from the legitimate order" of the action proposal to permit its
successful execution, it should be helpful to recognize that at
least some opposition can develop from the initial steps of stat-
ing the proposal as well as in the way it is publicly announced
and sponsored.

It only stands to reason that action proposed by one group
which is in a historic power struggle with another group (leftist

./vs. rightist groups in the political arena, for instance), will re-
ceive the almost automatic opposition' from the traditional op-
ponents of the initiating group. What the members of one
political party initiate will receive the almost automatic opposi-
tion of members of another party. What labor initiates, manage-
ment oppdses. From this fact, practical urban planners, for
instance, have learned that if they want a new housing or urban
renewal project to receive public support, that it is necessary to
have the first public announcements of .the pioposal (the initia-
tion) made jointly by members of all important groups in the
community. It is especially important to involve those who tradi-
tionally .have been known to be for the "good of the whole
community" and not representing only one segment, like labor,
management, realtors, etc.

stated simply, the predictive model is that groups which are
involved in the initiation of the action proposal will be corn-
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mitted to suppnrt. Groups %%hid) hav c,not been so involved are
not so committed, may take a position of opposition either be-
catie they cannot justify the proposed action because of their
oss-n group norms,. ur because of either the characteristics of the
initiators or the manner in which the a.ction was initiated into
the community, state, national, or other total system."'

(h) The Role of Dedicated Opposition r, ,

Most "public goals" kinds of action must somehow or other
be resoled by some combination of the positions and actions of

I organized groups and of public opinion.8 The center block on
the right side of Chart 1 illustrates how different groups can
take either approving, sponsoring, neutral, or opposition posi:.
tions to any issue. It diagrarhs also the different ways which thct
initiating group can gain' access to other groupstangential or-
ganizational memberships, personal channels, persuasion, etc.
The center block on the left side of the Chart shows the classi-
fication of pUblic opinion about the issue as either committed to
the goodssill of the community, as indifferent, variable, or as or-
ganized opposition.

As was described earlier in the paper, the research findings
show, that there are instances in which one or a small number
of persons sNho become dedicated to opposing an action pro-
posal can in turn activate many persoqs and groups who prob-.
ably would othemise have remained in, either the indifferent or
unorganized opposition category. No specific research has
been designed yet to test specific hypotheses on the role
of dedicated opposition, but such designs now are feasible, Even
though we have only observational data in this area to date,
there is stifficient evidence to justify designing and testing cer-
tain hypotheses .°

By percersing any such group as a social system, qne can gain a more clear
understanding and explanation of how each justifies its position of either support.
neutrality, or opposition Loomis and Beeglc lase designed a useful set of elements of
a social system Ends or Objectises, Norms, Status-roles, Power (Authority or Influ-
ence), Social rank. Sanctions, Facilites. and Territoriality. Charles P. Loomis, and
I Allan Beezle, Rural Socu2logy. The Strategy of Changy. Englewood Cliffs, New

is Jersey, Prentice Hall. Inc.. 1957.
While most attempts to* predict the outcome of resolving public Issues hy open

leetions ha,e used a puhlrc opinion polling method, two studies demonstrated that
the rests of -Right to Work" issues, which sere resoled hy city public elections.
could be accur-ately predicted by %designing a formula based on (a) the position on
the issue of diffrrcnt organizations in the city, (b) the intensity of the commitment
of darr,,, groups to resols mg the issue in the direction they desired, ( c) the kinds
of coalitions which were formed to persuade the public, and (3) a ranking of the
different groups uithm a-community power classification. See Delbert C. Miller. The
Pred.ction of Issue Outcome in Community Decision Making,': Research Studies of the
surto col'eze of Washington. Vol. '23. June 1957, pp 137-147. Also. Robert C. Han-
son. "Predicting a .Community Decision. A Test of the Miller-Form Theory." Ameri-
can Somologacal Recut, Vol. 24. So.5, October 4959, pp. 602-871.

See for ,instant, James Coleman. Community Conflict. Glencoe, Illinois. The Free
Press. 1917. Alko fortlkorning Michigan State Unil.ersity bulletin Gary King, Walter
Freeman, and Christopher Sower. Sociolorneal Influences on Subprban Politico! Action
A School Bond

Christopher
also. C R. Hoffer and Walter Freeman, Social Action Result-

ing from. Imlustrsol De, cionmerit. Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station Special
Bulls tin No 10. October 1911.
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(c) The Role of "Objective Standards" in Preventing Inter-Group Conflict
The idea of. the role of "objective standards" in preventing

inter-group conflict was derived from observations of how differ-
ent groups related themselves to a StateHighway Department
in such decisions as where the new highways should be located,
the kinds and specific locations of access points bet w een loca)
communities and limited access highways, as well as even to
issues related to the engineering of highway construction." It
was noted, for instance, that there was very great inter-organiza-
tion rivalry pertaining to decision making on many kinds of
issues. Yet, on practically all except one purely engineering
construction issue, there was little open contest because the en-
gineering standards from the U.S. Bureau of Roads and the State
Highway Department provided the objective evidence for de-
termining the issue. There vas one technical issue, wever, in
which the objectives were either, in the process of her devel-
oped or at least were not clear. This was whether the ro was
to be constructed of portland concrete or asphaltic conc te.
Each of the industries sponsoring these 'respective ,produ
maintained lobbying organizations in an attempt to affect the
decision making, and each sponsored public advertising to carry
its cause to the public, Likewise, different community and state
groups attempted to affect State Highway Department decision
making in many varieties of ways...

The importance of the concept objectives standards" is that
the decision making was removed from public controversy when
the evidence was so well established that the consegdences of
different decisions were predictable. Further observation of dif-
ferent kinds'of controversy in issue resolvement shows that inter-
group contest is likely to occur when such standards are not
established. There are many instances in attempts to get various
kinds of bills through legislatures in which different agricultural
and other interest groups have been on opposite sides of issues
largely because USE objective standards were not available. The
history of agricultural legislation is filled with such inter-organi-
zation contest, and the issues range through such areas as live-
stock, plant, and human health; commodity standards, trans-
portation, and many others. The only Ractical implication of
the concept "objective standards" for administrators is merely to
point up the issue, and to provide the general predictive model
that there is a relationship between this concept and inter-
organization contest.

(d) The Role of Inter-Personal Relationships in Inter-Organizational
Cooperation.

Even with little objeCtive evidence to support the hypothesis,
observation indicates that there are many personal friendships

"Christopher Sower. Robert Hanson. David Westhy and Norbert Wiley. highway
Change and Locality Change: Base Line Studries,'ChApter VII The Problem of De-
signing .the Models for Predicting How a Development Organization Achieves Its
Coah: The Case of a State Highway Departrhent, Michigan State University. 1981..

4.
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between the members of any two organizations which have ef-
fective inter-organizatibnal relationships. On the contrary, or-

lanizations
wlat..h are in contest (labor unions vs. industries, and

ifferent politkii parties, religious groups, ideological action
groups, etc.) apptar to have few if any personal friendships
which cross the lines of the respetve organizations.' In fact,
there frequently are. info r rules which prohibit such friend-
ships, they would be inteeted as indicating disloyalty to the
ririmary organization. From a practical viewpoint, a plausible
hypothesis evolves for organizations which need to be brought
together to achieve national, state, or local development goals.
It seems predictable that the more the different representatives
can know' each other as persons, the more that personal frielad-
ships develop, the more likely will there be the kinds of cod-
Municationtwhich will result in the two organizations being able.to set and agree on common goals.

(B) Organization Goal Clarity, Role Concensus, Personal Inter-
est, and Organization Goal Achievement
.

'There is one complex of variables, within the inter-organiza-
tional component of any development organization which has a
very particular and unique applitability to the Cooperative Ex-
tension Service. As mentioned above, probably no othpr organi-
zation has such a large proportion of its personnel who literally
have "joint appointments" with other organizations, such as sub-
ject matter departments, connty governmedt, etc. In turning to
several subject matter areas for assistance, it is possible to.design
the concepts necessary to analyze this, complex of variables
which may be very important to either the success or failure of
the organization in. its goal achievement. Literally, while its
tri-partite arrangementwith national government, the Land
Grant university subject matter departments and cdunty goy-

, ernmentmay have been one of the sources of strength through
which the organization has been able to achieve such outstand-
ing goals, there is evidence to indicate that this can be one of its
greatest sources of difficulty in a period of very rapid social
Change and development of new knowledge.

The source of knowledge for gaining an understanding of this
problem comes from the social psychological area of role theory,
giving it a special application to a large scale development or-
ganization. There are three basic concepts necessary td using
this knowledge. The first is the hypothesis that an organization
consists of an inter-related set of positions, which are occupied
by "position incumbents." Such positions can be formal ones
within the organization structure, or ones based on sex, friend-
ship, etc. The second concept is `behavior expectation," or the
behavior which is expected of the position incumbent because
of the fact that he is occupying the ,position. Each position
within an organilation has different "relevant others" who pos-
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sess the social right to hold behavior expectations" for the in-
cumbent of any position.,

The third concept, "conTensus," is the, key one for understand-
..

ing an organization. As shown by Gross and his eblleagues, there
is evidence to hypothesize that there will not be consistency or
concensus between the different "relevant others" who have the
legitimate right to hold behavior expectations for any given po-
sition incumbent. Also, there will not likely be concensus be-
tween these "relevant others" and what the person himself
thinks he should be doing because of his incuntency in the
position."

It is within this context of concensus that one of the unique
characteristics of an organization like the Cooperative Extension
Service becomes evident. In focusing upon either of the two
major positions which have dual linkages, the Extension Spe-
cialist and the County or District Extension Azent,it is possible
to hypothesize that literally inconsistent behavior expectations,
can be impinged upon such position incumbents, largely because
of the different and diverse sources of legitimate "relevant
others" who have the social right to hold behavior expectations
of these personnel. Chart II diagrams this kind of potential for
a county or district Extension Agent. Chart III shows a similar
model for the Extension Specialist. They show how the different
legitimate sources of behavior expectations can impinge upon

,the position incumbent, and how these can be inconsisteq with
,each other, or lack concensus. It is at this point too that4tffe con-
-cept the "three anchor points of legitimation" for an organiza-
tion takes on importance for an organization like Cooperative.
Extension. These provide such diverse sources of legitimate be-
havior expectations."

There are two types of consequences to an organization's out-
put which are related to this problem of concensus. The first is
shown in Chart IV-A. Being primarily a psychological conse-
quence, it is beyond the context of this paper. It hows the range
of possible responses for any person when he i trapped into a
situation of "144 of concensus" between the d ereht behavior
expectations w hich can legitimately be impinged upon him.
Such a condition can lead to mental stress and to long time ad-
verse consequences. The concept may in fact, provide the
knowledge linkage between organization theory and certain seg-
ments of personality theory.

The second type of consequences is related to the predictabil-
ity that the organization will or will not achieve its goals. As
shown in Chart V-A, (reading from left to right) it is possible to
--i-i Neal Gross, Ward Mason, and Alexander l'*1..anhos.,EzPIVrarTorn in Role Analysts.
New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1958:Mr"' agety 3.

0 These nave been designed from Parson's concept of "three Ieveh in the hierarchial
%tructure of organization. (The sources of jt.1 inputs, its internal component parts,
and the users of its outputs). See. Talcott Parsons. "Suggestions for a 'Sociologiml
Approach to a Theory of Organizations." Administrative Science Quiirteriu, Vol. I,
pp. 83-85 and 225-239. Reprinted in. Talcott Peso= Structure and Process in Mod-
ern Society, Glencoe, Illinois, The Free Press, 1980.

As
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CHART
,
u - A 1

MODEL OF SOCIAL ROLE BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS FOR COUNTY OR DISTRICT.,
EXTENSION AGENTS OF THE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

Exp)etations about Behavior Related
, to County Office Colleagues, from:

State
Egbwasion Office '
Specialists

County Colleagues

Clients' Expectations

Members of Board
a Supervisors

2

` Expectations about Behavior
Related to the gate OW, from:

State
Extension Office

Specialists

County Colleagues

Clients' P...xpectations

Members of Board
of Supervisors

Family «4 Other NOn-
Job "Significant

Others"

Inctimbent of the
County or District

Extension Agent
Position

State State
Extension Office Extension Office

Self Self
Specialists Specialists

ExPen - Exited-
County Colleagues County ColleaguesCations tations

Clients' Expos tallow Clients' Expectations 9

Members of Board
of Supervisors

Members of Board
of Supervisors

Family and Other Nos,
Job -Significant

Others"

Family and Other Non-
Job "Significant

Others"

Expectations About Behavior Related Expectaticket About Behavior Related
to the Agent's Prmtram 3.112, goyatx to OW lions from Fondly, Conurnmity
or District. and Other Non-Job Systems.

Clioso

''''design a set of inter-linking variables which lead from (1) the
extent to which the goals of an organization are clearly and con-
sistently defined, to (2) the extent to which it is able to maintain
concensus in the behavior expectations impinged upon its per-
sonnel from different legitimate sources, to (3) the extent to
which 'the personnel are basically interested in achieving the
goals of the organization, and to (4) the extent to which the
goals of the Organization are ac ieved. The hypothetical
relationship between both goal clarity and its absence ig
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CHART III -A
MODEL OF SOCIAL ROLE BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS FOR THE SUBJECT MATTER

SPECIALIST OF THE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
"The Stan in the Middle"

Behavior Expectations from
the Subject Matter Depart-
ments that the Man Will Be
Competent injUs Subject
Matter Field:

1. Publications
2. Conduct Research
3. Participation in

Seminars
4. Aenolance at

Profeasional
Meetings

5. Keep Up with
Subject Matter
Knowledge

6 Be a Competent
Specialist In Some ,
Sub-Segment of his -
Discipline

ne
gxtension
Subject
Matter

Specialist

Solt Expectations of
Behavior Appropriate to
Being a Person With Sub-
ject Matter Competence,
and a Member of a Subject
Matter Department of a
University

Behavior expectations from
the Extension Organization
that The Extension Specialist
Will Bo a Successful and
Loyal Member of the Exten-
sion Organization (An Action
Agency).

1. Be enthusiastic about
achieving the goals of
the Extension Organization.

2. Participate in Extension
Organization Ftmctions.

3. Extensive travel itinerary
within the State.

4. Represent the Extension
'Organization to its public.

Self Expectations of
Sehavin Appropriate to
Being a Member of the
Extension Organization

I

diagrammed in the chart, with the linkage to personality stress
alsb included. It Is sufficient to conclude this section with the
comment that the model now is ready for testing with either ob-
servational or statistical research methods. Even,without further
testing, it would seem to have some direct applicability to any
attempt to design some managementtrinciples for development
organizations.

A Tentative Statement of Organization Hypotheses:
'Finally'', for the reader who wants to see the hypotheses pulled

together into one section, the following represents an attempt at
this task.
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CHART IV -

HOW thCUMBENT OF A couNre OR DISTRICT' EXTENSION OFFICE POSITION
CAN RESOLVE EITHER CONFLICTING, LNCONSISTENT, PRESSURE

OR OTHER PROBLEM PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS

Behavior Expeciathon
Source A (State Office)
with either high,
mak uni,1 ,ct

, to huincnons
4

Behavior Expectation -
Source C (County

Clientele)

locon,isten*,
or

Other Problem
P-itierns of Role
Expecta.lors

Alteirative Kays in Which
A Person Can Resolve Such

**Problem" Role Expectations
With Actual Behavior

I. Role conflict not resohed
(confused or inponsistent
behavior)

2. Jekyll and Hyde
3. Select one behaxior pattern

a. Select "sell" expectations
with possible Ask of
sawdons

b. Select smile "cd.hert"
expectations torganization
man) with risk of ern:Mona!
tai sion

Behavior Expectation
Source B (County ,

Office Colleagues)
with either high,
medium, or Ia..; access
to sanctions

"Self" beliefs:
With either high,.
medium, or low belief
in rightness of role
perception

Cons equences

Higg

Nte-
dhun

Emotions Physical or
Tension ' Slental Dis-

order

1. By definition, apt organization is a see- of perceptions of the
kinds of behavior which, should be perforrried by the incumbents
of a collectivity of positions. There.are,behavior expectations for
the total organization, for its sub-parts, as well as'for the incum-
bent of each position. There are three basic sources from
which such behavior expectations legitimately derive. These are
(a) from the 'external segments of society which provide
the inputs of resources necessary to maintain the organizition,
(b) from different positions within the organization, and
(c) from the users of the.output of the organization. It can be
hypothesized that there will not likely be "consensus" between
the behavior expectations which derive from these different
156
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"anchor 'points of legitimation," or from the sub-groups withii;
each segment. As organizations are only a collectivity of behas
expectations, they are alterable.

2. A natural condition of &large scale organization is that the
members of its sub-parts will likely be more interested in achiev-
ing the goals of the sub-unit than in the total organization goals.;
This likely,is a mandatory condition for a large organization, as
the achiesement of major goals (teaching, extension, education,-
science and arts, or an engine plant or body plant for that mat-,
ter) requires a large amount of dedication and interestbn the
part of the incumbents of its positions.

3. The total organization is in basic difficulty, however, if i,
arrives at a condition ss here sub-group behavior prevents the
total organization from either setting or achieving central organ-,
ization goals. Yet, a natural condition of a large organization
that too heavy concentration on sub-group goals may prevent
the total organization from (a) setting total organization goa.T.
(that is genuine achievable ones, not just words); (b) altering
traditional goals which have become outmoded by changin
conditions such as social change, new knowledge, etc.; an
(c) selecting personally "strong incumbents for center organic
zation positions.

4. It can be hypothesized that organization contest is a conse-
quence of explainable Variables. It likely is predictable, and ex.-,
plainable. As with other such phenomenon, it has the possibility_
of being alterable.

5. Organization contest, by.ddefinition, is related to problems of
consensus between different segmeiits of the_ total legitimate
order for tie organization. It appears now that a research focus
on the pr4piems of coAensus will be productive of developing
such ArediJtive "model's.

=:-

6. I energy within an organization which is allocated to
either organization or inter-personal contest, by definition, is not;
available for the achievement of organization goals. Hence, con-,
test may be one of the most important variables related to de- '
veloping predictive models pertaining to goal achievement.

7. A natural condition of a large scale organization is that ,

there will not likely be consensus between the goal achievement ,

patterns of sub-sections and those of the total organization. A
natural condition of such an organization is that sub-unit goals.
will likely be deemed more important by many position incum-
bnts. unless deliberate measures are taken to insure that total

Korganizati 2Q als take precedence.
8. Th e is a ect relationship between the extent to which

the go Is of an organization are achieved and the extent to
which the position incumbents are personally interested in
achieving such goals. Hence, an effective goal achieving pattern
is when there is a convergence between the personal interests -

of position incumbents and the goal of the 'organization.
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9. By definition, some organizations (health, education, wel-
fare, etc.) can achieve their goals only as the recipients justify
the output of the organization as inputs into their own systems.
These can be classified as "development organizations. This
type of relationship between organization and recipient pros ides
a useful model for designing research in explaining how and the
extent to which health, and other development organizations
achieve their goals. The important variable is to explain how the
recipient justifies using the output of the organization as a legiti-
mate input into his own use. -

10. Low concensus of behavior expectation patterns for dif-
ferent patterns or for the total organization will likely be higher.
under conditions of high social change, development of ,new
knowledge, etc.

11. Consensibs within an organization or for its total legitimate
order will liktly be correlated with such variables as different
generations, age, sex, different sub-segments of the organiza-
tions, etc.

12. It is likely that organization contest will mole likely occur
under conditions in which lack of consensus fits into patterns of
polarity, that islxi-polar, tri-polar, etc.

13. Organization contest is more 4ikelyto occur wheii laa of
consensus is associated with firmness of belief, intensity of feel- .
ing, etc., especially when also associated with high polarity of
position on-particular issues.

14. There, will be a significant relationship. between lack of
role consensus in a work organization and such other variables
as personality stress, as well as with such stress relieving meas- .

iires as use of alcohol, partying, and other recreation, also with
family, community, church, friendship, and other relationships .
outside the work organization.
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Seventh.National Cooperative Extension
Administration Seminar

APRIL 30-MAY 4, 1962

SUNDAY, APRIL
.7.00 8:00 p.m.

800 p.m.

PROGRAM
29

REGISTRATIONPenthouse, Madison Jim.
ORIENTATION SESSIONFor speakers, general ses-

sion .chairmen, planning committee members and
chairman of evaluation committeePenthouse, Madi-
son Inn.
N. P. Ralston, Chairman

30

REGISTRATION. Confpience Desk, And Floor, Wis-
consin Center

MONDAY, ,APRIL

8 00 9.00 a.m.

9.00 a m GENERAL SESSION, Room 311, Wisconsin Center
Chairman

N. P. Ralston, Extension Director, Michigan
INVOCATION

.C. A. Vines, Extension Director, Arkansas
WELCOME

R. K. Froker, Dean and Director, College of Ag-
riculture, University of Wisconsin.

BJECTIVES AND OPERATION OF THE SEMINAR
. P. Ralston

Chang: g TimesChanging Programs
C. M. Ferguson, Professor, National Agricultural:

Center for Advanced Study.
11:15 a.m. LARGE GROUP 151gCUSSION

1:15 p InGENERAL SESSION, Room- 311, Wisconsin Center
Chairman

A. A. Spielman, Dean apd Dirdctor, Massachusetts
Cooperative Extenition'a Contribution to National Goals

E. T, York, Jr., Administrator, Federal Extension
Service ,

DISCUSSION OF PAPER '
J, B. Claar, Associate Extension Director, Illinois
C. 0. Youngstrom, Associate Extenson Director,

Idaho
3:16 p.m. RECESS
3:45 p m DISCUSSION GRdUPS

Croup 1Roorrr
Group II--Room 211
Group IIIRoom 213
Group IVRoom 225
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,
8:00 p.m. DINNER MEETING, Old Nfadrson Room, Memorial

Union
Chairman

Henry L. Ahigren, Associate Extension Director,
Informal discussion with Administrator York

TUESDAY, MAY I
8.30 a.m. GENERAL SESSION, Room 311, WiscOnsin Center

' Role of Cooperative Extension in the LandGrant
System

Fred H. Harrington, Vice- President, University of
Wisconsin

DISCUSSION OF PAPER
C. A. Vines, Extension Director, Arkansas
Henry Hansen, Associate Extension Director,

. Connecticut

10:45 a.m. GROUP DISCUSSION
Group IRoom 312
Group 11Rooni 211
Group IIIRoom 213
Group IVRoorrr,225

1:15 p.m. GENERAL SESSION, Room 311, Wisconsin Center
Chairman

A G. Vo lz, Associate Extension Director, California
Cooperative Extension: A Development Organi;ation

in Transition
Christopher Sower, Professor of Sociology, Michi-
gan State University

DISCUSSION OF PAPER
Lloyd Davis. Field Repiesentative, Federal Ex-

tension Service ,

John E. Hutchison, Extension Director, Texas

3:00,p41;. COFFEE HOUR WITH GRADUATE STUDENTS
AND STAFF

3:45 pm, DISCUSSION GROUPS
Group IRoom 312

T
Group II1Roorn 211
Group IIIRoom 213
Group IVRoom 225

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2
8:30 a.m. GENERAL SESSION, Room 311, Wisconsin Center

Chairman
R. E. Larson,- Extension Director, Pennsylvania

Formulating Cooperative Extension Goals
James G. 'Harlow, Dean, College of Education,

University of Oklahoma
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DISC SS1ON OF PAPER
E. \V janike-, Extenqon,Director, Nebraska
Minim A iiiderson, As.-/xate Extension Director,

lov-a

10 15 a to (.ROL P SSIO\
(;11.11p 312
Guam I1 Room 211
Croup IllRoom 213
i,r,up IVRoom 225

1 15 p m GENERAL SESSION, Room 311, Wisconsin Center
Chairman

F. W. Alton, Assi,tant Administration, Federal Ex-
tension Serve

Organization As A Meant for Achieving Extension's
Goals

Edv-ard Gross, Profe-,,,or of Sociology, Unnersity
of Minnesota

DISCUSSION OF PAPER
John A. Cox, Extension Director, Louisiana
Gene M. Lear, Associate Extension Director, Ore-

gon

3 45 p m GROUP DISCUSSION
Group IRoom 312
Group IIRoom 211
Group IIIRoom 213
Croup IVRoom 22-5

THURSDAY, MAY 3

830 a m GENERAL SESSION, Room 311, WISCCRISITI Center
Chairman

Torhef S. Aasheim, Extension Director, j %Iontana
The Individual and Goal Achievement

George R. Strother, Professor of Commerce and
National Xfiricultural tdctension Center for Ad-
xanced Stutly

LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION
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10.15 a rm RECESS

10:35 a m. LARGE CROUP DISCUSSION

1:15 p rrt. LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION

3.15 pm. SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS
Identify Problems the Seminar Didnt Solve
Croup 1Room 312
Group HRoom 211 .

Croup IIIRoom 213
Group IVRoom 225 ,

1 :1:41



6.00 pm DINNER NIEETINC, Old Madisc.,n Room, Memorial
Union

Clu.irrntin
F I .iil 1 . n Dii tvr M

The Indic idual and the Organ:rot:on
Elbert \V Burr, Mana.;..r. Personiid Des eloprnent,
M.ir,s..into trio: al Cmpari±.

FRIDAY, MAY 4

8 311 -1 m CE ERAL SI.ssION B in ;11 Vs itc nti C rit r
Chairman

R Bert C Clark, Dia ,t,t Jt nal ..;ricultural
Crater for stud!.

A Consideration of Unsoiccd.Problems
Chairman cf dis,ussion -,,.:cup, questioning.

the cilnoPant.
Elbert \V. Burr
C Ferzu-i,n

E
Chri.tcpher So xr
Gtorre B Strcth. r

Esaluation Committee

T. H. Patton. Associate Extension Director, Penncylxania, Chairman
S Axery Bice, A..sociate Extere-ion Director. C,olorado
Ceorze,E Hull. Ext. nti n Director. AT17-(413
C W. Sdineider, Extcrisiim Director, K.
Arthur II Schuh,. Actin; I:xt. 'Isom Director. North 1)a1.tii
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Literature Publi§hed by the Center
TO PROVIDE a permanent source of reference material on
Extension administration and related subjects, the Center has
printed reports of the various workshops and seminars. In :this
way, the contributions of outstanding speakers and consultants
are preserved in a convenient form for further study and
discussion.

Copies of the following publications are available for dis-
tribution to the States and other interested parties if you would
advise us of your needs.

ADMLNISTRATION

Administration in Extension
Edited by Robert C. Clark and Roland H. Abraham
This publication presents the major papers presented at the Sixth

National Cooperative Extension Adininistrative Seminar held at
Madiion, Wisconsin, in 1959.

Five major areas of administration are analyzed. They are: (a)
expanding responsibilities of Extension administrators in the Land-
Grant institutions, (b) assessing and developing executive leadership;
(c) administrative theory, (d) adjusting formal organization to cur-
rent program responsibilities, arid. (e) communication in administration.

Pub. #8-220 pp.-83.00

Extension Administration
-Suggested Areas of Research

Edited by,Ann C. Olmsted

This is a report of a conference held in 1958 to identify problem
areas and encourage research in Extension administration.

The report will be useful to staff and graduate students' in Exten-
sion administration and Extension education in identifying areas in
cshish research appears to be most needed.

Suggested areas are: (a) administrative policy and programming;
(b) internal administration; and (c) external administrative relation-
ships.

Pub. #1-24 pp.No charge.

Cooperative Extension Administration
Edited hy.Ann C. Olmsted and Gerald Huffman

A report of the fifth National Extension Administrative Workshop,
held at Madison, Wisconsin, April, 1958.

Papers and summaries of work group findings are presented on:
(a) factOrs affecting the Extension administrator's job; (b)
istrative organization, (c) coordination and direction; (d) program-
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piing, (e) 'personnel management; ( f) effective budgeting; and (g)
administrative relations. 'xterisive references' on each subject add to
the usefulness of the publication for graduate study.
Pub.- #2-88 pp.No charge.

_

SUPERVISION

Supervision in the Cooperative Extension Service
Edited by F. E. Rogers and Ann G. Olmsted

This publication is perhaps the first to relate the wide body of
general knowledge about supervision to the Cooperative Extension
Service. Chapters include: (a) principles of -supervision; (b) func-
tions of 'the Extension supervisor; (c) recruitment, selection and
placement; (d) job descriptions; (e) counseling; and (f) evaluating
'agent performance.

Supervisors will find these readings and references valudble aids
for mservice and graduate training. Extension administrators may
also find this publication an aid in selecting new supervisors and in
planning training programs.
(Oct. 1957) Pub. #3=-162 pp. $2.00

.

The Role of Cooperative Extension Supervisors
Edited IV Giace E. Langdon 1

This is a report of The almost identical regional workshops. held in
Texas and Georgia in the spring of 1960. It includes papers env
phasizing: (a) program development; (b) counseling; and (c) prof
fessional improvement. -

Pub. #9-70 pp. $1.50

Personnel Appraisal and Job' Descriptions
in Extension Supervision

Edited by Grace E. Langdon

The report is based on the Northeast -Extension Conference on
Supervision in Washington, D. Cin 1960. It emphasizes the study
of (a) personnel appraisal; (b) the development and use of job
dAcriptions; and (c) the supervispr's role in adult education.

Pub. #10-74 pp.$1.50-

OTHER REFERENCES

National Sympdsium on Home .Demonstration Work
Edited by Glenwood L. Creech and Howard M. Dail

A report of the national symposium held at ,East Lansing, Michigan,
in 1958.

Papers analyzed: (a) the social, economic, technological and civic
trends affecting families; (b)' identified needs of families in view of

4-
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It

current trends, ( c) examined the responsibility of the Cooperative
Extension Service to families, and (d) considered adjustments which
might increase effeentieness of hc.ime economic extension.

Pub. #7-128 pp.No charge

`Selected Readings and References in 4:H Club Work
For Cooperative Extension Personnel

Compiled and edited by C. L. Carter, Jr. and Robert C.-Clark
These readings and references are designed primarily "(but of

exclusively) for use in graduate programs of Regional and to

Summer Schools and regular semester courses on 4-H Club
They may . also be useful in undergraduate courses that deal rith
Extension programs and Methods, for personnel study on the jo , .d
to serve as a general reference.

Subject matter co red: Part I. History; Philosophy and Objectives,
Part H. Basic Nee Youth; Part III. Factors to Consider in Pro-.
gramming; Part IV, dult Volunteer Leadership; and Part- V. Role
of the Professional Worker.

Pub. #11-140 6.-53.90

A Research Approach to Program Development in
Cooperative Extension

Edited by Edgar J. Boone a

A report-of a. Research Planning Conference in Program Develop-
went held at Madison, Wisconsin in 1981.

Papers analyzed. (a) needs and problems in program development
as Viewed by an Extenkion Director, (b) major concerns in program
development warranting research, (c) suggested alternatives for Te.-
searclimg the deVision-making process in program develOpment; ( d)
appraising approaches to planning Extensioh programs, (e} apprais-
ing changes in planning participants, (f) researching the program
development process, and (g) overviews of completed program de-
velopment research in Iowa, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

f. % Pub. #12-80 pp. '$2.00

Changing Dimensions in Agriculture and Home
EconomicsImpact on Cooperative 'Extension

iAdministratiob
L..Edited by E. J. Boort and C. M. Ferguson

This publication includes eight papers presented in the National
Agricultural Extension Center%s 1961 Fall Forum Series held at the
University of Wisconsin.

Papers presented: (1) Modernizing Extension to Meet Tomorrow's
Needs, (2) The Federal Partner Lookrat Extension's Challenge; (3)
Tomorrow's Demands for Education for Agriculture; (4) Tomorrow's
Main Thrust in Extension, (5) Tomorrow's AgricultureIts Challenge
to Administration, (8) What Will ,Tomorrow's Homemaker Expect of
Extension? (7) New Dimensions in Home ,Eekomics, and (8) Chatt-
ing the Colitis° in Extension.

Pub. #13-96 pp. $3.Q0
166.
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Address publication requests to: Di.. Robert C. Clark, Director,
National Agridultural Extension Center for Advanced Study,
Agricultural Hall, The University of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wis.
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The National Agricultural Extension Center for Advanced
Study is supported in large part by a grant, received from the

_W. K. Kellogg Foundation, Battle Creek, Michigan. The Center
is located in Agricultural Hall at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
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